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ABSTRACT

Today, the most pressing scientific and engineering problems are typically nonlinear,

dynamic, and multidimensional in space and time. To capture such complexity, re-

searchers of every discipline are progressively adopting machine learning algorithms

which model physical phenomena and interpret observations by learning through

data. The aforesaid is provoking a fundamental change in the way we do science.

This thesis describes the potentials and limits of the application of machine

learning to planetary sciences. In Chapter 1, the state-of-the-art of data-driven ap-

plications to planetary sciences is reviewed. In Chapters 2 and 3, machine learning

is applied to improve the realism of terrestrial planet formation studies by streamlin-

ing high-resolution collision simulations into machine learned response functions. A

more realistic treatment of collisions in N -body terrestrial planet formation studies

is found to profoundly affect the predicted mass, composition, and internal structure

of terrestrial planets with respect to previous studies that assumed perfectly inelastic

collisions (perfect merging). In Chapters 4 and 5, a novel approach that combines

machine learning and Bayesian statistics to analyze data from remote sensing is

presented. In Chapter 4, this method is first used to refine the interpretations of

asteroids’ properties from measurements of the surface thermal emission, including

regolith abundance that eluded the traditional techniques of previous investigations.

In Chapter 5, the approach simultaneously inverts remote sensing surface tempera-

ture and radar measurements of a terrestrial analog of Jupiter’s moon Europa (Lake

Vostok, East Antarctica) in order to constrain the temperature profile and the com-

position of the ice. The expected performance of this new data fusion approach is

finally discussed in the context of the forthcoming NASA Clipper and ESA JUICE

missions to Europa, which will both carry a radar sounder and a thermal imager.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

It is a capital mistake to theorize

before one has data.

Arthur Conan Doyle,

The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes

In this Chapter, the state-of-the-art of data-driven applications to planetary

sciences is reviewed. The aim is not to present a complete overview, but rather to

show the wide applicability of data-driven methods (specifically, machine learning)

across the field and to discuss their potentialities and limitations.

1.1 Machine learning: what it is and why it matters

One of the main recent breakthrough of computer science is the design and imple-

mentation of methods that have been used to tackle problems from very different

disciplines. Machine Learning is the striking example of this (Blum et al., 2020).

Machine learning is the sub-field of data science that lies at the cornerstone between

statistical methods and computer science as well as at the core of artificial intelli-

gence. Originally conceived to address the question of how to build computers that

can autonomously improve through direct experience, machine learning enables ma-

chines to learn features and trends from the available data. Over the past few years,

encouraged by advancements in parallel computing technologies (e.g., Graphic Pro-

cessing Units, GPUs), availability of massive labeled data as well as breakthrough

in understanding of deep neural networks, there has been an explosion of machine

learning algorithms that can accurately process images for classification and regres-

sion tasks, e.g., image and video recognition (Krizhevsky et al., 2012), natural lan-

guage processing (Socher et al., 2012), and speech recognition (Hinton et al., 2012).
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State-of-the-art machine learning techniques allow for several advantages. Among

these, machine learning can be used to streamline the generation of data sets to

most efficiently explore regions of interest in a large parameter space and perform

accurate mappings of initial conditions and end-states, with associated probabili-

ties, taking into account a high-dimensional parameter space. This is in contrast to

human operators whose perception is limited to a mostly 2-D understanding of the

data. As described in this thesis, machine learning takes advantage of this ‘big data

problem’ to spot new and sometimes unexpected correlations.

Machine learning techniques are traditionally distinguished into supervised (or

predictive) and unsupervised (or descriptive) methods. Supervised methods rely on

a training set of data, both with features/predictors and labels, that is known with

some level of confidence. The dataset is split into training samples, validation sam-

ples (data used to measure generalization capability of the algorithm), and testing

samples (data that do not affect training and are used as an independent measure of

performance during and after training). By contrast, unsupervised methods do not

label the data directly into classes but rather attempt to find patterns and trends

underlying in the data. Usually, such algorithms (e.g., K-mean, Ahmad and Dey,

2007) require an initial assumption on the data (e.g., number of clusters), and their

results heavily depend on such initial assumptions. Algorithms are further parsed

between metric and non-metric depending on their specific operating principles.

Metric algorithms employ measures of similarities and distances to the predictors

whereas non-metric algorithms do not. Among the metric-based algorithms, the

most common approaches include Support Vector Machines (SVM, Hearst et al.,

1998), which uses a kernel to compute the inner product of all pairs of data in the

feature space and implicitly projects the data in a higher dimensional space where

such data are linearly separable; and K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN, Duda et al.,

2012), which uses a suitable similarity function/distance to evaluate the closeness

of a new sample to samples stored in memory. Among the non-metric algorithms,

the most common algorithms are Decision Trees (Safavian and Landgrebe, 1991),

which construct a tree structure and explore nodes and leaves for both classifica-
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tion and regression; and Random Forest (Breiman, 2001), which is an ensemble of

multiple Decision Trees, where each tree is constructed by sampling a random set of

attributes from the data. Each tree performs regression via a mean prediction and

classification via majority voting. Ensemble methods (e.g., Bootstrap Aggregation

or Bagging, Breiman, 1996), where an ensemble of weak learners are combined to

produce a stronger learner, are commonly used for both regression and classification

tasks.

1.2 Planetary sciences and machine learning

The field of planetary sciences is progressively adopting machine learning solutions

to perform analysis of telescope, spacecraft and laboratory data and computer sim-

ulations. The two main advantages of this approach are that machine learning

enhances the tractability of astronomical data sets that are overwhelmingly large

for humans to process (Kremer et al., 2017); and that machine learning can be

used to achieve unbiased detection of scientific information and patterns (Ball and

Brunner, 2010).

1.2.1 Bibliometric analysis

Bibliometric data from the Elsevier’s Scopus publication database show that the per-

centage of publications discussing machine learning in the Scopus category “Earth

and Planetary Sciences” started rising in early 2000 (black curve in Figure 1.1)

and grew exponentially in the last 20 years (the growth is indeed exponential with

goodness-of-fit greater than 98%). This trend predicts that 40% of the total “Earth

and Planetary Sciences” publications will discuss machine learning in 2030. The

trend is similar to that of the overall share of publications discussing machine learn-

ing in all the physical science but computer science1 (red curve in Figure 1.1).

1In the Elsevier’s Scopus database, physical sciences include: Engineering (broadly defined),

Chemistry, Computer Science, Earth and Planetary Sciences, Environmental Science, Materials

Science, Mathematics, Physics and Astronomy.). In Figure 1.1, computer science is not included

as it naturally deals with the development of new machine learning approaches.

https://www.scopus.com/
https://www.scopus.com/
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Figure 1.1: The percentage of publications per year in the field of “Earth and
Planetary Sciences” discussing the topic “machine learning” increased exponentially
in the last two decades (black curve). Although the publication share totalled to just
3.8% of all publications in 2019, this trend — which is similar to that of all physical
sciences but computer science (red curve) — predicts that ∼ 40% of all publications
in “Earth and Planetary Sciences” in 2030 will discuss machine learning. Data from
the Elsevier’s Scopus publication database.

As of 2019, however, the publications discussing machine learning in “Earth and

Planetary Sciences” totalled to just ∼ 3.8%, which is about half of the same per-

centage for the cognate fields of physics and astronomy (Figure 1.2). To ensure

integration of machine learning methods in planetary sciences in the next decade,

two white papers (Azari et al., 2020; Varatharajan et al., 2020) were submitted for

the new Decadal Survey 2023–2032, recommending to increase support for planetary

data infrastructures and for development and research of onboard software and hard-

ware capable to run state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms; to invest in educa-

tional programs to teach data-driven techniques to young planetary scientists; and

to encourage the development and storage of open source training/validating/testing

machine learning datasets and collaborations between academia and industry.

https://www.scopus.com/
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Figure 1.2: Data from the Elsevier’s Scopus publication database show that, as
of 2019, ∼ 3.8% of publications in “Earth and Planetary Sciences”discussed ma-
chine learning. This percentage is less than half of that of cognate fields such as
physics and astronomy, and much smaller than the share for Mathematics (22%)
and Engineering (32%).

1.2.2 Application to planetary science models

The increasing computational power and the development of simulation software

allow developing models that capture more details of physical phenomena than it

has been possible in the past. While this shrinks the discrepancy between the

real physical system and the simulated one, a single simulation may take many

minutes, hours or day to complete, but still thousands or even millions of simulation

evaluations may be needed. This depends on the number of parameters involved

(dimensionality). As we shall see in this thesis, to avoid prohibitive design costs, a

solution is to construct approximation functions called surrogate models. These

algorithms mimic the predictions of simulations within a known level of accuracy

while being computationally cheaper to evaluate. In this thesis, supervised machine

https://www.scopus.com/
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learning algorithms (i.e., neural networks and classifiers) are used to train surrogate

models on a collection of planetary science data to learn the relationships between

a set of dependent variables called ‘responses’ and a set of independent free model

parameters called ‘predictors’ or ’features’ from a training data set that provides

example of such relationship. Building surrogate models using machine learning is a

data-driven task, as it occurs without underlying assumptions or a priori knowledge

about the model.

When compared with other approaches (e.g., see Jiang et al., 2020, for a review),

the advantages of using machine learning for building surrogate models reside in the

capability of generalizing from sparse data in high-dimensional parameter space

(Provost and Fawcett, 2013, see Appendix A). Furthermore, trained machine learn-

ing algorithms can be protected against over-fitting the data, that is, preventing the

machine learning algorithm to be fooled by chance occurrences in data that do look

like interesting patterns, but that in fact do not generalize to new unseen data. Ex-

amples in literature of surrogate models include: modelling the outcome of collisions

between pairwise planetary bodies (e.g., Cambioni et al., 2019a; Emsenhuber et al.,

2020, Cambioni et al. 2020, in review, Chapters 2 and 3 in this thesis); emulating

the complete physics and dynamics of a general circulation climate model (Scher,

2018); predicting the stability of circumbinary planets on initially coplanar, circular

orbits (Lam and Kipping, 2018); and characterizing the interior structure of planets

with mass below 25 Earth masses (Baumeister et al., 2020).

On the other hand, machine-learning-based surrogate models do not provide

immediate access to conclusions about the underlying physics of the phenomena

(causal inference). This may prevent a clear assessment of the physical consistency of

the surrogate model (the so-called “black box” effect). Problems can occur because

of mislabeling in the data, bad convergence of the training procedure, or biases in the

data set. Current research efforts include promoting the development of explainable

and responsible artificial intelligence (e.g., Arrieta et al., 2020, and reference therein)

to mitigate this problem.
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1.2.3 Analysis of planetary science data

Today, telescopes, spacecraft and laboratory instruments collect an enormous

amount of data every day (e.g., Feigelson and Babu, 2012; Kremer et al., 2017).

The major challenges are how to store such information (not discussed here) and

how to efficiently process and interpret these data sets and extract the relevant infor-

mation from them. The latter involves inverting data to derive properties of interest,

parsing data into categories, detecting anomalies in the measurements and common

patterns in the data, automatic mapping of planetary surfaces, feature extraction

and detection of signals from noisy retrievals, and formulation of data products for

follow-up science operations (Azari et al., 2020). In that respect, the potentialities

of machine learning algorithms in supporting big data handling in planetary sciences

was soon recognized (e.g., Pratt et al., 1977) and the applications kept multiplying

and refining since due to a continuous improvement in the quality of algorithms,

amount of computational power and availability of cheaper sensors and thus data.

As we shall see in Chapter 4 and 5 of this thesis, in inverse remote sensing prob-

lems, machine-learning-based surrogate models allow efficiently sweeping through

a multi-parameter space to find the solution that best fits the data. As the num-

ber of model parameters increases, the use of surrogate models drastically reduces

the computational cost and the risk of introducing biases in the data analysis, and

opens to the possibility of joint-inverting measurements collected by different in-

strument on telescopes, spacecrafts and laboratory experiments (i.e., data fusion;

see Chang and Bai, 2018, for a review). Applications in this direction include the

analysis of thermal data of planetary surfaces to characterize the presence of multi-

ple materials (e.g., regolith and rocks, Cambioni et al., 2019e,d); joint-invert radar

and infrared measurements to characterize the properties of icy satellites (Cambioni

et al., 2019c); accurately estimate Earth’s mantle properties (Shahnas et al., 2018);

quantify uncertainties in highly non-linear models such as those used to study seis-

mology measurements (de Wit et al., 2013); and to characterize the properties of

mantle convection (Atkins et al., 2016).
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Classification algorithms have been employed for automatic mapping of geologic

features on planetary surfaces, including automatic annotation of units on planetary

surfaces and landforms (e.g., Stepinski et al., 2007; Ghosh et al., 2010; Palafox

et al., 2017) and smooth terrains on asteroids (Cambioni et al., 2019b); automatic

detection of craters and ridges on planetary surfaces from imagery and topographic

data (e.g., Kim et al., 2005; Scheidt et al., 2015), discontinuities in the subsurface

from radar data (Gupta et al., 2020), presence of different minerals of planetary

surfaces (Dundar and Ehlmann, 2016) and of different rock types (e.g., Thompson

and Castano, 2007; Wagstaff et al., 2013); and monitoring of possible changes in

surface features (e.g., Kerner et al., 2019).

Additional applications of machine learning to planetary data analysis include

identifying and classifying different categories of solar wind at Earth (Camporeale

et al., 2017) and Mars (Ruhunusiri et al., 2018); detecting exoplanets (Millholland

and Laughlin, 2017; Pearson et al., 2018); characterizing atmospheric features on

Saturn (Waldmann and Griffith, 2019); and classifying the spectra of asteroids using

artificial neural networks (e.g., Howell et al., 1994). Finally, machine learning has

been also used to perform a quantitative evaluation of gender bias in astronomical

publications (Caplar et al., 2017), revealing that female planetary scientists receive

10.4 ± 0.9% fewer citations than should be expected if the papers with the same

non-gender-specific properties were written by male colleagues.

1.2.4 Autonomous space exploration

The advantages of the use of machine learning and artificial intelligence to enhance

spacecraft autonomy and decision making are considerable, especially when the goal

is to optimize the consumption of finite resources (McGovern and Wagstaff, 2011;

Kothari et al., 2020). This would lead not only to a reduction in mission cost in

both the ground and space segments, but it may become even essential for making

the next wave of solar system discoveries (Azari et al., 2020; Varatharajan et al.,

2020). Examples are landing on the surface of icy satellites, where the spacecraft’s

lifetime may be limited by radiation (Team et al., 2012); the exploration of lunar
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lava tubes from which communication to Earth is not possible (Fink et al., 2015);

and the collection of samples of planetary bodies, although, for the latter case, semi

real-time human decisions aided by machine learning may be more likely to occur

rather than decisions via machine learning alone (Ehlmann et al., 2017).

Despite the perceived advantages, the implementation of machine learning in

space exploration is still in its infancy. Robotic space missions operate in extreme

environments and their enhanced autonomy is challenged by severe computational

constrains and high cost of failure (McGovern and Wagstaff, 2011). Spacecraft are

typically powered by hardware which is much less capable than those of modern

computers. This limits the capability of training state-of-the-art machine learning

techniques directly on-board using collected data (McGovern and Wagstaff, 2011).

To address the problem of memory and computing capabilities, future spacecraft

(e.g., the ESA JUICE mission, Åberg et al., 2016) are moving towards a multi-core

digital processing units capable of running deep machine learning with software

packages shared between the various instruments and payloads (e.g., Kothari et al.,

2020).

Introducing machine learning algorithms to enhance autonomy in space explo-

ration requires substantial technological development and testing on the ground, in

order to increase the Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of onboard hardware and

to characterize the response of machine learning algorithms in deep space. In that

respect, active topics of research include testing the robustness of machine learn-

ing algorithms to radiation-induced corruption of on-board hardware; increasing

the autonomy of spacecrafts in Guidance, Navigation and Control for rovers and

lander; and predicting spacecraft performance by data-mining telemetry time-series

and payload data for instrument re-tasking and real-time analysis purposes (e.g.,

Wagstaff and Bornstein, 2009a,b; Gretok et al., 2019). Examples include the use of

3 years of ESA’s Mars Express telemetry to develop data-driven models to predict

the power consumption over the next full Martian year (Breskvar et al., 2017); the

implementation of the AEGIS system on the Mars Exploration Rover to perform au-

tomated data collection of targets specified by scientists on the mission team (Estlin
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et al., 2012); the development of thematic maps in real time and automatic instru-

ment re-tasking for the Earth Observing-1 spacecraft (Castano et al., 2005); and

the proposed on-board analysis of uncalibrated data on the Mars Odyssey orbiter

(Castano et al., 2007). Regarding Guidance, Navigation and Control, the similari-

ties between the challenges in space and those of autonomous driving on Earth offer

opportunities for development which are likely to be explored in the future (Kothari

et al., 2020).

Finally, the boom of cheaper satellite platforms such as cubesats and smallsats

(e.g., Woellert et al., 2011) offers affordable occasions to implement and test machine

learning and autonomy approaches in space (e.g., Chien et al., 2017; Manning et al.,

2018), thus contributing to the elevation of the TRL of such technologies. Although

cubesats are typically deployed in geocentric orbits, important efforts have been

done to grant access to deep space to such platforms. An example is the recent

successful case of the twins Mars Cube One (MarCO) spacecrafts, which recorded

radio data by NASA’s InSight mission and relayed them to the Deep Space Network

on Earth (Schoolcraft et al., 2017). Built and managed by NASA’s Jet Propulsion

Laboratory, its mission cost was a fraction of that of most space missions (i.e., USD

18.5 millions). This strengthened the case for the use of cubesats as technology

development platforms not only for Earth observation, but also to test advanced

technologies (including machine learning protocols) in deep space.

1.3 Outline of dissertation and published results

The results described in Chapter 2 in this thesis are published in Cambioni et al.

(2019a) and Emsenhuber et al. (2020), except for Section 2.3.4, which, together

with Chapter 3, are submitted for peer-review. The results described in Chapter

4 are published in Cambioni et al. (2019e). The results in Chapter 5 will also be

submitted for peer-review. Part of this Introduction and the Conclusion (Chapter

6) are submitted as a book chapter to a forthcoming volume on machine learning

and planetary sciences.

https://solarsystem.nasa.gov/missions/mars-cube-one/in-depth/
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CHAPTER 2

SURROGATE MODELS OF PLANETARY COLLISIONS

The contents of this Chapter —except for Section 2.3.4— are published in

Cambioni et al. (2019a); Emsenhuber et al. (2020).

In this Chapter, machine learning is applied to a large but sparse database

of giant impact studies in order to streamline simulations into surrogate models

able to predict the collision type, and the masses, post-collision orbital parameters

and core mass fractions of the two largest collision remnants. The collision type

is predicted by a classifier which maps the structure of the parameter space and

provides insights about the outcome regimes. The other quantities are provided

by neural networks trained to closely mimic the functional relationship between

the 4-D space of collision parameters, and real-variable outcomes. These machine-

learned functions are designed to be used to quickly and reliably predict specific

collision outcomes in realistic N -body dynamical studies of planetary formation

and differentation, as described in Chapter 3.

2.1 Theory of planetary collisions

The final stage of terrestrial planetary formation is dominated by collisions between

similar-sized bodies (Wetherill, 1985; Kokubo and Ida, 2002) known as giant im-

pacts. The idea of giant impacts has gone well beyond Moon formation (e.g., Hart-

mann and Davis, 1975; Stevenson, 1987; Benz et al., 1989; Canup and Asphaug,

2001) to give new understandings of planet formation during the “late stage”, when

bodies that are similar in size collide at one to several times their mutual escape

velocity vesc,

vesc =

√
2G(MT +MP)

Rcoll

, (2.1)
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where MT is the mass of the target, MP is the mass of the projectile and Rcoll =

RT + RP is the separation at initial contact (e.g., Wetherill, 1985; Asphaug, 2010).

The subscripts T and P refer to the target and projectile respectively. Supported

by increasingly-sophisticated models, hypotheses have emerged for the giant impact

formation of planets including Mercury (Benz et al., 2007; Asphaug and Reufer,

2014; Chau et al., 2018), Pluto-Charon (e.g., Canup, 2005, 2011), Haumea (Lein-

hardt et al., 2010), Titan (Asphaug and Reufer, 2013), and the Moon. In a broad

sense, giant impact events have a significant role in determining the final physical

properties of rocky and icy planets.

The last stage of planet formation included the pairwise accretion of the oligarchs

(Kokubo and Ida, 2002); orbital excitation was limited to the escape velocity of the

most massive participants, and damped by smaller planets, so a range of collision

velocities around 1.1–1.4 vesc is expected (Stewart and Leinhardt, 2012; Quintana

et al., 2016), with outliers at higher and lower velocities depending on damping

and the presence of other major bodies. Even allowing for significant planetesimal

damping, during the late stage when most mass was bound up in the largest bod-

ies, most giant impacts occurred at velocities faster than around 1.1–1.2 vesc due

to gravitational stirring (Kokubo and Genda, 2010; Quintana et al., 2016). In this

velocity regime, for strengthless, self-gravitating bodies, the majority of giant im-

pacts are hit-and-run collisions (Genda et al., 2012) in which the projectile survives

accretion and keep running. For smaller bodies, the effect of friction and porosity

must be considered in addition to gravity, as it will increase dissipation and enhance

the cross section of coagulation (Jutzi et al., 2015).

Collisions at near-escape velocity typically result in mergers, although the im-

pact angle θcoll is an still important property as it controls the amount of angular

momentum in the system. Head-on collisions with near-zero angular momentum are

straightforward to understand in terms of outcome, but these are rare occurrences

(Asphaug, 2010; Emsenhuber and Asphaug, 2019a). Only the lowest-velocity giant

impacts result in efficient mergers, with most of those being “graze-and-merge” col-

lisions like the canonical 45◦ model for Moon formation at vesc. Even in the slowest
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scenarios of Moon formation, the Earth and Theia (the target and the projectile,

respectively) lose several percent of their material to heliocentric orbits, for further

evolution (Jackson and Wyatt, 2012). At the other extreme, collisions a few times

vesc are unable to accrete any mass, blasting material from the crust and mantle of

the target and obliterating the projectile. This is in the range of collisions considered

for the origin of Mercury (Benz et al., 2007) and the Mars hemispheric dichotomy

(Marinova et al., 2008).

For most values of θcoll, however, the result is an oblique collision where a “run-

ner” emerges from the first collision with a reduced relative velocity (Emsenhuber

and Asphaug, 2019a). At low impact angle and velocity, this runner is most likely

captured, and will come back for a second collision; the ensemble interaction is a

graze-and-merge collision. It is the second event that produces the actual merger,

unless deformation of the bodies leads to strong torques that can release additional

material, as has been postulated for the origin of the Pluto-Charon binary (Canup,

2005, 2011). Oblique mergers involve the accretion of significant amount of angular

momentum, and can easily form satellite systems; the “canonical” model of Moon

formation (Canup and Asphaug, 2001; Canup, 2004) is an example. The angular

momentum provided by the merger is able to change the rotation state of the target

dramatically.1 This effect has been invoked to explain the tilted spin axis of Uranus

(Slattery et al., 1992; Kegerreis et al., 2018b; Kurosaki and Inutsuka, 2019).

At sufficient impact angle and velocity, the runner will more often than not

go on to accrete with a different planet than the original target or never impact

again. This regime is defined as hit-and-run collisions (Agnor and Asphaug, 2004).

Runners in hit-and-run collisions into proto-Earth, for example, are about as likely

to accrete onto Venus as they are to come back to the Earth (Emsenhuber and

1It is worth noting that Ćuk and Stewart (2012) have also presented a mechanism for the

formation of the moon. Their model, a non merging collision, is a specific case that requires

the alignment of the target’s spin with the impactor’s trajectory, and a pre impact target that is

rapidly rotating (2.4 to 2.7 h) to achieve a sufficiently massive protolunar disk. In this Chapter

and Chapter 3, however, the focus is on systematic averages, and are not accounting for the spin

of the bodies.
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Asphaug, 2019a). This implies that late-stage accretion might be more appropri-

ately described as a chain of attempted mergers ending potentially in a merger, as

opposed to simple pairwise events. It is then possible for a “runner” to survive mul-

tiple hit-and-run collisions, which leads to compounding geological and geochemical

consequences. Furthermore, the most hyperbolic (small θcoll, high vcoll) hit-and-run

collisions produce chains of compositionally-diverse runners extracted from a range

of depths (Asphaug and Reufer, 2013), that may or may not return (Jackson and

Wyatt, 2012). Because the impact parameter b = sin θcoll (Equation B.4) lies in-

side the target radius, the collisional and tidal stresses strip away exterior materials

during a hit-and-run collision. In a differentiated body, this means that the bulk

composition is modified; this is a possible origin of Mercury’s anomalous core size

(Asphaug and Reufer, 2014; Chau et al., 2018).

As a further complicating factor, the transition between graze-and-merge

collisions and hit-and-run collisions (bound or unbound runner) depends not only

on the impact velocity and impact angle (hit-and-run requiring faster or more

grazing collisions), but also on the Hill radius, that is, the gravitational sphere of

influence in the case of a massive central body (Rufu et al., 2017; Emsenhuber and

Asphaug, 2019b). A giant impact that happens in orbit around the Sun (in the

case of two planets colliding) or around a planet (in the case of two moons) tends

to be more disruptive and dispersive than the same giant impact in a two-body

scenario, so that certain graze-and-merge collisions become hit-and-run collisions.

In between—and of the greatest relevance to planetary accretion—is the highly

nonlinear regime where the effect of impact angle and velocity are pronounced; here,

collisions cannot be treated simply. Several numerical modeling studies of collisions

have concluded that the preponderance of giant impacts result in two (or more)

major remnants after the initial contact, that are either bound (graze-and-merge

collisions; Leinhardt et al., 2010) or unbound (hit-and-run collisions; Asphaug

et al., 2006).

Most of the previous studies reviewed above used high-resolution hydrocode sim-
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ulations of collisions. This numerical technique —described in the following Section

2.2— can allow for sufficiently accurate modelling of giant impacts to make mean-

ingful predictions about the growth of terrestrial planets. But each giant impact

run requires a long computational time to complete (on the order of hours to days

depending on the resolution). As a large number of collisions may occur during late

stage terrestrial planet formation (up to order of 103, e.g., Emsenhuber et al., 2020),

it is impractical to model each impact “on-the-fly” by running a full hydrocode sim-

ulation at a resolution that is sufficient to make meaningful predictions (of order of

105 particles per planet, i.e., ∼ 30 across the radius of the colliding bodies.)

Alternatively, Cambioni et al. (2019a) proposed a fully data-driven approach,

in which machine learning algorithms are trained on the data set of pre-existing

hydrocode simulations2 by Reufer (2011) and Gabriel et al. (2020) described in Sec-

tion 2.2. These machine-learned functions are an example of “surrogate models” as

presented in Section 1.2.2; they are data-driven models of giant impacts that do not

simply interpolate the available data, but rather generalizes the underlying func-

tional relationship between impact properties and the minimal number of collision

outcomes necessary to continue the evolution of the remnants in an N -body code.

These models predict the outcome of a collision within a known level of accuracy

with respect to the hydrocode simulations in an independent testing set. They do

so as to fit the available data, but not to over-fit them; that is, to be inclusive of

the expectation of new data that is yet to be observed.

2.2 Dataset of collision simulations

The machine learning application in this Chapter uses the high-fidelity numerical

simulations of giant impacts as a training dataset. The simulations were published

by Reufer (2011) and are also the basis for Gabriel et al. (2020), who develop a

2The data described in Section 2.2 is ideal for an initial study, but is being superceded by much

higher fidelity models. However, one of the advantages of the approach presented by Cambioni

et al. (2019a) is that higher fidelity data can be added to lower fidelity data in a weighted manner

as they become available.
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forward-functional model from the same dataset.

The collisions in the dataset are modeled using the Smoothed Particle Hydrody-

namics (SPH) technique (Reufer, 2011; Gabriel et al., 2020). SPH is a physically-

based hydro-dynamical model that uses a Lagragian description, which is suited for

collision modeling, where a large range of densities is expected; no grid is required,

in contrast with Eulerian methods. Quantities are obtained by interpolating over

∼ 50− 100 neighbor particles using a kernel function (in this case, a β-spline, Mon-

aghan and Lattanzio, 1985). Spatial derivatives are retrieved using the derivative

of the kernel, so that no grid is required. Time evolution is provided by Euler’s

equations: mass conservation to obtain the density, energy conservation for the in-

ternal energy, and momentum conservation with pressure gradient and self-gravity.

An artificial viscosity is added to resolve shocks as is common in nearly all SPH

implementations in planetary sciences (e.g., Monaghan, 1992). An equation of state

is required to obtain the pressure from the density and internal energy: M-ANEOS

for SiO2 and ANEOS for iron (Melosh, 2007; Thompson and Lauson, 1972), a com-

mon choice for such studies. Self-gravity is based on a hierarchical spatial tree

(Barnes and Hut, 1986), where contributions from distant regions are estimated us-

ing a multi-pole approximation. The same tree is used to walk the nearest-neighbor

search, a process that occurs throughout the simulation.

Completed at ∼ 200 000-particle resolution, the dataset used to train the sur-

rogate models presented in this Chapter spans a wide range of parameters: target

mass MT, mass ratio (projectile/target) γ, impact angle θcoll, and impact velocity

vcoll/vesc. The bodies are similar in size and initially non-rotating. They are differen-

tiated with a chondritic composition of 30% iron and 70% silicate. The values for the

target mass MT and mass ratio (projectile/target) γ that are present in the dataset

are provided in Table 2.1. For each pair, more than 100 runs with different impact

velocity and angle are performed, ranging between 0 and 90◦, and 1 to 4 times the

mutual escape velocity vesc, respectively (top-left and top-right panels of Figure 2.1).

These conditions are the most relevant to the late-stage planet formation (Stewart

and Leinhardt, 2012; Chambers, 2013). Among the impact parameters, the initial
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Target mass [M⊕] Mass ratio (projectile/target)
1 0.20, 0.70

10−1 0.10, 0.20, 0.35, 0.70
10−2 0.20, 0.70

Table 2.1: Pairs of target masses and projectile-to-target mass ratio present in the
collisions dataset from Reufer (2011); Gabriel et al. (2020). For each pair, more than
100 runs with different values of impact velocity and angle are performed, ranging
between 0 and 90◦, and 1 to 4 times the mutual escape velocity, respectively (Figure
2.1).

spin rates, which require three additional variables for each of the bodies (one for the

magnitude and two for the orientation), are not included. The target and impactor

spin rates, however, have been found to be relevant for the overall impact outcome

(e.g., Canup, 2005, 2012) and will be discussed in future work.

Each simulation begins with the bodies approaching from several radii away, to

allow for tidal deformation to take place prior to the collision. The initial conditions

are determined assuming a two-body problem so that the velocity and angle at

initial contact follow the prescribed values. The simulations are evolved for 50τcoll

past initial contact, with τcoll being the collision time scale defined as

τcoll =
2Rcoll

vcoll

, (2.2)

Once a simulation has finished, the resulting bodies are found using the following

iterative algorithm: particles pairs are iterated over, starting with the ones that have

the lowest gravitational potential energy, and checked whether the pair is bound. If

a pair is bound, then a new clump is started, and the iteration continues checking

particles against the new clump. For each particle added, the iteration is repeated

until no further particle is found to be bound to the clump. This procedure is also

used to compute the mass of the largest remnant of the collisions. Snapshots of the

movie rendering of these simulations are shown in Figure 2.2.

The simulations in the dataset use SPH in the original, fluid mode, where the

equation of motion is derived only from the pressure gradient (e.g., Monaghan, 1992)

and self-gravity. This is appropriate when the stresses of gravity exceed the possible
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Figure 2.1: Frequency distribution of giant impact simulations in the dataset by
Reufer (2011); Gabriel et al. (2020). Top-left and top-right panels: frequency
distributions of input impact angle θcoll and velocity vcoll/vesc, respectively; the
values for the other two input parameters that are present in the dataset —target
mass and mass ratio (projectile/target)— are provided in Table 2.1. Bottom-left
panel: frequency distribution of the collision classes as labelled in the classification
task in Cambioni et al. (2019a) which is described in Section 2.3.1; on the x-axis,
“HnR” refers to the simulations labelled as “hit-and-run” cases, “GnM” refers to the
“graze-and-merge” cases, and “Disr.” refers to the “disruption” cases. Bottom-
right panel: frequency distribution of accretion efficiency values (Equation 2.5)
which are used in the regression task described in Sections 2.3.2.

mechanical strengths, and for this reason the existing dataset has its lower limit

at 1400 km diameters (the so-called “gravity regime”). For bodies 100–1000 km in

diameter, it has been shown that friction (e.g., Jutzi, 2015) and strength (Emsen-

huber et al., 2018) are important, with the potential to challenge the traditional

ideas for the origin of moons and embryos during the late stage of planet formation.
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Figure 2.2: Different combinations of the 4 impact properties (predictors: mass of
the target, projectile-to-target mass ratio, impact angle, impact velocity) lead to
different collision outcomes (responses). The SPH codes allow the visualization of
the results in form of short video clips. As an example, the top panel of the above
figure shows the initial state of a SPH simulation (target and impactor before the
collision). The other panels show the collision type for various impact velocities
and angles. From the top-left panel, in clockwise order: a merging event,
resulting from a head-on collision at low impact velocity; a “hit-and-run” event,
resulting from a collision at an impact angle of 45◦ and moderate impact velocity; a
disruptive event, resulting from a head-on collision at high impact velocity; a “graze-
and-merge” event, resulting from a collision at the most probable impact angle (45◦,
Shoemaker, 1962) and low impact velocity. The time after the collision (in hours)
is reported at the bottom left of each frame. Simulations from Reufer (2011).
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For super-Earth and Neptune-mass bodies (10 000 km and larger), the dominant

variables are thermodynamic processes, shocks and gravity (Marcus et al., 2009,

2010b; Liu et al., 2015; Kegerreis et al., 2018a). For this work the training is lim-

ited to Earth-sized planets and smaller, because a sufficiently large database for

super-Earth and Neptune-sized collisions is not reported in the literature.

2.3 Machine learning algorithms: training and performance

As discussed in Section 2.1, SPH simulations are used to model giant impacts on

planetary bodies such as the Moon, Mercury and Mars (e.g., Asphaug and Reufer,

2014; Asphaug et al., 2015; Reufer et al., 2012). Each SPH outcome is a com-

plex N -Dimensional state (consolidated planets, clumps, unconsolidated ejecta, and

their thermodynamic states and other characteristics) that requires detailed anal-

ysis. Giant impacts cover a large range of input parameters, and are intrinsically

three-dimensional events. As an example, a colliding pair of planets is represented

by masses M1 and M2, their impact velocity and angle, target and impactor spin

rate and orientation, plus some assumptions on their composition and internal struc-

ture. Performing 5 realizations of each variable would require nearly 400 000 simu-

lations, just to produce a coarse mapping of the parameter space. The necessity of

a detailed coverage of the parameter space couples with the requirement of precise

(high-resolution) simulations. Simulations with 106 particles have become common

(e.g., Canup et al., 2013; Hyodo et al., 2017; Emsenhuber et al., 2018), and runs are

extended to many gravitational times τg =
√

4π/3ρG (Jutzi and Benz, 2017) where

ρ is the density and G is the gravitational constant.

To tackle this problem, Cambioni et al. (2019a) presented two distinct machine-

learned response functions for collisions in the gravity regime: a classifier of collision

types and a regressor of accretion efficiency. Consequently, Emsenhuber et al. (2020)

updated these two machine learning functions and trained new networks to predict

the post-collision orbit of the remnants, which are needed to keep evolving the

embryos in the N -body planet formation studies. Finally, a set of neural network
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Figure 2.3: The surrogate models of giant impacts generalize the functional rela-
tionship y = f(x) between input x (impact conditions, right column) and outputs
y (collision outcomes, left column). Training occurs on N data of the type: {x; y}i
= {predictor; label}i, i = 1, ..., N . In this Chapter, surrogate models are trained to
associate the four impact conditions (mass of the target, projectile-to-target mass
ratio, impact angle, impact velocity) to collision type (Section 2.3.1), accretion ef-
ficiencies (i.e., mass of the remnants, Section 2.3.2) post-collision orbits (Section
2.3.3) and core mass fraction (Section 2.3.4) of the two largest collision remnants
(the target and the surviving projectile, if any).

was trained to predict the core mass fraction of the resulting bodies, with the aim to

study the effect of inefficient accretion on planetary differentiation. These surrogate

models (Figure 2.3) are described in the following Sections; the reader is referred to

Appendix A for more details regarding the machine learning formalism.

2.3.1 Classifier of collision outcome

In Cambioni et al. (2019a), a prototype of the classifier of collision types is trained

by defining the qualitative outcome of each giant impact simulation according to

four distinct classes of responses: merging, disruption, “graze-and-merge”, “hit-

and-run”3 (e.g., Asphaug et al., 2006, 2015; Stewart and Leinhardt, 2009), Figure

3In the classification, merging and “graze-and-merge” are two distinct scenarios, because the

latter is a transient evolution that would eventually lead the projectile to merge with the target,

but escaping bodies up to a third of the size of the progenitors can be spin off during the collision

(Asphaug and Reufer, 2013).
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2.2. The dataset has entries:

{(MT, γ, θcoll, vcoll/vesc); collision type} (2.3)

In SPH, the continuous fluid is represented as a Lagrangian set of particles that

move with the flow; this allows easy visualization and supports analytical deductions

(Asphaug et al., 2015, and references therein). The matching between predictors

(the impact properties) and response (collision type) was done during one of “movie

days” described in Cambioni et al. (2019a): four co-authors watched short movie

clips of the simulations and, based on this visualization, agreed on the outcome of

the simulations (the classes described above). When dealing with a complicated

problem, a group of experts with varied experience in the same area have a higher

probability of reaching a satisfactory solution than a single expert (Baruque and Cor-

chado, 2010). Labeling error, however, can still occur for several reasons, including

subjectivity, data-entry error, or inadequacy of the information used to label each

entry. Domains in which experts disagree are natural places for subjective labeling

errors (Brodley and Friedl, 1999, and references therein). To mitigate mislabeling

and its negative effect on the performance of the classifier, the labeling of the dataset

is performed by the domain experts with a majority vote. Taking a majority over

many hypotheses, all of which proposed by different experts, has the effect to reduce

the random variability of the labels (Baruque and Corchado, 2010). More advanced

approaches to labeling (e.g., crowd-sourcing or weighted-voting, Rodrigues et al.,

2013) or to labeling error mitigation (e.g., ensemble learning, Zhang and Ma, 2012)

are also possible, but they are beyond the scope of this study. An excerpt of the

labelled data is in Table 2.2 (for the whole dataset, see Appendix E).

An ensemble of 769 labelled SPH simulations is split in a training dataset

(90%) and a testing dataset (10%) via random sampling without replacement.

The training set is used for training the network with 10-fold cross-validation,

which allows performing hyperparameter optimization for what concerns the best

kernel feature parametrization (Bishop, 2006). Among the available schemes, a

multi-class Support Vector Machine (Hearst et al., 1998) with a quadratic kernel
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(K = φTφ = (kTx + m)2) is chosen as the algorithm achieving the highest ac-

curacy in cross-validation (91.0%; see Appendix A.1 for more details about this

procedure). Once the Support Vector Machine is trained and validated, its per-

formance is assessed by means of a confusion matrix computed on the testing set.

The confusion matrix shows the degree to which the classifier is confused when it

makes predictions; each row represents the instances in a predicted class while each

column represents the instances in an actual class (Ting, 2010). As an example,

for the binary sub-problem of classification between “graze-and-merge” (GnM) and

“hit-and-run” (HnR), the confusion matrix has the form:

Actual: HnR Actual: GnM
Predicted: HnR a b
Predicted: GnM c d

The diagonal elements are the instances of correct classifications, while the off-

diagonal values account for misclassifications. In this example, the total number of

actual “hit-and-run” events is ‘a + c’; after training, the Support Vector Machine

classifies correctly ‘a’ events and misclassify ‘c’ events as “graze-and-merge”. The

accuracy of the classifier is computed as the percentages of true positives (correct

predictions) over total number of sample:

AC [%] =
a+ d

a+ b+ c+ d
× 100 (2.4)

Classification problems with a number of classes greater than 2 are decomposed

into multiple binary classification problems, according to different transformation

techniques (e.g., one-vs-one and one-vs-rest strategies, Bishop, 2006). The choice

of a specific technique is also part of the search for the optimal algorithm that

best perform on the problem (a procedure commonly referred to as hyperparameter

optimization Bishop, 2006).

The performance of the classifier from Cambioni et al. (2019a), in terms of its

confusion matrix, is shown in Figure 2.4, left panel. The performance is evaluated

on the testing set, corresponding to 77 entries, which was not used for training
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Figure 2.4: Left panel: confusion matrix of the classifier of collision types from
Cambioni et al. (2019a). The elements on the diagonal of the confusion matrix
represent those instances that have been correctly classified by the Support Vec-
tor Machine (true positives). Conversely, each extra-diagonal element represents
the number of mis-classifications with respect the SPH data (i.e., the labels). The
number of misclassifications is added along each column to compute the false neg-
ative rates. Overall, a true positive rate of 91.4% is achieved on the “hit-and-run”
(HnR) class, 95.5% for “graze-and-merge” (GnM) class, 87.5% for the merge class
and 100.0% for the disruption class. The confusion matrix is close to be fully diag-
onal; the accuracy, computed as the mean value of the true positives over the whole
population, Equation (2.4), is above 93%. Right panel: confusion matrix of the
classifier of collision types as updated by Emsenhuber et al. (2020). The number of
misclassifications is added along each column to compute the false negative rates.
Overall, a true positive rate of 83.3% is achieved on the “erosion” class, 91.7% for
“accretion” class, 98.0% for the hit-and-run collision class. The confusion matrix is
close to be fully diagonal; the accuracy – computed as the mean value of the true
positives over the whole population– is 95% (Equation 2.4).

and cross-validation. Testing the algorithm on this separate dataset provides an

independent, additional assessment of the performance of the classifier on unseen

data. The overall accuracy is above 93% at testing. Certain regimes, however,

are characterized by more misclassifications (e.g., disruption versus merging) than
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others (e.g., “hit-and-run”). Those classes characterized by high false negative rates

prevent the classifier from achieving 100% accuracy at testing (i.e., a fully diagonal

confusion matrix); this is found to be indicative of “confusion” along the decision

boundaries between regimes, as it is described in more details in Section 2.5.2

(Figure 2.13, left panel).

The classifier presented in Cambioni et al. (2019a) was updated in Emsenhuber

et al. (2020) by training on collision types defined by adopting the following criteria

for the masses of the largest remnant ML and second remnant MS: accretion (ML >

MT and MS < 0.1MP), erosion (ML < MT and MS < 0.1MP), and hit-and-run

collisions (MS > 0.1MP). The outcome of the simulations is associated to four

impact parameters (predictors): mass of the target, projectile-to-target mass ratio,

impact angle, and impact velocity. The dataset has entries as described in Equation

2.3. An excerpt of the data for the classifier is in Table 2.3, column 5 (for the

whole dataset, see Appendix E). Among the available schemes, a multi-class Support

Vector Machine is the algorithm achieving the highest validation accuracy for the

classification task (93.1%) with a size of cross-validation batch equal to 10%. Also

for this classifier, the performance are quantified in terms of its confusion matrix

(Figure 2.4, right panel). The matrix is computed on a testing set corresponding

to 80 entries (10% of the total dataset), which was not used for training and cross-

validation. The overall accuracy is equal to 95% at testing (Equation 2.4).

2.3.2 Regressor of accretion efficiencies

In Cambioni et al. (2019a), a prototype of a surrogate model was designed for

the prediction of accretion efficiency (i.e., the mass of the largest remnant of the

collision) which is, following Asphaug (2010):

ξL =
(ML −MT)

MP

(2.5)
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where ML is the mass of the largest remnant, MT is the mass of the target body

and MP is the mass of the projectile. The mass of the remnant is computed at

several times the collision timescale, Equation (2.2). After this time, pressure and

temperature gradient forces are no longer acting and the resulting scenario (largest

remnants and their orbital properties) can be treated using N -body integrator rather

than hydrocodes. A summary of the data is reported in Table 2.3, column 6. The

dataset for the regression task is published in its entirety in the machine-readable

format (see Appendix E). The dataset has entries:

{(MT, γ, θcoll, vcoll/vesc); ξL} (2.6)

while the composition is kept as parameter. An excerpt of the training set is de-

scribed in Table 2.3 (see Appendix E for the full dataset).

As opposed to the collision type predicted by classifiers of collision type described

in Section 2.3.1, accretion efficiency is a real-variable value, and neural networks are

better suited than Support Vector Machines to be trained as surrogate models.

In the followings, we describe qualitatively the training procedure of the neural

networks of accretion efficiency. For a more formal introduction to the theory of

neural networks, the reader is referred to Appendix A.2.

The dataset of Equation 2.6 is subdivided in training, validation and testing sub-

sets, typically in proportion 70%-15%-15%. Network training is performed using the

training set and involves the fitting of the network parameters via minimization of

the loss function defined in Equation A.10 (Mean Squared Error, MSE). Each train-

ing step (or epoch) consists of a round of predictions for the data in the training

set, followed by backpropagation of the residuals between targets and responses and

update of network parameters to find the minimum of the cost function. At each

epoch, the performance of the network (and progress toward a successful training) is

evaluated and the MSE is expected to decrease as the number of epochs increases,

thus indicating progressive improvement in the performance (i.e., learning). The

validation set is used to protect the network against overfitting the training set

(Bishop et al., 1995); this implies that the training process is not a simple interpo-
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lation of the training set, but rather it involves the search for families of parametric

functions (i.e., the neural network) that globally fit the data (generalization). The

validation procedure involves searching those network hyperparameters (e.g., the

learning rate or numbers of hidden neurons, which are not learned during training)

that minimize the MSE on the validation set. At every training epoch, the MSE for

validation and testing is computed; the training is completed when the MSE on the

validation set does not further decrease for 6 consecutive training epochs. Properly

trained networks ensure that the data in the validation and the testing sets follow

the same probability distribution of the data in the training set. The testing set is

used for an independent assessment of the generalization capabilities of the network,

in terms of the value of MSE on an unseen ensemble of data. In addition to the

MSE, the overall process is evaluated also in terms of correlation index R (Equa-

tion A.11), which measures the degree of correlation between outputs and targets;

this quantity is the analogous of the Support Vector Machine classification accuracy

for real-variable data. The correlation coefficient R is a non-dimensional quantity

and allows comparing the performance of different approaches to the problem (e.g.,

data-driven approach versus data interpolation) with respect to the data, at testing.

An optimal result shows low MSE values (i.e., close to zero) and a high degree of

correlation between predictions and targets (i.e., a R value close to 100%) on the

testing set.

After hyperparameter optimization on the validation set, the architecture of

the neural network has 4 input neurons (as many as the impact properties), one

hidden layer of 10 neurons, and one output layer which predicts accretion efficiency.

The dataset of Table 2.3 is composed by 810 simulations; their predictors (i.e., the

impact properties) are internally scaled in the range [-1, 1] (min-max procedure).

The training is performed using the Levemberg - Marquardt algorithm (Demuth

et al., 2014) on the 70% of the overall dataset composing the training set4.

Figure 2.5, left panel, shows the learning dynamics in terms of the evolution

4The dataset is split in training, validation and testing subsets via random sampling without

replacement to assure that the data in the three sets follow the same probability distribution.
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Figure 2.5: Training history and performance at training, validation and testing
of the regressor of accretion efficiency from Cambioni et al. (2019a). Left panel:
evolution of the Mean Squared Error (MSE) for training, testing and validation, for
increasing epochs of training. When validation is concluded, the average plateau
value of the testing MSE is 0.04. This quantifies the global uncertainty of the
surrogate model in mimicking the “parent” numerical model, i.e., the SPH simula-
tions. Right panel: correlation between predictions and target, and overall fitting
with respect to the expected 1:1 line. The correlation coefficient R is about 96%
(average), thus close to the optimal value of 100%.

of the MSE for training, validation and testing, at different epochs of training

procedure. The testing MSE converges to an error level of about 0.04. This value

is an estimate of the global accretion efficiency error, as it quantifies the (squared)

residual between the values predicted by the regressor and the values of accretion

efficiency of the SPH data in the testing set. The training error is also 0.04,

while the validation error is about 0.03. Figure 2.5, right panel, shows the correla-

tion index at the end of the training procedure, whose value is above 95% on testing.

The surrogate model of accretion efficiency was expanded and updated by Em-

senhuber et al. (2020), which also introduced the prediction of the mass of the second

remnant (i.e., the surviving hit-and-run impactor). The dataset used in that study
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has entries:

{(MT, γ, θcoll, vcoll/vesc); (ξL, ξS)}. (2.7)

where, for the largest remnant, ξL (accretion efficiency) is provided by Equation (2.5)

while the accretion efficiency of the second remnant is defined as

ξS =
MS

MP

− 1. (2.8)

This formulation means that ξS is almost always negative, as mass transfer from the

projectile onto the target occurs during a grazing collision (Asphaug et al., 2006;

Emsenhuber and Asphaug, 2019a). This formulation also has the advantage that

the masses of the tertiary remnants, or debris, MD are well defined: if ξD = MD/MP,

then mass conservation requires that ξL + ξS + ξD = 0. A summary of the data is

reported in Table 2.3, column 6–7.

For this network, hyperparameter optimization provides that an architecture

with two hidden layers composed of 10 and 7 neurons, respectively, minimizes the

MSE on the validation set. The network is trained using the Levemberg-Marquardt

algorithm (Demuth et al., 2014) with a tansig activation function (Equation A.8)

and scaling the inputs with the min-max algorithm. For this network, the MSE

function is regularized (that is, a penalty is introduced in the cost function to favor

less complex models) with regularization strength equal to 1× 10−3 (also this value

is choosen via hyperparameter optimization).

Figure 2.6 (left panel) shows the learning dynamics (i.e., the evolution of the

MSE for training, validation and testing) at different epochs of training procedure

for the regressor of accretion efficiencies (the right panel is about the regressor of

post-collision orbital parameters, which is described in Section 2.3.3). The box plots

show the correlation coefficient at testing. The training, validation and testing MSE

of the accretion efficiency neural network converges to a value of about 0.03. The

correlation index at the end of the training procedure is above 96% on testing.
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Figure 2.6: Training history and performance at training, validation and testing of
the regressor of accretion efficiency (left panel) and the regressor of post-collision
orbital parameters (right panel) from Emsenhuber et al. (2020) in terms of Mean
Squared Error (MSE), which quantifies the global uncertainty of the surrogate model
in mimicking the “parent” numerical model, i.e., the SPH simulations, and corre-
lation coefficient at testing: (MSE = 0.03; R > 96%) and (MSE: 0.01; R > 99%),
respectively.

2.3.3 Regressor of post-collision orbital parameters

In the case of a hit-and-run collision, Emsenhuber et al. (2020) train a second neural

network to predict the post-collision hyperbolic orbit of the second largest remnant

with respect to the largest remnant. Specifically, the predicted outcomes are: the

specific orbital energy ε′, given in terms of the kinetic energy of a collision at the

mutual escape velocity (Equation B.7 and B.8), the impact parameter of the orbit b′

(Equation B.9), and the shift of the longitude of the pericenter, ∆$ (Equation B.10).

The derivation of the three parameters ε′, b′ and ∆$ from Keplerian osculating

elements is described in Appendix B. Some examples of the values of these quantities

is reported in Table 2.3 (columns 8–10). For this surrogate model, the dataset has

entries:

{(MT, γ, θcoll, vcoll/vesc); (ε′, b′,∆$)}. (2.9)

Analogously to the neural networks described in the previous Sections, the train-

ing of the networks is performed on 70% of the overall dataset. The rest of the data
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is split between a validation set (15%) and a testing set (15%). The dataset is split

via random sampling without replacement to assure that the data in the three sets

follow the same probability distribution. The networks are optimized by tuning the

following hyperparameters: number of hidden layers, number of hidden units, batch

normalization technique, activation function, regularization strength and training

technique (including relevant parameters, e.g., learning rate). The combination of

hyperparameters that achieves the best performance at validation is: adopting an ar-

chitecture with 3 hidden layers with 50, 45, and 15 neurons with activation function

tansig (Equation A.8), respectively; normalizing the data via Gaussian normaliza-

tion, which normalizes the data for the mean and standard deviation of the training

set; and training by gradient descent (with learning rate α = 1) as described in

Bottou (2010) with regularization strength equal to 9 × 10−1 on the loss function

(e.g., Girosi et al., 1995, for more details).

Figure 2.6 (right panel) shows the learning dynamics (i.e., the evolution of the

MSE for training, validation and testing) at different epochs of training procedure for

the regressor of post-collision orbital parameters (the left panel is about the regressor

of accretion efficiencies as updated by Emsenhuber et al., 2020, Section 2.3.2). The

box plots show the correlation coefficient at testing. The training, validation and

testing MSE converge to an error level of about 0.01, and the correlation index is

above 99% on testing.

2.3.4 Regressor of core mass fraction

Together with the correspondent impact properties, the last two columns of the

dataset (of which an excerpt is in Table 2.3) are used to train two additional sur-

rogate models to predict the core mass fractions of the largest and second largest

remnants. Each remnant’s core mass fraction is obtained by accounting for all ma-

terial in the SPH simulations of Section 2.2. This includes potential silicate vapour

resulting from energetic collisions involving larger bodies or impact velocities. The

core mass fractions of the colliding bodies values are equal to 30%.

For the largest remnant, a neural network is trained, validated, and tested using
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a data set with entries:

{(MT, γ, θcoll, vcoll/vesc);ZL}, (2.10)

where ZL is the largest remnant’s core mass fraction. In the hit-and-run regime only,

a second neural network is trained to predict the core mass fraction of the second

largest remnant. For this surrogate model, the data set has entries:

{(MT, γ, θcoll, vcoll/vesc);ZS}, (2.11)

where ZS is the post-collision core mass fraction of the second largest remnant.

Analogously to the other neural networks, the training is performed on 70% of

the overall data set and the rest of the data are split between a validation set (15%)

and a testing set (15%) via random sampling without replacement. The networks’

hyperparameters (architecture and training strategy) is chosen by minimizing the

mean squared error on the validation set (Equation A.10). The optimized neural net-

work architectures have 10 neurons in the hidden layer with an hyperbolic tangent

sigmoid activation function (Equation A.8). The inputs and targets are normal-

ized in the range [-1,1]. The networks are trained using the Levenberg-Marquardt

algorithm as described in Demuth et al. (2014) with regularization strength (e.g.,

Girosi et al., 1995) equal to 5.48×10−6 and 3.80×10−5 for the ZL and ZS networks,

respectively.

The learning dynamics (i.e., evolution of the mean squared error for training,

validation, and testing at different epochs of training procedure) are plotted in

Figure 2.7 for the largest and second largest remnants (left and right panels, re-

spectively). At every training epoch, the weights of the networks are updated such

that the mean squared error on the training data set get smaller and smaller. The

Mean Squared Errors converge in about 6 epochs for the surrogate model of the

largest remnant and 4 for that of the second remnant. Once trained, the predictive

performance of the networks are quantified in terms of the Mean Squared Error

(MSE, Equation A.10) and correlation coefficient (R, Equation A.11) on the testing

dataset. The MSE at convergence is equal to about 2×10−4 with a correlation coef-
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Figure 2.7: Training history and performance at training, validation and testing of
the regressor of core mass fraction of the largest remnant (left panel) and second
remnant (right panel). As the training proceeds, the Mean Squared Errors (Equa-
tion A.10) of the surrogate models of core mass fraction on the training (blue curves),
validation (green curves) and testing (red curves) data sets decrease at each train-
ing epoch until convergence is reached. The performances of the surrogate models
are quantified in terms of mean squared error and correlation coefficient (Equation
A.11) at testing: {2 × 10−4; R > 96%} and {8 × 10−4; R > 93%} for the largest
and second largest remnants, respectively. The two inset plots show the correlation
between predictions by the neural networks and the corresponding SPH values in
the testing data sets (open dots) and the 1:1 correlation line.

ficient R above 96% for the largest remnant, and MSE = 8×10−4 with a correlation

coefficient R above 93% for the second largest remnant.

2.4 The parameter space of collision outcomes

2.4.1 Decision boundaries of classifier of collision types

The classifiers introduced in Section 2.3.1 is intrinsically a 4-D scheme, with many

dimensions as the number of predictors (impact properties). The algorithm describes

the outcome in parameter space by means of decision hyper-surfaces, which mark the

transition between different regimes. To better appreciate these features, however,

the parameter space can be sectioned in 2-D slices; one example of these maps is in
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Figure 2.8 for a mass of the target MT = 0.1 M⊕ and similar-mass projectile (γ =

MP/MT = 0.7). The collision type is mapped onto a space of collision velocity (in

units of mutual escape velocity vesc) and impact angle. Four distinct collision regimes

are identified by the classifier of collision type from Cambioni et al. (2019a) (colored

regions), whose decision boundaries are the traces of the decision hyper-surfaces

suggested by the classifier. Each regime is a “phase” in which the collision outcome

is qualitative similar, that is, a scaling law is expected to apply. The decision

boundaries of the classifier of collision types from Emsenhuber et al. (2020) are

also plotted as solid, black curves in Figure 2.8. The regions termed “inconsistency

bands” are the regions for which the classifier of collision types from Emsenhuber

et al. (2020) predicts that the collision is hit-and-run, but the regressor of post-

collision orbital parameters predict that the orbital energy of the second remnant is

negative, that is, the second remnant is bound to the largest remnant (see Section

2.5.2 in the followings for more details on this comparison).

Although the labelling of the two datasets of collision types in Cambioni et al.

(2019a) and Emsenhuber et al. (2020) was done following two different approaches

as described in Section 2.3.1, the predictions by the two classifiers are in overall

agreement. Discrepancies are found in correspondence of regions where the classi-

fication accuracy is expected to be lower, that is, in correspondence of the decision

boundaries or in the inconsistency bands (Section 2.5.2). Importantly, the classifier

by Emsenhuber et al. (2020) finds that a second remnant with mass MS < 0.1MP

which is unbounded to the largest remnant can be still identified for further evolution

at the transition between the disruption regime and the hit-and-run regime. This

area is where disruptive hit-and-run collisions can occur (e.g., Asphaug and Reufer,

2014), that are, events in which the projectile erodes the mantle of the target, but

still escape accretion. The importance of these events in the context of planetary

diversity is further explored in Chapter 3.
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Figure 2.8: Map of decision boundaries of the classifier of collision types by Cambioni
et al. (2019a) as function of the impact angle and velocity, for a target mass MT =
0.1 M⊕ and projectile mass ratio γ = 0.7. The black solid curves are the decision
boundaries of the classifier by Emsenhuber et al. (2020), which are superimposed for
comparison. The inconsistency bands are regions of the parameter space where the
classifier of collision type from Emsenhuber et al. (2020) predicts that the collision
is a hit-and-run, while the regressor of orbital parameters predicts that the orbit of
the second remnant is bounded (i.e., negative specific orbital energy).

2.4.2 Maps of accretion efficiencies

As for the classifier of collision outcome, the regressor of accretion efficiencies maps

accretion efficiency in a 4-D parameter space. For a mass of the target MT = 0.1 M⊕

and similar-mass projectile (γ = MP/MT = 0.7), Figure 2.9, shows a group of 2-D

maps (slice of the parameter space) of accretion efficiencies in a plane of impact

velocity (in units of mutual escape velocity) and impact angle. In the top-left panel,

the accretion efficiency of the largest remnant varies from perfect merging (dark

blue) to partial accretion (light blue) to partial erosion to disruption (redder colors

and black for ξ ≤ −1). For erosive and accretionary events (i.e., the area which is
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Figure 2.9: Accretion efficiency maps as function of the impact angle and velocity,
for a target mass MT = 0.1 M⊕ and projectile mass ratio γ = 0.7. Top-left panel:
map of accretion efficiency for the largest remnant ξL, Equation (2.5). Top-right
panel: accretion efficiency for the second remnant ξS, Equation (2.8). Bottom
panel: mass of debris ξD. From Emsenhuber et al. (2020).

painted black in the top-right panel), the projectile is obliterated. In the hit-and-

run regime, the projectile is typically eroded. Catastrophic disruption is achieved

when the mass of the largest remnant is less or equal to the half of the total mass

of the system (MT + MP). Given that MP = γMT, catastrophic disruption is

characterized by an accretion efficiency equal or less than ξD = 0.5 − 0.5 γ, with

disruption threshold (ξD = −0.21 for γ = 0.7). It follows that debris production

(bottom panel) is maximum in case of destructive events.
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2.4.3 Maps of post-collision orbital parameters

For a collision between a target of mass MT = 0.1M⊕ and a projectile of mass

MP = 0.7MT, Figure 2.10 is an ensemble of 2-D maps (slice of the parameter space)

of post-collision orbital parameters in a plane of impact velocity (in units of mutual

escape velocity) and impact angle.

For the value of specific orbital energy
√
ε′ = v′∞/v

′
esc (top-left panel), it can be

noted that this value close to the boundary with the accretion regime is close to

zero, which is consistent with the graze-and-merge regime. On the other hand, the

transition with the erosion regime has no such constraint, as this part is due to the

low mass of the second remnant. Further away from the transition, the value is

mainly constrained by the relative velocity of the incoming bodies.

2.4.4 Maps of post-collision core mass fractions

For a collision between a target of mass MT = 0.1M⊕ and a projectile of mass

MP = 0.7MT, as function of impact angles and velocities, Figure 2.11 is a plot of

the relative difference between the core mass fractions of the largest and second

remnants of the collision and those of the parent bodies (the target and projectile

of the collision, respectively, equal to 30%), that is

δZ =
Zpost−impact − Zpre−impact

Zpre−impact
× 100 [%] (2.12)

The black curves define the different accretion regimes predicted using the classifier

of collision outcome in Emsenhuber et al. (2020) presented in Section 2.3.1. In case

of erosive collisions and disruptive hit-and-run events happening at the boundary

between the hit-and-run regime and the erosive regime, the surrogate models of core

mass fraction predict a value of the largest remnant’s core mass fraction which is

larger than that predicted by the perfect merging model. In hit-and-run collisions,

the surrogate models of core mass fraction also predict that the post-impact value

of the projectile’s core mass fraction is larger than the pre-impact value in case of

disruptive hit-and-run collisions. This is because erosive and disruptive hit-and-run
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Figure 2.10: Maps of post-collision orbital parameters for the case with two remnants
as function of the impact angle and velocity, for a target mass MT = 0.1 M⊕ and
projectile mass ratio γ = 0.7. Top-left panel: scaled orbital energy; Top-right
panel: impact parameter. Bottom panel: shift of the direction of the pericenter.
The white (for the two left panels) or black (in the right panel) regions are where
only a single significant remnant is produced and hence where these parameters are
not defined. From Emsenhuber et al. (2020).

events are characterized by a substantial loss of mantle material and thus by an

increase in planets’ core mass fraction with respect to the pre-impact values.
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Figure 2.11: Maps of the relative difference between the core mass fractions of the
largest remnant (left panel) and second remnant in hit-and-run collisions (right
panel) and those of the parent bodies (the target’s and projectile’s, respectively) for
a collision with MT = 0.1M⊕ and projectile-to-target mass ratio γ = 0.7 happening
at different impact angles θcoll and impact velocities vcoll (in units of escape velocity
vesc). The black curves in the left panel qualitatively parse the map in three different
collision regimes as defined in Emsenhuber et al. (2020): accretion, erosion, hit-and-
run.

2.5 Discussion

2.5.1 Comparison with scaling laws

Predicting the outcome of a giant impact without performing a full hydrodynamics

simulation has already been the subject of multiple studies leading to the formula-

tion of scaling laws (e.g., Davis and Ryan, 1990; Benz and Asphaug, 1999; Leinhardt

and Stewart, 2012). A scaling law is an analytic relationship between impact prop-

erties (e.g., mass ratio, impact angle, and impact velocity) and its outcome for any

collision in a physical regime (e.g, between gravity-dominated bodies), assuming

invariance with respect to one property, usually the mass of the target. Hydrody-

namical simulations are used to fit the parameters of the relationship, and, ideally,
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Figure 2.12: Comparison of results between the machine-learning-based surrogate
model of accretion efficiency for the largest remnant and the scaling laws proposed
by Leinhardt and Stewart (2012). Left panel: map of accretion efficiency (Equa-
tion (2.5)) as predicted by the neural network (Section 2.3.2). Right panel: map
of collision outcome and accretion efficiency generated using the scaling laws pro-
posed by Stewart and Leinhardt (2012), for the same combination of mass of the
target and mass of the projectile, using the values c? = 1.9 and µ̄ = 0.36, which
were fit to hydrodynamic planets. Impact velocity (y axis) ranges between 1 to
4 vesc, impact angle (x axis) ranges from head-on to grazing, MT = 0.1 M⊕, and
γ = MP/MT = 0.7. The grid was sampled in steps of 0.01◦ and 0.01vesc; color for
each mesh face is dictated by the vertex with the smallest index. Accretion effi-
ciency shows a rich range of outcomes, which includes transitions from accretion
(cooler colors) to disruption (warmer/black colors), to hit-and-run (almost net-zero
accretion; white colors).

account for the transition between the different regimes.

Here, the results in terms of accretion efficiency of the largest remnant are com-

pared with one such law by Leinhardt and Stewart (2012). They proposed scaling

the collisions according to the ratio between the specific impact energy, and the

catastrophic disruption threshold Q∗RD, that is, the specific energy required to dis-

perse half the total colliding mass (for non-grazing collision). The reference specific

energy is first computed for head-on collisions between equal-mass bodies and then
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corrected for the mass ratio and impact angle.

The left panel of Figure 2.12 shows the map of accretion efficiency (predicted

using the regressor), again for MT = 0.1 M⊕ and γ = 0.7. On the right panel of

Figure 2.12 is the analogous map generated using the scaling laws for hydrody-

namic bodies proposed by Leinhardt and Stewart (2012). The fit parameters in

their model which are most relevant to the results of this Chapter are c? = 1.9± 0.3

and µ̄ = 0.36± 0.01 and were thus used to generate the right panel of Figure 2.12.

The data-driven approach and the empirical, physics-based energy scaling by Lein-

hardt and Stewart (2012), however, are different in two fundamental aspects: 1)

the underlying dataset of simulations that were used for fitting procedures; and 2)

the fitting methodology. Because of these differences, the comparison between the

two results shown in Figure 2.12 is qualitative and aim to highlight similarities and

differences between those.

Leinhardt and Stewart (2012) segregate collisions into “grazing” and “non-

grazing” according to the critical impact parameter bcrit = sin θcrit = RT/(RT +RP)

(Asphaug, 2010) (see vertical line in the right panel of Figure 2.12). This relation-

ship, however, was introduced by Asphaug (2010) as a geometrical guideline and

not intended for the purpose of accurately predicting “hit-and-run” events. The

description of the parameter space by the surrogate models does not show a “hard”

transition between grazing and non-grazing scenarios based on the critical impact

parameter value. This study unveils the occurrence of “hit-and-run” events at angles

lower than the critical value, discussed further in Gabriel et al. (2020).

In the grazing domain (on the right of the critical impact angle), Leinhardt and

Stewart (2012) assume that all collisions are “hit-and-run” in nature for sufficiently

high impact velocities and accretion efficiency is assumed to be zero, i.e., the largest

and second largest remnant masses are equal to the target and projectile mass

respectively. In the “hit-and-run” regime, the accretion efficiency is confirmed to be

consistently close to zero (within the accuracy of the regressor) in the majority of

the parameter space, but partial accretion or erosion scenarios are recorded close to

transition with other regimes (Figure 2.12, left panel).
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The surrogate models show that perfect merging is rare; it may happen for

low impact velocities and mid impact angles (about 15◦ to 50◦, again, within the

accuracy of the regressor). Grazing events need to eject some material to release

angular momentum that would otherwise lead to unphysical spin (Asphaug and

Reufer, 2013). Most of the regions categorized by the classifier as merging or “graze-

and-merge” is actually partial accretion rather than perfect merging. The underlying

events were categorized as such since the lost mass is in the form of debris.

At the boundary between the “hit-and-run” and “graze-and-merge” regimes (low

impact velocity and high impact angle), the transition curve by the classifier of

collision type trained on labels from the movie night (decision boundary in Figure

2.8) is found to be similar to that by Leinhardt and Stewart (2012), who use the hit

and run velocity criterion from Kokubo and Genda (2010) to mark the transition.

Across this region, however, a rapid decrease in accretion efficiency – from merging

to “hit-and-run” values – is also observed as the impact velocity increases (Figure

2.12, left panel).

The similarity is observed between the transition curves from the classifier (Fig-

ure 2.8) and that of Leinhardt and Stewart (2012) (Figure 2.12, right panel) at

the boundary between the “hit-and-run” and the partial erosion regimes. For non-

grazing scenarios, Leinhardt and Stewart (2012) determine the outcome by specific

impact energy and γ solely. Accretion efficiency ranges from partial accretion (cool

colors in Figure 2.12) to catastrophic disruption (black color); catastrophic disrup-

tion for this combination of parameters is ξ ≤ −0.21. Besides the differences in the

assumed boundaries between regimes, the simulations used to train the surrogate

models are based on different underlying datasets. The data-driven model is based

on simulations from Reufer (2011), whereas the hydrocode simulations used in Lein-

hardt and Stewart (2012) are from diverse source models (e.g., Benz et al., 2007;

Marcus et al., 2009, 2010b). Gabriel et al. (2020) demonstrate that the range of

disruption thresholds exhibited by the training dataset are close to the uncertainty

of the disruption threshold of Leinhardt and Stewart (2012). Thus, the difference

in disruptive behavior observed in Figure 2.12 are not significant.
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2.5.2 A guide to parameter space exploration

In Cambioni et al. (2019a), the designed classifier and regressor have high global

accuracies (Figure 2.4, left panel and Figure 2.5), but misclassifications and inac-

curate predictions can still occur locally in the parameter space. For the classifier

from Cambioni et al. (2019a), the local degree of confusion is quantified by the

Support Vector Machine classification score, which is the signed distance to the de-

cision boundary. If the classifier is asked to predict the class for a labeled data, a

positive, large score on the correct label means that the prediction is correct (the

data are within the sub-space of the correct class), while a negative score indicates

misclassification; the more negative the value, the higher the signed distance from

the decision hyper-surface. The decision boundaries — transition curve from a col-

lision regime to another — are in regions where the score tends to be negative, as

the outcome is more sensitive to slight variations in the pre-impact conditions and

mislabeling is likely to occur. This is evident in Figure 2.13, left panel, which shows

the classification scores for the data with MT = 0.1 M⊕ and similar-mass projectile

(γ = MP/MT = 0.7), in a plane of impact velocity and impact angle. Correct predic-

tions are represented using small dots, while misclassified datapoints are color-coded

according to their score (i.e., signed distance from the true classification boundary).

The larger the absolute value of the score, the more severe the misclassification. The

decision boundaries from the classifier are also reported (black curves). As expected,

misclassification occurs more often along the decision boundaries, something that it

is apparent also from the comparison in Figure 2.8.

A similar trend is observed in Figure 2.13, right panel, where the values for ac-

cretion efficiency predicted by the regressor from Cambioni et al. (2019a) are locally

compared directly to the SPH data, again for MT = 0.1 M⊕ and similar-mass pro-

jectile (γ = MP/MT = 0.7), in a plane of impact velocity and impact angle. For the

regressor, the local accuracy is quantified in terms of the residuals between predic-

tions and targets (geometric distance). Inaccurate predictions are “more distant”

with respect to their corresponding SPH data than accurate predictions. A positive
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(negative) residual indicates that the regressor is overestimating (underestimating)

accretion efficiency with respect to the target value. In Figure 2.13, predictions with

positive residuals are represented using diamonds, while predictions with negative

residuals are represented using dots. For the whole datasets, 49% of the predictions

have positive residuals and the remaining 51% cases have negative values. Therefore,

the regressor is found to not systematically overestimate or underestimate accretion

efficiency. Inaccurate predictions are observed to occur near the decision bound-

aries (black curves), which is to be expected. Local accuracies are thus expected

to vary depending on location in the parameter space. The residual distribution

is well approximated by a Gaussian fit centered at zero with 1-σ value equal to

0.18. Large areas are characterized by residuals < 0.1, and few cases (less than 1%)

have residuals up to 0.66 near transition regimes (absolute value, accretion efficiency

units).

In Emsenhuber et al. (2020), a similar test was performed by comparing the

answer of the classifier to those of the regressor of post-collision orbital elements

(Section 2.3.3), which predicts whether the orbit of the second remnant is bounded

to the target or not. Figure 2.14, left panel, shows the decision boundaries of

the classifier from Emsenhuber et al. (2020) for a target mass MT = 0.1 M⊕ and

projectile mass ratio γ = 0.7. This slice of the parameter space is compared with the

result from the surrogate model in terms of the relative orbit in the case of hit-and-

run collision. There are two locations where the classifier determines that collision is

in the hit-and-run collision regime, while the surrogate model for the orbit provides

a negative value for the orbital energy, meaning that the orbit is bound (in light blue

in the figure). In these regions, termed “inconsistency bands” in Section 2.4.1, the

two algorithms give different answers. However, the size of this region is small, and,

consistently with what observed before, close to the transition between the accretion

(either non-grazing or graze-and-merge collisions) and hit-and-run collision regimes.

As a result, although the two answers above are different, they are close to each

other. That is, despite their different methodologies, the two different algorithms

produce similar results.
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Figure 2.13: Map of local uncertainties of the classifier of collision types and the
regressor of accretion efficiency presented in Cambioni et al. (2019a). Left panel:
local Support Vector Machine score of the SPH simulations by the classifier of col-
lision outcomes (small dots: correct predictions; color-coded datapoints: misclas-
sifications). Right panel: residuals between the predictions by the regressor and
the SPH data, for the same combination of mass of the target and mass of the
projectile (diamonds: positive residuals; dots: negative residuals). Impact velocity
ranges between 1 to 4 times the mutual escape velocity, impact angle ranges from
head-on to grazing, MT = 0.1 M⊕ and γ = MP/MT = 0.7. High uncertainty is
recorded along the decision boundaries (black curves), where misclassifications and
inaccurate predictions tend to cluster. In these regions, additional SPH simulations
are required to further reduce the “confusion” of the machine learning algorithms.

The classifier and the regressor of orbital energy provide a consistent answer

within the band of uncertainty of the former (Figure 2.14, right panel). While the

classifier has high global accuracy, certain regimes are characterized by more mis-

classifications, which prevent the classifier from achieving 100% accuracy at testing

(i.e., a fully diagonal confusion matrix). Also contributing to misclassifications are

outliers in the SPH simulation dataset. For instance, three misclassifications ap-

pears in the hit-and-run collision regime on the right panel of Figure 2.14; these are

labeled as erosive events. This suggests that some phenomenon occurred in those
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Figure 2.14: The decision boundaries for the classifier of collision types from Em-
senhuber et al. (2020) are here compared to the predictions by the regressor of
post-collision orbits in terms of the specific orbital energy, as function of the im-
pact angle and velocity, for a target mass MT = 0.1 M⊕ and projectile mass ratio
γ = 0.7. Left panel: the different collision regimes are color-coded as follow: red is
for accretion with a single remnant (ML > MT and MS < 0.1MP), pink for erosion
(ML < MT and MS < 0.1MP), dark blue for hit-and-run collision (MS > 0.1MP)
and light blue for when the classifier determines it is a hit-and-run collision, but the
orbital energy is negative. Right panel: this figure is analogous to Figure 2.13, left
panel, but for the classifier from Emsenhuber et al. (2020). As in Cambioni et al.
(2019a), the Support Vector Machine scores indicating misclassifications (see text)
are found to cluster in correspondence of the decision boundaries.

specific SPH simulations resulting in nonphysical outcome. On the other hand, the

presence of these outliers shows a strength of the machine learning approach: the

area surrounding these events is still classified as part of the hit-and-run collision

regime. Hence, the presence of a limited amount (less than 10%) of outliers does

not affect significantly the decision boundaries of the classifier.

Overall, the distributions of Support Vector Machine scores for the classifier of

collision types (local uncertainties for the classifier), the predictions of the regressor

and their residuals (local uncertainties for the regressor), and the consistency check
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for the orbit of the second remnant as presented in Emsenhuber et al. (2020) provide

guidelines towards the completeness of the dataset, by indicating those regions of the

parameter space that require additional simulations. Also, the decision boundaries

must not be intended as binary hard boundaries between different regimes of giant

impact outcome, but rather as indicators that the outcome is gradually transitioning

from a regime to another. Examples are the transition regions between “graze-and-

merge” and merging (low impact angle and low impact velocity, left bottom corner of

the panels in Figure 2.13), “hit-and-run” and “graze-and-merge” (high impact angle

and low impact velocity, right bottom corner of the panels in Figure 2.13), and “hit-

and-run” and “erosion” where the classifier of collision types from Emsenhuber et al.

(2020) does a better job than the classifier trained by Cambioni et al. (2019a) in

detecting rogue runners surviving disruptive hit-and-run collisions (Figure 2.8).

The extent of the transition regions is given by the size of the clusters of inac-

curate classifications and predictions (“uncertainty band”). For the classifier, the

uncertainty band quantifies the degree of “confusion” of the field experts during

the labeling process. Such confusion arises because, near and along the decision

boundaries, the outcomes of collision events seem alike or are unclear to the ex-

perts performing the labeling. These cases include the distinction between impactor

disruption (e.g., Leinhardt and Stewart, 2012) and “hit-and-run”. Furthermore, in

proximity of certain decision boundaries, the outcome of a collision is highly sensi-

tive to small changes in the impact parameters. For this reason, misclassifications

correlate with inaccurate predictions by the regressor in the transition regions. Ac-

cretion efficiency is a real-number physical quantity and its transitions are smooth

due to the occurrence of runner disruption at the boundary between erosive and

“hit-and-run” collisions. The local gradient, however, can be large and more simu-

lations may be needed for the regressor to resolve the region, i.e., to accurately learn

the functional relationship between pre-impact conditions and accretion efficiency

along the decision boundaries.

On the other hand, in regions where classification is exact and regression is

accurate, one can avoid running a full SPH simulation to figure out the outcome,
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because the classifier is certain in the prediction of the type of collision, and the

regressor is able to mimic the “parent” model at high fidelity for impact properties

within the training box defined in Table 2.1.

2.6 Future research directions

In this Chapter and related publications (Cambioni et al., 2019a; Emsenhuber et al.,

2020), machine-learning algorithms have been trained on giant impacts in the gravity

regime, where material strength plays a negligible role in the mass of post-impact

remnants. In future work the parameter space shall be extended to “small giant

impacts” involving bodies hundreds to thousands of kilometers diameter, colliding

at around their mutual escape velocities, hundreds to thousands of meters per sec-

ond. In this regime, friction plays a non-negligible role (e.g., Jutzi, 2015; Asphaug,

2017). New inroads have been made into SPH modeling of friction-governed plane-

tary collisions (Jutzi, 2015; Emsenhuber et al., 2018; Sugiura et al., 2018) revealing

its importance in thousand-kilometer-scale (embryo-embryo) collisions. Collisions in

the friction regime have also been studied using soft-sphere discrete element (DEM)

contacts in code PKDGRAV (Schwartz et al., 2012) that has been applied to aster-

oid family formation (Michel et al., 2001, 2004), ejecta cloud evolution (Schwartz

et al., 2016), and comet formation through catastrophic disruption (Schwartz et al.,

2018). Angle of internal friction and material composition (e.g., icy versus chon-

dritic, Schwartz et al., 2018) are found to have a significant effect on the mass of the

largest remnant (Ballouz et al., 2014, 2015). On asteroids, intergranular cohesion

(Scheeres et al., 2010) becomes a sizeable source of tensile strength, which may af-

fect the impact outcome. Resolving this complex physics requires higher numerical

resolution and much more computational overhead per timestep of evolution.

At the opposite side of the mass spectrum, there are few sets of data regarding

giant impacts for planets larger than the Earth (see Marcus et al., 2009, 2010a,b;

Liu et al., 2015; Kegerreis et al., 2018b); here a primary challenge is the reliable

treatment of massive atmospheres. The same techniques of surrogate model devel-
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opment can be applied to these simulations, ultimately forming a suite of surrogate

models for similar-sized planetary collisions at every scale, but, to date, no data

table has been published at every scale.

The training of the surrogate models of giant impacts presented in this Chapter

has been done using a dataset that is sparse in many regions of importance. One

feature of machine learning is that the surrogate models can be easily updated if the

training landscape is expanded as new simulations become available. Future collision

surrogate models will benefit from the publication of datasets available to researchers

in the community. A proposed list of impact conditions and correspondent collision

outcomes for use in realistic N -body dynamical studies of planetary formation can

be found in Figure 2.3. Additional interesting outcomes include the thermodynamic

history of the hydro-particles (pressure, temperature, and density) which provides

insights into the composition and size distribution of the debris field.

The surrogate models of giant impacts are only as good as the post-processing of

the physical simulations that gives the derived outcomes for each run. The masses

of the final bound remnants, and their velocities, rotations and compositions, must

be reliably determined. In this study, the final masses have been computed using

a friends-of-friends analysis and a calculation of binding energy; this is an approx-

imation compared to running the simulation out many days longer in time to get

the final bound objects, which then is increasingly effected by inaccuracies in the

integrator. The application of Convolutional Neural Networks (Krizhevsky et al.,

2012) could also improve significantly the reliability of clump detection, allowing for

a more accurate identification and classification of second- and third-mass planets

or planetesimals emerging from accretion-regime giant impacts. If it is possible to

reliably identify bound clumps much earlier in a calculation, then emphasis could

be placed on higher numerical resolution rather than longer runtime.

The combination of giant impact studies and machine learning is new research,

and many future studies can be anticipated (e.g., Valencia et al., 2019; Timpe et al.,

2020). Machine classification is able to “corral the herd” of thousands of high-

resolution simulations to identify the underlying structure of the parameter space.
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As further discussed in the Conclusion Chapter 6, because it represents simulation-

derived data as a function, surrogate models can be inverted to formally understand

the likelihood of specified scenarios of planet formation, such as Theia (i.e., the

projectile of the Moon-forming event) deriving from nearby the Earth, or Mercury

forming in a couple of “hit-and-run” collisions (Chau et al., 2018). Such inversion can

be performed by means of Markov Chain Monte Carlo Bayesian inference (Stuart,

2010) of observed post-collision scenarios, in which the surrogate models are used

to sample the (unknown) posterior distribution of pre-impact conditions. Recent

uses of this approach in planetary sciences include a new technique for constraining

the thermal inertias of rock and regolith, and relative rock abundance, on asteroids

from observed infrared fluxes (Cambioni et al., 2019e), as we shall see in Chapter 4.

Rather than a boutique of scenarios that can solve for the origin of a given planet,

there can be an inversion of outcomes.

Lastly, there is an unknown future significance of machine learning in studies of

planet formation, where unsupervised classification of these datasets can reveal new

and unforeseen trends and relationships in the data, leading to the development

of better scientific models. Humans are excellent at looking for patterns in 2-D

and 3-D datasets, but N -dimensional trends can often be performed better by a

computer, leading to accurate data-driven models and scaling laws that help explain

why collisions happen the way they do.
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CHAPTER 3

THE EFFECT OF INEFFICIENT ACCRETION ON THE FORMATION OF

TERRESTRIAL PLANETS

Planet formation simulations are capable of directly integrating the evolution of hun-

dreds to thousands of planetary embryos and planetesimals, as they accrete pairwise

to become planets. In principle such investigations allow better understanding the

final configuration and geochemistry of the terrestrial planets, as well as to place the

solar system in the context of other exosolar systems. In this Chapter, the effects

of two collision prescriptions on the formation and core-mantle differentiation of

terrestrial planets are compared: a model in which collisions are always completely

accretionary (“perfect merging”) and the more realistic model based on the surrogate

models trained in Chapter 2 on hydrodynamical simulations of giant impacts. The

results of the machine-learning-based model feature a wider range of final core mass

fractions and accretion histories than the assumption of perfect merging. When used

to solve collisions in N -body studies of terrestrial planet formation, the two models

provide similar answers for planets more massive than 0.1 M⊕ (Earth’s masses). At

smaller scales, however, the inefficient-accretion model predicts a higher degree of

planetary diversity because less massive embryos are likely to have survived multiple

hit-and-run collisions, in which the projectile escapes accretion. This could not be

anticipated by assuming perfect merging. This confirms the role of giant impacts as

primary drivers of planetary diversity and encourage a realistic implementation of

inefficient accretion in future accretion studies.

3.1 Beyond perfect merging

The late stage of terrestrial planet-forming system represents a juncture where sev-

eral primary processes are happening at once: accretion of targets; disruption of
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projectiles; and differentiation and mixing of the contributors, frequently in collision

chains with new thermal conditions that must explicitly be modeled in the presence

of the other planets. As a result, planet formation is not just a forward growth

process; there are setbacks where assembled bodies can lose mass and break into

smaller remnants, or where almost-merged pairs of bodies can orbit independently

for another million years, perhaps never to collide again.

In N -body dynamical studies, planetary embryos orbit the Sun and each giant

impact is typically assumed to be fully accretionary, so that N only decreases in

time. It has been customary to assume that if the first collision between two planets

is a failed merger, they will collide again and soon achieve the merger. This has been

used to justify the assumption of perfect merger in N -body and other approaches to

modeling late-stage planet formation. This “perfect merging” assumes the projectile

mass (MP) merges with the target mass (MT) to form a body with mass MT +MP.

However, from prior studies (Agnor and Asphaug, 2004; Kokubo and Genda,

2010; Stewart and Leinhardt, 2012; Burger et al., 2018) and from the findings in

Chapter 2 of this thesis, it is evident that a large fraction of collisions is predicted

to result in failed mergers known as hit-and-run collisions. Using N -body simu-

lations to explicitly track both of the major remnants of an hit-and-run collision

(the projectile “runner” and the target), it has been shown that the bodies do not

usually collide again with each other (Emsenhuber and Asphaug, 2019a). Indeed

the runner often ends up colliding with a different planet, and so must be treated

explicitly to understand its fate. Hit-and-run is common; so is inefficient accretion,

where only a fraction of the combined matter ends up in the growing planet. There

is the need to understand the fate of the debris, and here, too, this aspect of the

problem cannot be studied using a code that treats collisions as perfect mergers. As

demonstrated in Emsenhuber et al. (2020), if the survival of hit-and-run impactors

and debris production is taken into account, then following a long chain of planetary

mergers and attempted mergers, as much as half or more of the starting mass can

be potentially lost from the evolving planetary system.

It follows that perfect merging is a problematic oversimplification of more com-
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plex outcomes (Chambers, 2013), as has been demonstrated by decades of detailed

hydrocode simulations (e.g., Asphaug et al., 2006) using methods such as Smoothed-

Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) described in Chapter 2. The most common collision

events at the end-stage of terrestrial planet formation in the solar system involve

similar-sized bodies and vcoll/vesc = 1 − 4 (Agnor et al., 1999). Over this range of

mass ratios and impact velocities, as shown in Chapter 2, collision outcomes span all

the regimes of accretion, erosion, and “hit-and-run” (Leinhardt and Stewart, 2012).

Therefore, treating all these giant impacts as simple mergers certainly simplifies

the modeling of accretion, but it bypasses the several key phenomena of terrestrial

planet formation, which are relevant to their size, composition, and geologic diver-

sity. Two central aspects are the survivor of the runner as a final planet (Asphaug

and Reufer, 2014), and the occurrence of dynamical chains of giant impacts (Em-

senhuber and Asphaug, 2019a)—one giant impact leading to another—as the rule

rather than the exception.

Some more advanced N -body approaches have implemented simple rules for lim-

iting accretion efficiency (e.g., Chambers, 2013), but approximations such as perfect

mergers are still the norm (e.g., O’Brien et al., 2006a; Raymond et al., 2009). There

have been already a number of efforts to improve upon the assumption of perfect

merger, either by applying a simple criterion in an N -body framework (Kokubo

and Genda, 2010), or using scaling laws from Leinhardt and Stewart (2012) as in

Chambers (2013); Quintana et al. (2016); Clement et al. (2019); Scora et al. (2020);

Poon et al. (2020), or by running hydrodynamical simulations on the fly during N -

body calculations (Burger et al., 2020). The latter approach is most rigorous, but

also the most computationally demanding; the hydrodynamic calculation requires

days of computer time for appropriately high numerical resolution and has to be

done for every one of the hundreds of collisions in an N -body simulation. In order

for a giant impact simulation to run in less than an hour, a practical limit when

the N -body evolution must wait, the hydrocode resolution is limited to a ∼ 104

particles, which is only adequate for classifying the most basic outcomes (Agnor

and Asphaug, 2004). Then there is the concern of data reduction. Well-resolved
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giant impact simulations often generate multiple debris products (including intact

remnants), and these must be identified and characterized in each output file to be

fed back into the N -body code. These include the projectile “runner” in case of

“hit-and-run” (Asphaug et al., 2006), and other self-gravitating clumps and debris.

“Graze-and-merge” collisions can spin off escaping bodies up to a third the size of

the progenitors (Asphaug and Reufer, 2013), and head-on impacts appear to make

fields of sizable clumps (e.g., Sugiura et al., 2018). Keeping track of all this requires

post-processing analysis of the collision outcome and increases N , which can stall

the evolution. Ensuring convergence of the debris field requires larger numbers of

particles than a nominal simulation (e.g., Genda et al., 2015).

A detailed description of the debris field, however, is neither needed nor desired.

Instead, it is preferable a summary description of the two or three major bodies

emerging from the giant impact, their thermodynamic and orbital dynamic states,

and useful statistics regarding the remaining debris, e.g., their characteristic sizes

and velocity distributions, as well as the overall mass, momentum and composition.

Lastly, it must be recognized that the knowledge of the specific impact properties

(angle of impact relative to spin state of planet, for example) are in fact completely

unknown, so that running a superb 3-D simulation of a specified giant impact is

misplaced effort, unless results can be generalized in some way.

3.1.1 N -body simulations with inefficient accretion

To overcome the computational bottleneck of perfect merging, Emsenhuber et al.

(2020) implemented the data-driven, machine-learning-based surrogate models of

Chapter 2 in a code library named collresolve (Emsenhuber and Cambioni, 2019)

to realistically treat collisions “on-the-fly” during terrestrial planet formation stud-

ies. As described in Appendix B, collresolve is an interface layer for the surrogate

models (code library) that can be easily adapted to N -body codes used in planet

formation studies. By training on a large data set of high-resolution simulations of

Moon- to Earth-mass collisions by Reufer (2011), the surrogate models are accurate

predictors of the outcomes needed to introduce realistic collision outcomes in an
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N -body code. Surrogate models are as computationally fast as scaling laws1 (e.g.,

Leinhardt and Stewart, 2012; Gabriel et al., 2020) to query, but they do not intro-

duce model assumptions in the fitting. Nevertheless, scaling laws provide important

intuition in regards to the outcomes of giant impacts and, in the case of Gabriel et al.

(2020), account for density-stratification, which is not covered in this study. When

collresolve is used to treat collisions in N -body studies (see results by Emsenhu-

ber et al. (2020) in Appendix C), the final planets feature a wider range of masses

and degree of mixing across feeding zones in the disk compared with those predicted

by assuming perfect merging. In this Chapter, these results are interpreted to un-

derstand how the predicted composition of planets change when inefficient accretion

is realistically modelled.

3.2 Planetary differentiation model with inefficient accretion

During the last decade, a series of studies combined core-mantle differentiation with

accretion modelling to put constrains on how terrestrial planets’ cores formed in

the solar system (Rubie et al., 2011, 2015, 2016) and showed that core formation of

terrestrial planets does not occur in a single stage, but it is rather the result of a

multistage process, i.e., a series of metal-silicate equilibrations. The core formation

model in these studies uses rigorous chemical mass balance with metal-silicate ele-

ment partitioning data and requires assumptions regarding the bulk compositions

of all starting embryos and planetesimals as a function of heliocentric distance. The

differentiation of terrestrial planets is modeled as the separation of the iron-rich

metal from silicate material to form the core and the mantle element partition-

ing determining the evolving chemistry of the two reservoirs. New insights into

terrestrial planet formation have been enabled by these equilibration models. For

example, Rubie et al. (2015) demonstrated that Earth likely accreted from hetero-

geneous reservoirs of early solar system materials, Rubie et al. (2016) demostrated

that iron sulfide segregation was responsible for stripping the highly siderophile ele-

1Scaling laws (e.g., Section 2.5.1) are a set of algebraic functions based on physical arguments.
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ments from Earth’s mantle and Jacobson et al. (2017) proposed that Venus does not

have an active planetary dynamo because it never experienced late Moon-forming

giant impacts.

These previous studies of planet differentiation post-processed the results of N -

body simulations of terrestrial planet formation where collisions were treated as

perfectly inelastic (“perfect merging”), which, as discussed in the above, has been

shown to be a problematic oversimplification of complex collision processes (e.g.,

Agnor and Asphaug, 2004). In reality, in nearly all giant impacts, escaping debris

is produced, and the projectile’s core does not simply descend through the magma

ocean and merge with the target’s metal core. Instead, half of all collisions are

‘hit-and-run’, where the projectile escapes accretion (Agnor and Asphaug, 2004;

Kokubo and Genda, 2010) and may never re-impact the target again (Chambers,

2013; Emsenhuber and Asphaug, 2019b; Emsenhuber et al., 2020). In these events,

partial accretion may occur between the metal and silicate reservoirs of the target

body and the projectile (or ‘runner’). To accurately model the geochemical evolution

of the mantles and cores of growing planetary bodies, it is thus prudent to account

for the range of accretionary (or non accretionary) outcomes of giant impacts.

In this Chapter, the collision outcome obtained assuming perfect merging are

compared to that predicted by the more realistic machine-learned giant impact sur-

rogate models described in Chapter 2. In the former model, debris is not produced

by definition and in the latter model, debris is produced but not re-accreted, ex-

cept for the second largest remnant, whose orbit is evolved after the impact. In

this respect, the goal is not to reproduce the solar system terrestrial planets, but to

investigate whether or not the two collision models produce different predictions in

terms of terrestrial planets’ core-mantle differentiation at the end of the planetary

system’s dynamical evolution.

The perfect-merging and inefficient-accretion models are compared in two ways:

(1) by studying the case of a single collision between two planetary embryos (Section

3.3); and (2) by interpreting the effect of multiple giant impacts in the N -body

simulations of accretion presented in Emsenhuber et al. (2020) (Section 3.4). During
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the accretion of planets through giant impacts between planetary embryos, the focus

is on the evolution of those variables that control planetary differentiation: mass,

core mass fraction, as well as metal-silicate equilibration pressure, temperature, and

oxygen fugacity. Other factors that may alter composition and thermodynamical

evolution indirectly, e.g., atmospheric escape and radiative effects, are not covered

in these models.

3.2.1 Accretion efficiencies of the embryos’ mantle and core

In order to track how the mantle and core of a growing planet evolve through the

giant impact phase of accretion, the change in mass from the target to the largest

remnant is split into a core and mantle component:

ML −MT = ∆M c
L + ∆Mm

L , (3.1)

where ∆M c
L = M c

L−M c
T and ∆Mm

L = Mm
L −Mm

T are the changes in mass of the core

and mantle of the largest remnant from the target as indicated by the superscripts

“c” and “m”, respectively. Similarly, in the hit-and-run collision regime, the same

is done for the change in mass from the projectile to the second largest remnant:

MS −MP = ∆M c
S + ∆Mm

S , (3.2)

where ∆M c
S = M c

S−M c
P and ∆Mm

S = Mm
S −Mm

P are defined similarly as the largest

remnant case.

As discussed in Section 2.4.4, the remnant bodies after a giant impact may have

different core mass fractions than either of the pre-impact bodies (i.e., target and

projectile) or each other. For instance, a projectile may erode mantle material from

the target in a hit-and-run collision, but during the same impact the target may

accrete core material from the projectile. In order to quantify and study these

possibilities, distinct accretion efficiencies are defined for each remnants’ core (ξc
L

and ξc
S) and mantle (ξm

L and ξm
S ), so that, after dividing through by the projectile
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mass for normalization, the above expressions are transformed into:

ξL = ZPξ
c
L + (1− ZP)ξm

L , (3.3)

ξS = Zpξ
c
S + (1− ZP)ξm

S , (3.4)

where the core and mantle component accretion efficiencies are defined in the same

manner as the overall accretion efficiencies of the remnant bodies:

ξc
L =

M c
L −M c

T

M c
P

=
ZL

ZP

ξL +
ZL − ZT

ZP

1

γ
, (3.5)

ξm
L =

Mm
L −Mm

T

Mm
P

=
1− ZL

1− ZP

ξL −
ZL − ZT

1− ZP

1

γ
, (3.6)

ξc
S =

M c
S −M c

P

M c
P

=
ZS

ZP

(1 + ξS)− 1, (3.7)

ξm
S =

Mm
S −Mm

P

Mm
P

=
1− ZS

1− ZP

(1 + ξS)− 1, (3.8)

where on the right-hand sides of Equations 3.5–3.8, the core and mantle accretion

efficiencies is expressed in terms found in Table 2.3: the initial projectile-to-target

mass ratio (γ), the overall accretion efficiencies of the remnants (ξL and ξS), and the

core mass fractions of the final bodies (ZL and ZS); the core mass fractions of the

initial bodies are always ZT = ZP = 30%.

For a collision between a target of mass MT = 0.1M⊕ and a projectile of mass

MP = 0.7MT, the predictions of the surrogate models of accretion efficiency and

core mass fraction are combined to produce a map of the accretion efficiencies of the

core and mantle (Equations 3.5 – 3.8) which is in Figure 3.1. In the parameter space

of impact angle and impact velocity, five collision regimes are identified according

to the core and mantle’s accretion efficiencies of the largest remnant. These are

described in the bottom-left panel of Figure 3.1 and defined as:

A: Core and mantle accretion occurs when ξc
L ≥ 0.9 and ξm

L ≥ 0.1. The projectile

plunges into the target and gets accreted.

B: Core accretion with loss of mantle material occurs when ξc
L ≥ 0.9 and ξm

L ≤
−0.1. The projectile’s core plunges into the target and gets accreted, but the

target’s mantle gets eroded.
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Figure 3.1: Maps of accretion efficiency of the core and mantle for the largest rem-
nant (left panels) and second largest remnant (right panels) and corresponding
collision regimes. The plots show the outcome of a collision with MT = 0.1M⊕ and
projectile-to-target mass ratio γ = 0.7, for different impact angles θcoll and impact
velocities vcoll (in units of escape velocity vesc).
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C: Core erosion occurs when ξc
L < 0. The target’s mantle is catastrophically

disrupted and core erosion may also occur. The largest remnant has a larger

core mass fraction than the target (Figure 2.11). The projectile is obliterated.

D: Disruptive hit-and-run collisions occur when ξc
L ∈ [−0.1, 0.1] and ξm

L < −0.1.

The target’s loses part of its mantle. The largest remnant has a larger core

mass fraction than the target (Figure 2.11). The bulk projectile escapes ac-

cretion and becomes the second remnant.

E: Mild hit-and-run collisions occur when ξc
L ∈ [−0.1, 0.1] and ξm

L ∈ [−0.1, 0.1].

The target’s core substantially does not gain or loses mass, while the target’s

mantle may lose some mass depending on the impact velocity. The bulk pro-

jectile escapes accretion and becomes the second remnant. Substantial debris

production may occur.

For the second remnant, four collision regimes are identified and described in the

bottom-right panel of Figure 3.1:

F: Mild mantle erosion occurs when ξc
S ∈ [−0.1, 0.1] and ξm

S ∈ [−0.1, 0.1]. At

high impact angle, the geometry of the impact prevents almost any exchange

of mass between the target and the projectile.

G: Severe mantle erosion occurs when ξc
S ∈ [−0.1, 0.1] and ξm

S < −0.1. The

second remnant has a less massive mantle compared to the projectile, while it

retains its core mostly intact.

H: Core erosion occurs when ξc
S < 0. The second remnant’s core mass fraction is

strongly enhanced with respect to that of the projectile. In disruptive hit-and-

run collisions, the energy of the impact may be high enough to erode some

core material.

I: Projectile obliteration occurs when ξS = ξc
S = ξm

S = −1. No second remnant

exists, as the projectile is either accreted or disrupted.
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3.2.2 Identification of equilibrating silicate and metallic reservoirs

In this Section, the surrogate models of Chapter 2 and the accretion efficiencies

defined in Section 3.2.1 are implemented into an existing planetary accretion and

differentiation model by Rubie et al. (2011, 2015, 2016) is described. The reader is

referred to the manuscripts by Rubie et al. for a more detailed description of the

metal-silicate equilibration approach itself.

After a giant impact, the surviving mantle of a remnant body equilibrates with

any accreted material in a magma ocean produced in the event. This equilibra-

tion establishes the composition of the cooling magma ocean and also potentially

produces dense Fe-rich metallic liquids that segregate to the core due to density dif-

ferences. The flowchart of Figure 3.2 outlines the steps for identifying equilibrating

silicate and metal reservoirs from surviving target and accreted projectile material

in the remnants’ mantle. These steps are:

1. The classifier of collision type from Emsenhuber et al. (2020) (Section 2.3.1)

is used to determine the number of resulting bodies of a collision2. In case

there is only a single remnant (accretion or erosion regimes), the core of the

projectile may be either accreted or obliterated. This is determined by looking

at the sign of the largest remnant’s core accretion efficiency ξc
L as defined in

Chapter 2, Equation 3.5.

2a. If ξc
L is positive and the event is not an hit-and-run collision, the metallic core

of the projectile plunges into the target’s magma ocean turbulently entraining

silicate liquid in descending plume (Deguen et al., 2011; Rubie et al., 2003).

The plume’s silicate content increases as the plume expands with increasing

depth. This determines the volume fraction of metal φmet (Rubie et al., 2015):

φmet =

(
1 +

αz

r0

)−3

(3.9)

2The classifier from Emsenhuber et al. (2020) is used in this work because it is found to do a

better job in mapping the structure of the hit-and-run regime than the classifier from Cambioni

et al. (2019a), as discussed in Section 2.8.
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where α = 0.25 (Deguen et al., 2011), r0 is the initial radius of the projectile’s

core and z is depth in the magma ocean. Equation 3.9 allows estimating the

mass fraction of the embryo’s mantle material that is entrained as silicate liquid

since the volume of descending projectile core material is known. Following

chemical equilibration during descent, any resulting metal is added to the

proto-core and the equilibrated silicate is mixed with the fraction of the mantle

that did not equilibrate to produce a compositionally homogeneous mantle

(Rubie et al., 2015), under the assumption of vigorous mixing due to mantle

convection.

2b. If ξc
L is negative, the target’s core and mantle are eroded and the projectile

is obliterated. For this case, the assumption is that the impact must have

been so energetic that the largest remnant’s entire mantle and core would

re-equilibrate.

3. For hit-and-run collisions, the projectile survives accretion and becomes the

second remnant of the collision. There may be mass transfer between the

colliding bodies as predicted from the accretion efficiencies of mantle and core

defined in Section 3.2.1. Also in this case, the assumption is that the impact is

so energetic that mantle and core material are melted if solid and thoroughly

mechanically mixed, thus the entire mantle and core of each body would re-

equilibrate.

For hit-and-run collisions and core-erosive scenarios, the assumption is that the

kinetic energy delivered to the core by an impact is large enough to melt any so-

lidified silicate material, thoroughly mix core and mantle material, and therefore

re-equilibrate the silicate and metal reservoirs. Afterwards, core-forming liquids

would sink to the center re-forming the core. Although giant impacts can deliver

the kinetic energy necessary to significantly break-up and mix the core (Nakajima

and Stevenson, 2016; Jacobson et al., 2017), assuming full re-equilibration is a first

approximation which deserves further analysis and future work will be dedicated
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Figure 3.2: In the planetary differentiation model, the interacting reservoirs of the
resulting bodies of a collision are identified first (the top three rows of this flowchart)
using the surrogate models described in Chapter 2. The information is then passed
to the metal-silicate equilibration model described in Section 3.2 (bottom row).

to understanding which parts of the planets’ mantle and core would actually re-

equilibrate and which would not.

3.2.3 Mass balance

After each giant impact, there is re-equilibration between any interacting silicate-rich

and metallic phases in the remaining bodies, which ultimately determines the com-

position of the mantle and core. The volume of interacting material is determined

as described in Section 3.2.2 and shown schematically in Figure 3.2. The planetary

differentiation model tracks the partitioning of elements in the post-impact magma

ocean between a silicate phase, which is modeled as a silicate-rich phase mainly

composed of SiO2, Al2O3, MgO, CaO, FeO, and NiO, and a metallic phase, which
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is modeled as a metal reservoir mainly composed of Fe, Si, Ni, and O. Both the

silicate-rich and metal phases include the minor and trace elements: Na, Co, Nb,

Ta, V, Cr, Pt, Pd, Ru, Ir, W, Mo, S, C, and H.

The identified silicate-rich and metal phases equilibrate as described by the fol-

lowing mass balance equation:

Silicate Liquid (1) + Metal Liquid (1)

=⇒ Silicate Liquid (2) + Metal Liquid (2)
(3.10)

where the flag “1” indicates the system before equilibration and the flag “2” indicates

the system which is equilibrated under the new thermodynamic conditions of the

resulting bodies of a collision. Thus, all equilibrating atoms are conserved and the

oxygen fugacity of the reaction is set implicitly.

Mass balance equations for the major elements (Si, Al, Mg, Ca, Fe, Ni, and O)

are iteratively solved combining them with experimentally-derived expressions for

their metal-silicate partitioning behavior (for a detailed description of this coupled

metal-silicate partitioning and mass balance approach, see Rubie et al., 2011).

In the chemical equilibrium of Equation 3.10, the partitioning of the elements

into the core and mantle is mainly controlled by the three parameters of the model:

pressure Pe, temperature Te, and oxygen fugacity fO2 of metal-silicate equilibration.

These are in turn function of the type of collision (Section 2.8) and its accretion

efficiencies (Section 3.2.1), which control how the reservoirs of the target and pro-

jectile interact. In the following, the treatment of these thermodynamic properties

in the context of inefficient accretion is described.

3.2.4 Equilibration pressure and temperature

Following each accretion event, the silicate-rich and the iron-rich reservoirs are as-

sumed to equilibrate at a pressure Pe which is a constant fraction fP of the embryos’

evolving core–mantle boundary pressure PCMB,

Pe = fPPCMB, (3.11)
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and the equilibration temperature Te is forced to lie midway between the peridotite

liquidus and solidus at the equilibration pressure Pe (e.g., Rubie et al., 2015).

The pressure Pe defined in Equation 3.11 is a simplified empirical parameter

which average the equilibration pressures for different types of impact events, and

the constant fP is a proxy for the average depth of impact-induced magma oceans.

In this study, a value fP = 0.7 is adopted for all the impact events, consistently with

the findings by de Vries et al. (2016), which studied the pressure and temperature

conditions of metal-silicate equilibration, after each impact, as Earth-like planets

accrete. However, the model by de Vries et al. (2016) does not treat the case of

hit-and-run and/or disruptive collisions, and fp should be closer to 1 in case of

accretion, because the melt pool extends into the core. This motivates future work

aiming to characterize the value of fP as a function of impact conditions.

For each of the resulting bodies, the pressure PCMB is determined by using Equa-

tion 2.73 in Turcotte and Schubert (2002). The radial position of the core-mantle

boundary is computed by using the approximations that an embryo is a simple two-

layer sphere of radius R consisting of a core of density ρc and radius Rc surrounded

by a mantle of thickness (R−Rc):

Rc =

(
ρ− ρm

ρc − ρm

) 1
3

R (3.12)

where the embryo’s mean density ρ is provided by the density-mass relationship

introduced in Emsenhuber et al. (2020). Assuming a mantle density ρm = 0.4 ρc

(3), the core density ρc is equal to

ρc =
5

2
ρ

(
1− 3

5
Z

)
(3.13)

where Z is the embryo’s core mass fraction as predicted by the surrogate models in

Section 2.3.4.
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Figure 3.3: 3-D plot of oxygen fugacity fO2 of metal-silicate equilibration as a func-
tion of temperature and pressure for an oxygen-poor bulk composition and a more
oxidized bulk composition.
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3.2.5 Oxygen fugacity

The oxygen fugacity fO2 determines the redox conditions for geologic chemical reac-

tions. It is a measure of the effective availability of oxygen for redox reactions, and it

dictates the oxidation states of cations like iron that have multiple possible valence

states. Figure 3.3 shows how the oxygen fugacity of metal-silicate equilibration

varies as a function of temperature and pressure. For oxygen-poor compositions,

oxygen fugacity is a strong function of temperature because the concentration of Si

in the metal strongly increases with temperature which increases the concentration

of FeO in the silicate. For more oxidized compositions, both Si and O dissolve in the

metal, and oxygen fugacity is a much weaker function of temperature and pressure

than in the case of a more reduced bulk compositions.

The major benefit of the mass balance approach to modeling metal-silicate equi-

libration as described in Section 3.2.3 is that the oxygen fugacity does not need to

be assumed (as is done in most core formation models), i.e., it is not an assumed

parameter of the model, but instead it is determined directly from the compositions

of equilibrated metal and silicate (Equation 3.10). The oxygen fugacity is defined

as the partition coefficient of iron between metal and silicate computed relative to

the iron-wüstite buffer (IW, the oxygen fugacity defined by the equilibrium 2Fe +

O2 = 2 FeO):

log fO2(∆IW) = 2 log

(
XMw

FeO

Xmet
Fe

)
(3.14)

where XMw
FeO and Xmet

Fe are the molar fractions of FeO in magnesio-wüstite and iron

in the metal phase, respectively. XMw
FeO is related to the silicate liquid composition

(Rubie et al., 2011).

3.3 Inefficient accretion v. perfect merging: single impact events

This Section describes the case study of a single giant impact event between a

target of mass MT = 0.1M⊕ and a projectile of mass MP = 0.7MT using both

3The approximation that ρm = 0.4ρc follows from the ratio between the densities of uncom-

pressed peridotite and iron: ρperidotite/ρiron = 3100 kg/m3/7874 kg/m3 ∼ 0.4.
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the perfect-merging model and the inefficient-accretion model. The results of the

two models are compared in terms of pressure, temperature and oxygen fugacity of

metal-silicate equilibration of the resulting bodies. As far as composition, the two

embryos are assumed to differentiate from early solar system materials that were

chemically reduced (Xmet
Fe = 0.99, Equation 3.14). This yields a core mass fraction

which is approximately equal to 30% for both target and projectile. The refractory

siderophile elements are assumed to be in solar-system relative proportions (i.e., CI

chondritic, Palme and O’Neill, 2003). For a comparison between the two models’

predictions in terms of core mass fraction and accretion efficiencies of the cores and

the mantles, the reader is referred to the relevant Sections 2.4.4 and 3.2.1.

The equilibration conditions of planets resulting from inefficient accretion (due

to the stripping of mantle and core materials) will differ from those produced by the

perfect-merging model. Figure 3.4 shows the difference in equilibration conditions

for a single impact scenario between a target of mass MT = 0.1M⊕ and a projectile

of mass MP = 0.7MT (the same impact scenario as the previous Section). The

relative differences in the equilibration parameters are computed with respect to

the perfect-merging values as:

δX =
Xinefficient accretion −Xperfect merging

Xperfect merging

× 100 % (3.15)

where X indicates one of the thermodynamic metal-silicate equilibration parame-

ters: pressure, temperature, or oxygen fugacity of metal-silicate equilibration for

an embryo with initial Xmet
Fe = 0.99. Positive values of δ[log fO2 ] indicate that the

metal-silicate equilibration in the resulting body occurs at more chemically reduced

conditions than in the planet from the perfect-merging model because of lower equi-

libration temperatures, while negative values of δ[log fO2 ] indicate the opposite.

Importantly, since the equilibration temperature is defined as a simple one-to-one

function with respect to the equilibration pressure, as described in Section 3.2.4, the

contours for temperature and pressure are very similar.

In case the collision is accretionary (regime A in Section 3.2.1), the equilibration

pressure and temperature predicted by the inefficient-accretion model are similar
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Figure 3.4: From top to bottom: maps of relative difference (δ-values in Equation
3.15) between the predicted values of equilibration pressure, temperature, and oxy-
gen fugacity of metal-silicate equilibration of the largest remnant from the inefficient-
accretion model and those of the resulting body from the perfect-merging model,
as function of the impact angle and velocity, for a target mass MT = 0.1 M⊕ and
projectile mass ratio γ = 0.7.
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to those obtained with the perfect-merging model (δPe ≈ δTe ∼ 0 %). As a result

of mass loss in the target, the inefficient accretion predictions deviate substantially

from the perfect-merging predictions in case of erosive collisions (regimes B, C, D)

and hit-and-run collisions (regimes F, G, H). This implies that the metal-silicate

equilibration in the largest remnant of the inefficient-accretion model occurs a more

chemically reduced conditions than in the resulting body from the perfect-merging

model in case of erosive events.

3.4 Inefficient accretion v. perfect merging: N -body simulations

This Section investigates how planetary differentiation is affected by inefficient accre-

tion during the end-stage of terrestrial planet formation. In contrast to Section 3.3,

where the case study of a single giant impact is investigated, here the core-mantle

differentiation model is used to interpret the results of the N -body simulations of

accretion which model the evolution of hundreds of Moon-to-Mars-sized embryos

as they orbit the Sun and collide to form the terrestrial planets. The goal of this

analysis, however, is not to reproduce the solar system terrestrial planets, but to

investigate whether or not the perfect-merging and inefficient-accretion models pro-

duce significantly different predictions for the planets’ final properties.

3.4.1 Initial mass and composition of the embryos

This study uses the data set of N -body runs performed in Emsenhuber et al. (2020)

described in Appendix C. This consists of 16 simulations that use the more realistic

treatment of collisions (inefficient-accretion model) and, in addition, 16 control sim-

ulations with the same initial conditions, but where collisions are taken to be fully

accretionary (perfect-merging model). All the simulations were obtained with the

mercury6 N -body code (Chambers, 1999). The inefficient-accretion model is the

code library collresolve4 (Emsenhuber and Cambioni, 2019) that was developed

as part of Emsenhuber et al. (2020) to implement the surrogate models of Chapter

4https://github.com/aemsenhuber/collresolve

https://github.com/aemsenhuber/collresolve
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2 in planet formation studies. The collresolve code library is described in Ap-

pendix B. Each N -body simulation begins with 153–158 planetary embryos moving

in a disk with surface density similar to that for solids in a minimum mass solar neb-

ula (Weidenschilling, 1977). As in Chambers (2001), two initial mass distributions

are examined: approximately uniform masses, and a bimodal distribution with a

few large (i.e., Mars-sized) and many small (i.e., Moon-sized) bodies. The embryos

in the simulations 01–04 all have the same initial mass. In simulations 11–14, the

embryos have their initial mass proportional to the local surface density of solids. In

simulations 21–24, the initial mass distribution is bimodal and the two populations

of embryos are characterized by bodies with the same mass. In simulations 31–34,

the initial mass distribution is also bimodal but the bodies have mass proportional

to the local surface density.

The compositions of the initial embryos are set by the initial oxygen fugacity

conditions of the early solar system materials which are defined as function of he-

liocentric distance. If the N -body simulations of Emsenhuber et al. (2020) were

used to reproduce the solar system’s terrestrial planet (e.g., to fit the final mantle

composition to that of the Bulk Silicate Earth), the best-fit values for the model of

early solar system materials would depend on the N -body (orbital dynamics) sim-

ulation and the accretion (giant impact outcome) model. However, this work aims

only to compare the effect of two impact models on the final properties of planets.

Therefore, among the oxygen fugacity models that have heritage in the literature,

the model by Rubie et al. (2015) is adopted, whose parameters were refined through

least squares minimization to obtain an Earth-like planet with mantle composition

close to that of the Bulk Silicate Earth. In the model, accretion happens from two

distinct reservoirs of planet-forming materials: one of reduced material in the inner

solar system <0.95 au, with the fraction of iron dissolved in metal equal to 0.99 and

fraction of available silicon dissolved in the metal equal to 0.20; exterior to that, no

dissolved silicon in the metal and a linearly decreasing iron metal content until a

value of 0.11 is reached at 2.82 au; exterior to that, a linearly decreasing iron metal

fraction that reaches about zero at 6.8 au.
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Within each group, the simulations with inefficient accretion are compared to

the corresponding control simulations (that is, the simulations that have same initial

conditions, but in which collisions are solved as perfect mergers). When comparing

the results from the different groups of simulations, however, it is important to note

that, analogously to Chambers (2001), the embryos in the simulations of Emsenhu-

ber et al. (2020) initially move in a disk with surface density profile similar to that

for solids in a minimum mass solar nebula (Weidenschilling, 1984). In sets 01–04

and 21–24, the initial embryos’ mass is constant, so the number density of embryos

scales with the surface density. In sets 11–14 and 31–34, the initial embryos’ mass

scales with the local surface density; the spacing between embryos is independent

of the surface density, but the heliocentric distance between them gets smaller as

distance increases, hence the number density of the embryos increases with helio-

centric distance. This means that the simulations 11–14 and 31–34 are initialized

with most of the embryos forming farther from the Sun than those in simulations

01–04 and 21–24. Following the model by Rubie et al. (2015), this implies that most

of the embryos in simulations 11–14 and 31–34 form with a small initial core mass

fraction.

3.4.2 Working assumptions

1. The N -body simulations of Emsenhuber et al. (2020) are based on the as-

sumption that the bodies are not spinning prior to each collision and not

spinning afterwards. It is acknowledged that this approximation violates the

conservation of angular momentum in the collision and that collisions between

spinning bodies would alter accretion behavior (e.g., Agnor et al., 1999). The

effect of this approximation is partially mitigated for scenarios of multiple hit-

and-run collisions since follow-up collisions between the target and the runner

do not have any preferential geometry with respect to the previous hit-and-run

collision between them (Emsenhuber and Asphaug, 2019a).

2. In the N -body simulations with inefficient accretion, only the remnants whose
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mass is larger than 1× 10−3 M⊕ are considered. If the surrogate model of

accretion efficiency (Section 2.3.2) predicts a mass smaller than the threshold,

then they are unconditionally treated as debris. This avoids using the machine

learning model for collisions in regimes on which it is untrained (the SPH

dataset extends down to collisions with a total mass of 2× 10−3 M⊕).

3. As the embryos evolve during accretion through collisions, their core mass

fractions can assume values that are different from 30%, which is the core

mass fraction of the SPH colliding bodies used to train the surrogate models

of Section 2.3.4. For this reason, the analysis of the N -body simulations makes

the approximation that the core mass fraction of each collision remnant is equal

to

Z ≈ (Z∗ − 30%) + Z0 (3.16)

where Z∗ is the core mass fraction of the remnant as predicted by the surrogate

models of Section 2.3.4, and Z0 is the metal fraction of the parent body as

computed by the core-mantle differentiation model.

3.4.3 Results

In comparing the effect of the two accretion model assumptions (inefficient-accretion

and perfect-merging) the final core mass fraction and the history of accretion (in

terms of fraction of total accreted mass at a given oxygen fugacity of metal-silicate

equilibration) are examined for the final planets in the N -body simulations. In

analyzing the results, binning the data by heliocentric distance was found to result in

small-N statistical issues and the results to be highly sensitive to choices in binning.

No data was therefore binned.

Core mass fraction

Figure 3.5 is a plot of the values of core mass fraction of the final planets as a function

of planetary mass, as predicted by the perfect-merging model (open diamonds)

and the inefficient-accretion model (dots). The four quadrants of the figure are
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relative to the four groups of N -body simulations (01–04, 11–14, 21–24, 31–34)

described in Section 3.4.1. Each panel shows the results from all the four N -body

simulations of the correspondent group. The inefficient-accretion results are color-

coded in terms of their h-number, which is an index measuring how many hit-

and-run collisions an embryo experienced during the accretion simulation. If the

collision event is a merger, the largest remnant’s h-number is equal to the mass

average of the target’s and projectile’s h-numbers. If the event is a hit-and-run

collision, the second remnant’s h-number is increased by 1 (Asphaug and Reufer,

2014; Emsenhuber et al., 2020). The core mass fraction of the inner solar system

terrestrial bodies are also plotted as red pentagrams: ZEarth = 33 %, ZVenus = 31 %,

ZMars = 24 %, ZMercury = 69 % (Sorokhtin et al., 2011; Rubie et al., 2007; Helffrich,

2017; Hauck et al., 2013, respectively).

Most of the perfect-merging planets are found to have values of core mass fraction

close to 30% regardless of the initial mass distribution of the embryos. This is

consistent with the results shown in Figure 2.11. The inefficient-accretion planets

with mass larger than 0.1 M⊕ are also found to have values of core mass fraction close

to 30%, while less massive embryos show a higher degree of diversity. Remnants with

core mass fractions above 30% are generally found to have relatively high h-numbers.

The spread in core mass fraction in small bodies also depends on the heliocentric

distance at which they form and the initial mass distribution of embryos. Adopting

the model for early solar system materials by Rubie et al. (2015), the embryos

that form further away from the Sun have an initially lower core mass fraction.

Among the embryos that formed beyond the 0.95 au line (Section 3.4.1) and survived

accretion, 27% of these embryos in the simulations groups 01–04 and 21–24 are found

to retain a core mass fraction smaller than 30%, while about 50% of the embryos

retains a core mass fraction smaller than 30% in the simulations 11–04 and 31–34.

This explains the presence of embryos with core mass fraction lower than 30% in

the panels of Figure 3.5. The initial mass of the embryos influences the dynamical

environment and thus imparts a change in the degree of mixing between feeding

zones in the planetary disk. For example, the simulations that produced the results
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Figure 3.5: N -body results by the inefficient-accretion model (dots) and the perfect-
merging model (diamonds) in terms of the final planets’ core mass fraction as func-
tion of the final planetary mass and different initial mass distributions for the em-
bryos. The red pentagrams show the core mass fractions of the solar system terres-
trial planets. The inefficient-accretion planets are colorcoded in terms of h-number,
which counts how many hit-and-run collisions an embryo survived (see text).

in the top-left panel of Figure 3.5 (e.g., sets 01–04) were initialized with embryos

of similar mass. As a result, these simulations are characterized by a predominance

of collisions between similar-mass bodies which tend to result in more hit-and-run

collisions (Asphaug, 2010; Gabriel et al., 2020). Although some of the less massive

remnant planets can be unimpacted original embryos (cyan colored points), most of

them are the “runners” from hit-and-run collisions (magenta colored points). These

embryos managed to escape accretion onto the larger bodies but lost mantle material

in the process, an effect predicted in Asphaug and Reufer (2014). This also explains

why remnants with high h-numbers tend to also have higher core mass fractions.
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Conversely, N -body simulations that are initialized with embryos of dissimilar

mass (e.g., sets 31–34, bottom-right panels of Figure 3.5) tend to be characterized

by a predominance of accretionary events for the same absolute velocities (Gabriel

et al., 2020). The more massive planets accreted most of the less massive embryos

and probably did not collide with anything larger than themselves. This explains

why most of the most massive final planets in both models (top and bottom panels)

have values of core mass fraction similar to each other and statistically lower h-

numbers than the less massive embryos. Although this point seems straightforward,

this can be interpreted as a demonstration of a diversity pathway for the less massive

remnants in a dynamical system (Asphaug et al., 2006).

Accretion history

Figure 3.6 is a plot of oxygen fugacity of metal-silicate equilibration as a function of

total accreted mass (in percentage of the final planetary mass). In reading the panels

of Figure 3.6, it is important to keep in mind that it is the oxygen fugacity of metal-

silicate equilibration that changes during the accretion history and not the oxygen

fugacity of the embryo itself. Generally speaking, planets are not equilibrated bodies

so they do not have a well-defined global oxygen fugacity (Rubie and Jacobson,

2016). Consistent with the predictions of core mass fraction in Figure 3.5, the

inefficient-accretion planets which are more massive than 0.1 M⊕ have accretion

histories similar to those of the perfect-merging planets. Planets more massive than

0.1 M⊕ accreted most of the less massive embryos and probably did not collide with

any bodies larger than themselves. The incoming projectile’s composition, however,

can vary substantially, particularly if material is coming from the extreme ends of the

modeled dynamical disk where it is either very oxidized or reduced. This accounts

for the observed oscillations in the evolution of the oxygen fugacity of metal-silicate

equilibration for the more massive planets. The perfect-merging planets, however,

smoothly accrete mass at more and more oxidized conditions because planetary

mass, pressure and temperature can only monotonically increase because impact

erosion is not included in the perfect-merging model.
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On the other hand, the accretion histories of the less massive embryos show a

higher degree of diversity, in agreement with the finding for the core mass frac-

tions shown in Figure 3.5. The population of less massive planets is composed of

unaccreted original embryos which never experienced giant impacts (i.e., the plan-

ets whose accretion history is a horizontal line in Figure 3.6) and “runners” from

hit-and-run collisions (i.e., planets whose accretion history has “inefficient-accretion

loops”; the more loops, the higher the embryo’s h-number). Some of the planets

that managed to escape accretion onto the bigger bodies lost mantle material in

the process (Asphaug and Reufer, 2014). This implies that the remaining mantle

and core reservoirs equilibrate at a different oxygen fugacity than those of embryos

before the impact, contributing to produce a very diverse population of less massive

bodies at the end of accretion.

3.5 Summary and future research directions

In this Chapter, neural networks of giant impacts have been implemented in a core-

mantle differentiation model to study the effect of inefficient accretion on planetary

differentiation. We make a comparison between the results of the neural-network

model (“inefficient accretion”) and those obtained by treating all collisions uncon-

ditionally as mergers with no production of debris (“perfect merging”).

In a single collision scenario between two planetary embryos, the assumption of

perfect merging overestimates the resulting bodies’ mass and thus their equilibra-

tion pressure and temperature. Assuming that the colliding bodies have oxygen-poor

bulk compositions, the inefficient-accretion model produces a wider range of oxida-

tion states depending intimately on the impact velocity and angle; mass loss due to

inefficient accretion leads to more reduced oxygen fugacities of metal-silicate equili-

bration because of the strong temperature dependence at low oxygen fugacities.

To investigate the cumulative effect of giant impacts during accretion on plane-

tary differentiation, the core-mantle differentiation model was used to post-process

the results of N -body simulations obtained in Emsenhuber et al. (2020), where
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terrestrial planet formation was modeled with both perfect merging and inefficient

accretion. The inefficient-accretion model suggests that a high planetary diversity

in terms of core mass fraction and accretion history (expressed as the fraction of

mass accreted at different oxygen fugacities) should be expected among the planets

less massive than 0.1 M⊕. In contrast, both models provide similar predictions for

planets more massive than ∼0.1 M⊕. This is consistent with previous studies that

successfully reproduced Earth’s Bulk Silicate composition using the results from

N -body simulations with perfect merging (Rubie et al., 2015, 2016). The findings

suggest that for less massive bodies, an inefficient-accretion model is necessary to

accurately track compositional evolution in terrestrial planet formation.

Future work will aim to further improve the realism of the inefficient-accretion

model by training neural networks on SPH simulations of collisions between embryos

with core mass fraction different from 30% and with a more advanced treatment of

the debris field in N -body simulations. The inefficient-accretion model tracks the

debris mass but the reaccretion of debris onto the growing embryos is neglected, a

common assumption in N -body models (e.g., Agnor et al., 1999; Chambers, 2013).

While mass loss occurs in the dynamical simulations because accretion is inefficient

(e.g., Asphaug, 2010), and debris mass is modelled as being completely removed

from the dynamical system, in reality a large fraction of escaping debris may be

reaccreted over time through a complex heliocentric dynamical and self-grinding

evolution (Jackson and Wyatt, 2012). This means that the planets obtained in

the simulations with perfect merging are artificially too massive (since no debris is

produced in that model) and those obtained with the inefficient-accretion model are

artificially depleted in mass. The real behavior of accretion is expected to produce

results somewhere in-between these two end-member scenarios.

For the planetary differentiation model, one should focus on validating the as-

sumptions as a function of the impact scenario. For example, in the model the tem-

perature of metal-silicate equilibration is set at the midpoint between the solidus and

liquidus temperatures of mantle’s peridotite. In such way, the model enforces that

the temperature will behave like the pressure of metal-silicate equilibration. This
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assumption is probably accurate for the case of a projectile core sinking through a

mantle magma ocean, but its validity in case of hit-and-run or a core-erosive colli-

sions requires further investigation. Additionally, full re-equilibration of the silicate

and metal reservoirs in such events is assumed as an approximation. Additional

research will be dedicated to understanding which parts of the embryos’ mantle and

core would actually re-equilibrate and which would not in a giant impact – and at

which depth in the planet, i.e., to determine the value of fP, Equation 3.11 – for

different collision regimes. For example, in case of accretionary events, the melt pool

created in the giant impact is known to extend into the core (de Vries et al., 2016),

that is, fP in Equation 3.11 — which models the depth of the magma ocean with

respect to the position of the core-mantle boundary — should be closer to 1. The

calculations in this work are repeated with fP = 1 for accretion and fP = 0.7 for

hit-and-run and erosive collisions and find that our conclusions do not change. As

no prescription for the depth of the magma ocean in case of hit-and-run collisions

and disruptive events is currently available, this Chapter shows the nominal case of

fP = 0.7, which represents the average fP for giant impacts (de Vries et al., 2016).

A more advanced treatment of how fP changes as function of the type of impact is

left to future work.
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CHAPTER 4

CONSTRAINING THE SURFACE PROPERTIES OF ASTEROIDS USING

MACHINE LEARNING AND BAYESIAN INFERENCE

The contents of this Chapter were published in Cambioni et al. (2019e).

This Chapter presents a new method for the determination of the surface prop-

erties of airless bodies from measurements of the emitted infrared flux. The ap-

proach uses machine learning techniques to train, validate, and test a surrogate

model (neural network representation) of the thermophysical behavior of the at-

mosphereless body given shape model, illumination and observational geometry of

the remote sensors. The networks are trained on a dataset of thermal simulations

of the emitted infrared flux for different surface abundances of materials with high

and low thermal inertia respectively, as well as the surface roughness. These surro-

gate models are then employed to retrieve the surface thermal properties by Markov

Chain Monte Carlo Bayesian inversion of observed infrared fluxes. The method is

tested by means of a series of blind tests on simulated infrared fluxes of asteroid

(101955) Bennu, according to a geometry of observations similar to those planned

for NASA’s OSIRIS-REx mission. The method is then applied to interpret the in-

frared observations of asteroid (25143) Itokawa to infer the abundance of regolith

on the surface.

4.1 Regolith production on airless bodies

Surfaces of asteroids carry information about the composition, geology, formation

and evolution of these bodies (Murdoch et al., 2015, and references therein). Many

of the asteroids observed so far have been found to be covered in regolith1, which is

1This is not the case for near-Earth asteroid (101955) Bennu and (162173) Ryugu, which have

been recently visited by the NASA OSIRIS-REx and JAXA Hayabusa2 mission, respectively.
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a layer of fragmented and unconsolidated material (e.g., McKay et al., 1991) on an

airless world. Small asteroids typically display substantial regolith with a variety of

features. NASA’s NEAR-Shoemaker mission to asteroid (433) Eros imaged debris

aprons, fine-grained “ponded” deposits, talus cones, and bright and dark streamers

on steep slopes indicative of efficient downslope movement of the regolith (Robinson

et al., 2002). JAXA’s Hayabusa mission found a considerable amount of regolith

distributed nonuniformly on the surface of the small (∼300-m diameter) near-Earth

asteroid (25143) Itokawa (Miyamoto et al., 2007), which led to the question of how

the regolith is segregated. In the case of larger airless bodies like the Moon, size-

sorted regolith is locally concentrated, typically covering a bedrock. In the case of

some small bodies there is evidence of unconsolidated surface materials extending

several meters deep (Robinson et al., 2002; Vincent et al., 2012) and, in many cases,

this layer may extends throughout the asteroid, leading to the concept that small

asteroids are rubble piles held together by gravity and cohesive forces (Richardson

et al., 2002). These cohesive forces, including van der Waals interactions between

the constituent grains, could play important roles in shaping the geomorphology of

small rubble-pile asteroids (Scheeres et al., 2010; Rozitis and Green, 2014) and their

responses to collisions (Asphaug et al., 2015). The presence of unconsolidated sur-

face material, however, is not diagnostic of a rubble pile configuration; a thick layer

of regolith has been recorded also on differentiated or partially differentiated bod-

ies, such as (4) Vesta (Keil, 2002, and references therein) and (21) Lutetia (Vincent

et al., 2012; Weiss et al., 2012).

The properties of asteroid regoliths and in general the geomorphology of the

surfaces of these bodies are diverse, and vary with their sizes and compositions.

Only a few asteroids have been examined in close physical detail, by spacecraft, and

a systematic exploration is being conducted by Earth-based telescopes and radars

(Murdoch et al., 2015, and references therein). A few general conclusions, however,

can already be drawn. It appears that large asteroids with sizes in the range of some

These two small C-complex asteroids were found to lack extensive regolith layers on their surface

(Lauretta et al., 2019; Sugita et al., 2019).
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hundreds km are found to have very fine regolith grains of the order of tens to some

hundreds of µm, while km-sized and smaller asteroids have coarser regoliths, whose

typical grains can reach cm or dm sizes (Vernazza et al., 2012; Gundlach and Blum,

2013). Itokawa regolith is gravel-sized in texture, while Eros regolith is dusty. This

is not unexpected (Hartzell and Scheeres, 2011), since larger asteroids have more

gravity and can hold onto more of their near-surface fragmentation products.

Regolith evolves in time in response to processes such as impacts, thermal cycling

and space weathering. Despite their low gravity, it is believed that most asteroids

form from the accumulation of catastrophic disruption fragments (Benz and As-

phaug, 1999; Michel and Richardson, 2013) resulting in the creation of surfaces

composed of boulders and smaller remnants. There is also indication that boul-

ders are subsequently broken up into the smaller particles constituting the regolith

by micrometeoroid impacts (Hoerz et al., 1975; Hörz and Cintala, 1997; Basilevsky

et al., 2015), a fraction of them held by the asteroid and a fraction of them escaping

the asteroid. Boulders are broken more gently by thermal fatigue cracking, caused

by the numerous temperature variations between day and night (Delbo et al., 2014;

Molaro and Byrne, 2011; El Mir et al., 2016).

A realization of planetary sciences of the last ∼20 years is that the properties of

the surfaces (and therefore of regolith) affect the orbital evolution of asteroids: the

finite thermal inertia of the regolith causes the asteroid to emit more thermal photons

in the afternoon compared to the morning emission. This imbalanced emission

produces an acceleration that has a components along the orbital velocity of the

asteroid, causing body’s orbital semi-major axis to change with time, i.e., the so-

called Yarkovsky effect (Vokrouhlický, 1998; Bottke et al., 2006; Vokrouhlický et al.,

2015). A related mechanism, known with the acronym of YORP effect, is related to

the force torque due to reflection and emission of visibile and thermal photons from

the asteroid surface. YORP produces a variation of the rotation period and direction

of the spin axis. Interestingly, the tangential component of the YORP effect is

strongly affected by the amount of rocks with respect to that of fines (Golubov and

Krugly, 2012).
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Knowledge of surface temperatures, determinations of thermal inertia, and the

presence and abundance of visible rocks and their size distributions, are crucial in

defining the thermal and mechanical environments on an asteroid’s surface. These

properties are used to estimate “sampleability” of a surface, to plan near-surface,

landing, and sampling operations of active space missions, such as JAXA’s Hayabusa

2 (Abe et al., 2012) and NASA’s OSIRIS-REx (Lauretta et al., 2014), and, in the

future, JAXA’s MMX mission to Phobos, and human interactions with asteroids

and the small moons of Mars. As an example, the sampling device of OSIRIS-REx,

TAGSAM, which is designed to collect and return at least 60g of the regolith of the

asteroid (101955) Bennu, cannot collect grains larger than ∼2 cm, which illustrates

how accurate estimates of grain size in asteroid regolith influence sampleability.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Infrared remote sensing of planetary surfaces

A powerful technique to estimate the properties of regoliths on airless bodies consists

of the analysis of the heat emitted in response to the changing diurnal insolation.

This heat is typically measured by means of remote-sensing observations in the

thermal infrared, which allows the determination of physical quantities such as the

thermal inertia (Γ =
√
kρc, where k is the thermal conductivity of the surface

material, ρ is the bulk density of the granular material, and c is the mean specific

heat), the degree of roughness, and the effective grain size of the regolith (Gundlach

and Blum, 2013; Delbo et al., 2015; Davidsson et al., 2015). In particular, surfaces

with low thermal inertia respond to change of the illumination with instantaneous

changes of their temperature, causing large temperature differences between day

and night (Harris and Lagerros, 2002; Delbo et al., 2015, and references therein),

whereas in the case of higher values of the thermal inertia, the surface responds

more slowly to changes of the insolation, resulting in smoother diurnal temperature

curves, with smaller differences in temperature between the day and the night. The

granularity, porosity, degree of compaction, and lateral and vertical variations in
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these parameters within the field of view of the infrared instrument also affect the

effective thermal inertia of the regolith. Regolith temperatures are influenced by the

presence and amount of large rocks, in addition to factors such as the thermophysical

properties of the regolith fines, latitude and local slopes, and radiative heating from

adjacent crater walls.

The infrared radiance spectrum of a multi-material surface cannot be matched

to a single blackbody at a single temperature but rather is a combination of Planck

curves in radiance space. The infrared flux of the surface is contributed by the emis-

sion from both material (rock and regolith), weighted according to their abundance.

It is common experience that rocks have higher thermal inertia of fines, such as sand.

Rocks remain warmer than regolith during the night, due to their higher thermal

inertia, so that mutual heating by exchange of radiation between warm and cold

surfaces may increase regolith temperatures in rocky areas. Under the assumption

that the surface is a mixture of regolith and rock, the infrared flux is the linear

superposition of two spectra: the emission of fine regolith and the emission of solid

rocks. The coefficient of the sum that multiplies each spectrum is the areal rock

abundance (hereafter called rock abundance, or RA), for the rock and the regolith

components, RA and (1-RA) respectively, i.e.,

F (λ, t) = frock(λ, t) RA+ fregolith(λ, t) (1−RA) (4.1)

where λ is the wavelength and t is the epoch of the observation (function of obser-

vation geometry and illumination conditions). Assuming the above scheme, maps of

the rock abundance of lunar terrain were calculated using the discrepancy between

nighttime brightness temperatures from Diviner’s thermal channels on board of the

Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO), for fields of view that contain mixtures of

warm rocks and cooler regolith. Diviner’s short-wavelength thermal infrared de-

tectors measure higher temperatures than the longer-wavelength detectors do for a

given scene containing both rocks and fine-grained materials. Through the analy-

sis of three separate wavelenghts, Bandfield et al. (2011) solved simultaneously for:

the areal fraction of each scene occupied by exposed rocks ∼1 m and larger; and
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the temperature of the fines, using modeled rock temperatures as inputs. Theoreti-

cally, also the rock temperature could have been estimated given the availability of

three channels; practically, the solution of inverse problem is not unique. Because

of that, lunar rock temperatures were modeled a priori assuming the properties for

vesicular basalt described in Horai and Simmons (1972). The thermal inertia was

set to be 1570 Js−1/2K−1m−2 at 200 K; the rock had albedo 0.15 and emissivity

0.95 and was modeled as an infinitely thick, level, and laterally continuous layer.

The analysis of lunar surface resulted in a very low rock abundance (0.4% global

average within ±60◦ latitude) which confirms the dominance of fine regolith due

to micrometeorite bombardment and space weathering, expected also from thermal

inertia measurements.

On Mars, infrared remote sensing data have been used for decades to make

interpretation of rock abundance (Chapter 18 in Bell, 2008, and references therein,

for a review), starting in earnest with analyses of the martian surface by infrared

radiometers aboard the Mariner probes (Neugebauer et al., 1971) and the InfraRed

Thermal Mapper (IRTM) instruments on the Viking orbiters (Kieffer et al., 1976).

Although the physics of heat flow through regolith on Mars differ from airless bodies

in that conduction by gas in the pore spaces is quite important, the same general

techniques to interpret infrared emission data may still be applied. As an example,

the rock abundance and the physical properties of the regolith fines on Mars have

been analyzed on a global scale using IRTM data (Christensen, 1986; Jakosky and

Christensen, 1986) and Thermal Emission Spectrometer (TES) (Mellon et al., 2000;

Nowicki and Christensen, 2007) by comparing short and long wavelength channels

(7 and 20 µm, and 9 and 30 µm for IRTM and TES respectively) for brigthness

temperature derived using the KRC 1D thermal model (Kieffer, 2013, for a review).

Global thermophysical maps at 100 m/pixel resolution have also been derived from

Thermal Emission Imaging System data (Fergason et al., 2006b), although rock

abundance has not been estimated due to the limited number of spectral bands (i.e.,

lack of a high-resolution long-wavelength channel). In-situ, high-resolution thermal

analyses have also been conducted on Mars by mini-TES (Fergason et al., 2006a)
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and the Rover Environmental Monitoring Stations (Hamilton et al., 2014) on board

the Mars Exploration Rovers and the Mars Science Laboratory rover, respectively.

In general, these analyses are in good agreement with their orbital counterpart.

On asteroids, the thermal inertia of regolith and rock components, and relative

rock abundance, have never been measured from infrared observations. Infrared

data of asteroids are usually acquired from ground-based telescopes. This does not

allow observing the night-side of the asteroid, whose infrared flux is mostly dom-

inated by the emission from rocks. The observed fluxes are matched to surface

properties by means of a thermophysical model of the asteroid, which maps input

parameters (surface properties, observation geometry, illumination conditions, in-

strument performances, shape model of the asteroid) into an infrared flux (Delbo

et al., 2015). The canonical approach is to generate a large number of cases, i.e.,

entries of the type {surface properties, infrared flux}, and then look for the solution

which minimizes the residual error between the predicted and the observed fluxes.

Common practice is to look for the minimum of the reduced χ2, defined as:

χ2
r =

1

ν

N∑
i=1

(
O −M(x)

)2

σ2
(4.2)

where ”O” is the observed flux, “M(x)” is the modeled flux corresponding to the

surface properties (array x), σ is the measurement error on the observed fluxes,

N is the number of observations and ν = N - DOF, where DOF is the number of

degrees of freedom (the number of parameters to be estimated). According to the

χ2
r statistics, all the solutions with χ2

r in the range:

χ2
r ∈

[
χ2
r,min, χ

2
r,min +

√
2ν

ν

]
(4.3)

are acceptable. If the dimensionality of the problem is enhanced, however, the

canonical χ2
r approach is unsuccessful. It is indeed computationally expensive to

map the parameter space at a resolution sufficient to rule out local minima. To

appreciate this, one can think of a model with four inputs (e.g., roughness of the

surface, rock abundance, thermal inertia regolith and rock) used to fit infrared fluxes
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acquired by a nearby spacecraft observing both the day- and night-side of the as-

teroid. A primary source of computational complexity arises from modelling the

surface roughness. This is done by carving craters on the surface for different values

of semiaperture angle and crater surface density; the global effect is an effective

surface tilt, also called the macroscopic roughness angle or Hapke angle (Hapke,

1984). The calculator needs to compute a full heat exchange solution (i.e., consider-

ing all the view factors within the concavities of both the shape model and craters),

as the usual Lagerros (1998) approximation cannot be used to fit the night-side

observations. With this simulation setting, the asteroid attains simulated thermal

equilibrium with the environment in about 3.5 minutes (on a single processor 2.8

GHz Intel Core i7, for a shape model of the asteroids with 2292 facets). Sampling

the parameter space using 25 points for roughness, 25 for the thermal inertia of

regolith and 25 for that of the rock components, the solutions can be linearly com-

bined to study the effect of various rock abundances (Equation 4.1). The exercise

requires running 1250 full heat exchange thermal simulations (about 3 days). This

sampling of the parameter space, however, is too coarse to identify local minima

or saddle points of the χ2
r function. Therefore, building a look-up table can be

misplaced effort, unless the functional relationship between parameters and infrared

thermal response is learned and generalized in some way. As it is shown in the

following sections, the dataset can be instead used to train a neural network (that

is, a thermophysical surrogate model) capable of predicting the infrared fluxes; as

opposed to the “parent” model, this tool can enable a fine — and fast — mapping

of the parameter space into the corresponding infrared flux within a known level of

accuracy.

4.2.2 Surrogate models for thermophysical applications

The new approach consists of approximating the thermophysical function y = F (x)

(x: surface properties; y: infrared flux) using neural networks trained on a dataset of

thermal simulations of the type: {surface properties; infrared flux}. After training,

the networks can predict an infrared flux at at highly reduced computational time
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with respect to the “parent” model (running in less than a second versus minutes

on a single processor 2.8 GHz Intel Core i7), thus enabling the use of advanced

approaches to inverse problem, such as the Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)

Bayesian inference (described in Appendix D) of surface properties from observed

fluxes. This approach maps the probability that a certain set of surface properties

is the one that corresponds to the surface of the asteroid given the observed flux. To

map such probability distribution, the MCMC approach requires thousands of runs

of the forward thermophysical model to sample the unknown posterior distributions

of surface properties– thus the need for a fast and accurate predictor, i.e., a machine-

learning-based surrogate model.

1. A dataset of thermophysical simulations is generated using the TPM code

(Delbo et al., 2015), for different combinations of surface properties, given the

shape model of the asteroid, the observational geometry and the illumination

condition;

2. The dataset is used to train, validate and test a neural network (Appendix

A). The trained network is a surrogate model which predicts the asteroid’s

infrared flux at a highly reduced computational speed with respect to the

“parent” thermophysical model (i.e., less than a second on a single processor

2.8 GHz Intel Core i7).

3. In Cambioni et al. (2019e), a series of blind tests is performed to validate the

methodology. Each blind test consists of the generation of a case TPM flux

by one of the co-author; the case flux is sent to another co-author, who does

not know the values of the surface properties used to generate the case. The

second co-author performs a Markov Chain Monte Carlo Bayesian inversion

of the case TPM flux using the surrogate model as described in Appendix

D. The best-fit normalized posterior distributions of the surface properties are

sent back to the first co-author — the only person who knows the values of the

surface properties of the case flux — who verifies the success of the inversion.
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4. Once validated, the methodology is used to invert observed infrared flux in

order to characterize the surface properties of asteroids. For example, the case

asteroid (25143) Itokawa is discussed in this Chapter, Section 4.4.

4.3 Blind tests on simulated infrared fluxes of (101955) Bennu

In Cambioni et al. (2019e), the methodology was validated through a series of blind

tests on simulated infrared fluxes of (101955) Bennu observed from the equatorial

stations of the OSIRIS-REx mission detailed survey (Lauretta et al., 2017). The

simulations concerned thermal emission within the spectral range of the OSIRIS-

REx Thermal Emission Spectrometer (OTES, Christensen et al., 2018), which is

designed to collect infrared fluxes emitted by the surface of the asteroid covering

the spectral range 5.71− 100 µm (1750− 100 cm−1) with a spectral sample interval

of 8.66 cm−1. In this Section, that validation procedure is described.

4.3.1 Thermophysical surrogate model

In the case of Bennu, the methodology described in Section 4.2 is applied as follows.

A 4-dimensional dataset of infrared fluxes (4 surface properties: surface roughness,

thermal inertia of the regolith, thermal inertia of the rock, rock abundance) is pop-

ulated with simulated OTES-like acquisitions of the infrared flux from (101955)

Bennu, using the TPM (Delbo et al., 2015). Two shape models are tested: a single

triangular equatorial facet, and the full shape model of the asteroid by Nolan et al.

(2013). The shape model is represented by a mesh of 2292 triangular facets. Facets

can have any number of vertices, in principle; however, the temperature and flux of

the facet depends only on its area and normal direction. On the surface, the full heat

exchange solution is used (i.e., considering all the view factors within the concavities

of both the shape model and craters), as the Lagerros (1998) approximation is not

suitable to fit the night-side observations. In the simulations, the observer is always

looking nadir, i.e., the unity vector from the center of the asteroid to the observer

and the normal to the surface have scalar product equal to one, and it is located
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Dataset of forward simulations (OTES-like acquisitions)
Predictors Values
Hapke angle 4, 12, 14, 21, 27, 30, 34, 40, 46, 50, 56, 62 degrees

Thermal inertia, reg. 10 : 10 : 500 Js−1/2K−1m−2

Thermal inertia, rock 500 : 10 : 1000 Js−1/2K−1m−2

Rock abundance 0 : 5 : 100 %
Responses Values

7 infrared fluxes [Jy], 5 to 50 µm with a step of 1 µm

Table 4.1: Description of the dataset of forward thermal simulations of asteroid
(101955) Bennu for the validation of the methodology introduced by Cambioni et al.
(2019e). The values of thermal inertia and rock abundance are equally spaced
in a range; as an example, the diciture “10 : 10 : 500 Js−1/2K−1m−2 ” means
“values from 10 to 500 Js−1/2K−1m−2 with a step of 10 Js−1/2K−1m−2”. Each
thermal simulation uses a spin state: λ = 0◦, β = 90◦, P = 4.288 hours. The
asteroid is located at 1 au. The asteroid is thermalized, i.e., it attains thermal
equilibrium with the environment, in over several tens of rotational periods before
recording the infrared flux. Namely, in each simulation each facet has an initial
surface temperature equal to its mean temperature calculated over the full diurnal
curve and assuming zero thermal inertia. The temperature in the sub-surface of
the facet is initially the same of the surface temperature. Next the appropriate
value of the thermal inertia for the simulation is set and the heat diffusion into
depth is calculated using Equation 12 of Spencer et al. (1989) with the boundary
conditions given as in Equation 13 of Spencer et al. (1989). The simulations are
started at an epoch before the one when infrared fluxes are needed to be modeled
and the temperatures of the facet (or some facets) are monitored such that the
diurnal temperature curve at the asteroid rotation N is within a fraction (0.25 K is
typically assumed) of a K from the diurnal temperature at the rotation N + 1. The
number of ”thermalization” rotations is determined by trial and error.

at infinite distance on the equatorial plane. The heliocentric distance is assumed

to be 1 au. The model output are 7 fluxes in the wavelength range between 5 and

50 µm, each corresponding to one of the different O-REx’s equatorial stations of

the detailed survey (03:20 AM, 06:00 AM, 10:00 AM, 12:30 PM, 03:00 PM, 06:00

PM, 08:40 PM). The surface is modelled with surface roughness values between 4

and 62 degrees (in terms of Hapke angle, Hapke, 1984). Constant thermal inertia

on the surface is assumed, for values varying between 0 and 1000 Js−1/2K−1m−2.

The fluxes corresponding to values of thermal inertia below 500 Js−1/2K−1m−2 are
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assumed to be emitted by a surface covered in regolith (fregolith). The fluxes corre-

sponding to values of thermal inertia above 500 Js−1/2K−1m−2 are instead assumed

to be emitted by a surface covered in rocks (frock). The final dataset is composed

by all the possible combinations of fregolith and frock, weighted in terms of rock

abundance (see Equation 4.1, Table 4.1). Building the dataset requires running

1200 TPM simulations (12 different values of roughness for 100 different values of

thermal inertia). Each simulation runs in 0.602 seconds for a single facet and 3.5

minutes for the disk-integrated case, corresponding to about 12 minutes and 3 days

for the overall building of the dataset, respectively.

The dataset of infrared fluxes has entries

{(θ̄, Γrock, Γregolith, RA);F (λ, t)} (4.4)

where the flux F (λ, t) is provided by the Equation 4.1 for a given observation geom-

etry and time, and range of wavelength. The dataset is used to to train seven (7)

surrogate models (one for each of the equatorial stations) which mimic the acquisi-

tion of infrared fluxes at Bennu by OTES. Each of the surrogate model is derived

from the training of shallow neural networks on the 4-dimensional dataset of in-

frared simulated fluxes (Table 4.1). The dataset of thermophysical simulations is

subdivided in training, validation and testing subsets, typically in proportion 70%–

15%–15%. Network training is performed using the training set and involves the

fitting of the network parameters via minimization of the loss function defined in

Equation A.10 (Mean Squared Error, MSE). Each training step (or epoch) consists

of a round of predictions for the data in the training set, followed by backpropagation

of the residuals between targets and responses and update of network parameters

to find the minimum of the cost function. At each epoch, the performance of the

network (and progress toward a successful training) is evaluated and the MSE is

expected to decrease as the number of epochs increases, thus indicating progres-

sive improvement in the performance (i.e., learning). The validation set is used to

protect the network against overfitting the training set (Bishop et al., 1995); this

implies that the training process is not a simple interpolation of the training set,
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but rather it involves the search for families of parametric functions (i.e., the neu-

ral network) that globally fit the data (generalization). The validation procedure

involve searching those network hyperparameters (e.g., number of hidden neurons,

which are not learned during training) that minimize the MSE on the validation

set. At every training epoch, the MSE for validation and testing is computed; the

training is completed when the MSE on the validation set does not further decrease

for 6 consecutive training epochs. The validation and the testing sets follow the

same probability distribution of the data in the training set, as these come from the

same dataset of simulations. The testing set is used for an independent assessment

of the generalization capabilities of the network, in terms of the value of MSE on an

unseen ensemble of data. In addition to the MSE, the overall process is evaluated

also in terms of correlation index R (Equation A.11), which measures the degree

of correlation between outputs and targets. The correlation coefficient R is a non-

dimensional quantity and allows comparing the performance of different approaches

to the problem (e.g., data-driven approach versus data interpolation) with respect

to the data, at testing. An optimal result shows low MSE values (i.e., close to zero)

and a high degree of correlation between predictions and targets (i.e., a R value

close to 100%) on the testing set.

The optimal architectures of the networks are described in Table 4.2 together

with their performance at testing in terms of MSE (Equation A.10) and correlation

coefficient (R, Equation A.11). The whole training procedure using the Levemberg -

Marquardt algorithm (Demuth et al., 2014) requires a computational effort of about

10 minutes. The trained networks run in less than a second. All the run time are

computed on a single processor 2.8 GHz Intel Core i7. Each neural network maps

the flux into a 4-Dimensional parameter space (surface roughness, thermal inertia

of the regolith, thermal inertia of the rock, rock abundance). As an example, Figure

4.1 is a contour plot of the peak value of the infrared flux, as predicted by the

neural network and observed on the night-side (equatorial station: 3:20 am). The

free parameters are surface roughness and the average thermal inertia in lieu of rock
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Surrogate models: triangular equatorial facet
Station n. Hidden layers MSE R
3:20 AM 1 layer, 20 neurons 0.53 0.999
6:00 AM 1 layer, 20 neurons 0.42 0.999
10:00 AM 1 layer, 10 neurons 0.90 0.999
12:30 PM 1 layer, 10 neurons 2.00 0.999
3:00 PM 1 layer, 10 neurons 0.90 0.999
6:00 PM 1 layer, 10 neurons 0.30 0.999
8:40 PM 1 layer, 10 neurons 0.90 0.999

Surrogate models: disk-integrated
Station n. Hidden layers MSE R
03:20 AM 1 layer, 10 neurons 0.085 0.999
06:00 AM 1 layer, 10 neurons 0.037 0.999
10:00 AM 1 layer, 10 neurons 0.053 0.999
12:30 PM 1 layer, 10 neurons 0.124 0.999
03:00 PM 1 layer, 10 neurons 0.182 0.999
06:00 PM 1 layer, 10 neurons 0.066 0.999
8:40 PM 1 layer, 10 neurons 0.082 0.999

Table 4.2: Architecture and performance of the surrogate models (neural networks)
for OTES observations. The performance of the neural networks is assessed in
terms of Mean Square Error (MSE, the average squared difference between outputs
and targets, Equation A.10; lower values are better) and correlation coefficient (R,
measuring the correlation between outputs and targets, Equation A.11; an R value of
1 means a close relationship). The reported values are relative to the testing phase.
The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (Demuth et al., 2014) is used for training. The
dataset is split as: 70% training, 15% validation and 15% testing.

abundance (RA) is assumed to be equal to

Γaverage ∼ Γrock RA+ Γregolith (1−RA), (4.5)

where Γrock and Γregolith are the thermal inertias of the rock and the regolith2.

In the example of Figure 4.1, Γrock and Γregolith are kept constant and equal to

1000 and 150 Js−1/2K−1m−2, respectively to allow for a 2-D visualization of the

2The linear combination of Equation 4.5 is used for the sake of describing the flux as function

of average thermal inertia and surface roughness in Figure 4.1, but additional research is needed

to more accurately study how the values of thermal inertia of rocks and regolith mathematically

combine to give the average (or effective) thermal inertia of the surface.
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Figure 4.1: Simulated iso-flux curves (peak value of the infrared flux, in units of Jan-
sky (Jy), which is a non-SI unit of spectral flux density widely used in astronomy
equivalent to 10−26W/m2Hz) of asteroid (101955) Bennu assuming that the space-
craft is observing the surface at the local 3:20 am from the correspondent equatorial
station in the Detailed Survey of the OSIRIS-REx mission. The fluxes are predicted
using the corresponding surrogate model (see the text in Section 4.3.1 for details).
Higher fluxes are due to higher values of average thermal inertia (e.g., higher rock
abundance in the surface) and/or enhanced surface roughness (self-heating by re-
absorption of thermal radiation in craters, Delbo, 2004).

parameter space. The peak flux increases with the average thermal inertia because

rocks remain warmer on the night-side and, the higher the rock abundance, the

higher the average thermal inertia, the higher the peak flux. An increase in the flux

is also observed with roughness. Since roughness is modeled by carving craters on

the surface, an increase in flux is observed because of self-heating by re-absorption

of thermal radiation from other parts of the crater (Figure 6.8 in Delbo, 2004).
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4.3.2 Results

The reduced computational time of the surrogate models and their capability of

generalizing a response for predictors in between the training nodes make these

models statistically invertible (Appendix D). The methodology is here blind-tested

against a set of case fluxes (step 3 in Section 4.2.2). The case flux is generated

using the TPM code and mimic a ”real” observed flux that could be acquired by

OTES. The fluxes’ Signal-to-Noise Ratio is modeled such that it resembles the real

performance of the spectrometer (Christensen et al., 2018, and priv. comm.). The

trained networks are used as forward models in a MCMC Bayesian inversion of the

simulated infrared fluxes. For this exercise, the inversion is not informed about any

a-priori information (i.e., uninformative a-priori distributions are adopted). In real

application, it is reasonable to have some a-priori information on the parameters,

e.g., in case of interpretation of real data for Bennu, the OSIRIS-REx Visible and

Infrared Spectrometer (OVIRS, Reuter et al., 2018) may also provide information

about the material on the surface, thus providing information about the thermal

inertia. Using proper a-priori distributions improves the accuracy of the inversion

and helps achieving convergence. As shown below, however, for this application

the method is able to correctly perform the inversion also without any a-priori

information.

The blind test for the triangular equatorial facet uses a case TPM flux corre-

sponding to surface properties: θ̄ = 46◦, Γregolith = 60 Js−1/2K−1m−2, Γrock = 820

Js−1/2K−1m−2, RA = 25.0% (top panel in Figure 4.2). The MCMC inversion of

the blind test provides the normalized posterior distributions in Figure 4.2, bottom

panel. The same blind-test procedure, but for the disk-integrated flux, used a case

flux corresponding to surface properties: θ̄ = 34◦, Γregolith = 50 Js−1/2K−1m−2,

Γrock = 850 Js−1/2K−1m−2, RA = 30.0% (top panel in Figure 4.3); the normalized

posterior distributions from the inversion are in Figure 4.3, bottom panel. In both

cases, the blind tests are successful as the values of the surface properties for the

case fluxes belong to the normalized posterior distributions; the difference between
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the reference and the statistical mean is less than 1–σ. An exception is the thermal

inertia of the rock abundance for the single triangular facet, for which the reference

value is within 2–σ of the estimated mean value.

To test the robustness of the method, an inversion using the observations relative

to the daytime stations only (10:00 AM, 12:30 AM, 3:00 AM; disk integrated case)

is performed. On the night-side, the infrared flux is mainly defined by the rocky

material because of its inherently higher thermal inertia and no shadows are present.

Therefore the nighttime observations are important to constrain the presence of

rocky material and to get a more complete characterization of the surface. The

normalized posterior distributions for this case are the dashed curves in Figure 4.3,

bottom panel. The inversion of the disk-integrated case using only the daytime

stations is still found to be successful. The main difference with respect to the full

inversion is observed on the normalized posterior distribution of the thermal inertia

of the rock; this result was expected as the rocks appear brighter in the infrared on

the night-side (as it cools down slower than the regolith). The conclusion is that the

inversion method is able to retrieve the correct surface properties both for a single

facet and for the disk-integrated case without using any a-priori information. The

(small) deviations between the reference and retrieved values are attributed to the

effect of noise from the OTES instrument.
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Figure 4.2: Blind test of the methodology on a triangular equatorial facet. Top
panel: set of reference fluxes acquired at the 7 equatorial stations, for values of
the surface parameters: θ̄ = 46◦, Γregolith = 60 Js−1/2K−1m−2, Γrock = 820
Js−1/2K−1m−2, RA = 25.0%. Bottom panel: normalized posterior dis-
tributions of the surface thermal properties; the retrieved surface properties are:
θ̄ = 45.3 ± 0.7◦, Γregolith = 58 ± 2 Js−1/2K−1m−2, Γrock = 780 ± 39 Js−1/2K−1m−2,
RA = 25.2 ± 0.7%. The reference values for the parameters belong to the normalized
posterior distributions.
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Figure 4.3: Blind test of the methodology using simulated disk-integrated fluxes
of asteroid (101955) Bennu. Top panel: set of reference fluxes acquired at the 7
equatorial stations, for nominal values of the surface parameters: θ̄ = 34◦, Γregolith =
50 Js−1/2K−1m−2, Γrock = 850 Js−1/2K−1m−2, RA = 30.0%. Bottom panel:
normalized posterior distributions of the surface thermal properties. The solid curves
are the solutions when all the observations are processed. The retrieved surface
properties are: θ̄ = 34.1 ± 0.7◦, Γregolith = 53 ± 4 Js−1/2K−1m−2, Γrock = 905 ± 84
Js−1/2K−1m−2, RA = 27 ± 3%. The dashed curves are the normalized posterior
distributions of the surface thermal properties when only the daytime observations
are processed. In both cases, the reference values for the parameters belong to the
normalized posterior distributions; the surface properties are retrieved without using
any a-priori information.
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4.4 Inversion of observed infrared fluxes of (25143) Itokawa

In this Section, the methodology by Cambioni et al. (2019e) is used to to invert

the available mid-infrared disk-integrated photometric observations of near-Earth

asteroid (25143) Itokawa, which was characterized in great detail by both ground-

based observations and by proximity observations the JAXA’s Hayabusa mission.

The results of the inversion are compared with pre and post-Hayabusa findings, e.g.,

surface roughness, thermal inertia and grain size of the regolith (Kitazato et al.,

2008; Müller et al., 2014; Sakatani et al., 2017). The mid-infrared observations are

summarized in Table 4.3. These consist of 25 ground-based observations and five

measurements from the Japanese infrared astronomical satellite AKARI (Müller

et al., 2005, 2014). All the epoch of observations are the time of emission by the

asteroid. The position vectors of the asteroid and the Earth have been queried

to the JPL Horizons Ephemeridis system (https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons.

cgi) and converted in the asteroid-centric reference frame. The inversion process

for Itokawa is schematically represented in Figure 4.4.

4.4.1 Thermal surrogate model

The steps for the design of the surrogate model in the case of (25143) Itokawa are

analogous to those for (101955) Bennu (Section 4.3.1), with some proper adaptations

which are described in the followings. For (25143) Itokawa the TPM code is used

to populate two datasets, termed 2-D dataset and 4-D dataset thereafter, which are

described in Table 4.4. The infrared fluxes in the 2-D dataset are modeled with

two surface properties: Hapke angle and average thermal inertia of the surface. The

infrared fluxes in the 4-D dataset are modeled with four surface properties: Hapke

angle, thermal inertia of the regolith, thermal inertia of the rock, rock abundance.

The thermal inertia of the rocks is assumed to range between the lowest thermal

inertia recorded for stony meteorites – around 700 Js−1/2K−1m−2 (Cold Bokkeveld,

CM2 chondrite, Opeil et al., 2010), and 2500 Js−1/2K−1m−2, corresponding to ter-

restrial basalt (Horai and Simmons, 1972). The regolith thermal inertia is therefore

https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons.cgi
https://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/horizons.cgi
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Thermal observations of (25143) Itokawa
N. Epoch [JD] λ [µm] Flux [Jy] σ [Jy]
1 2451982.743 11.66 0.264 0.044
2 2452007.894 11.66 0.164 0.021
3 2452007.904 10.38 0.144 0.018
4 2452007.917 12.35 0.17 0.022
5 2452007.929 8.73 0.086 0.022
6 2452007.94 11.66 0.149 0.019
7 2452008.894 12.35 0.258 0.032
8 2452008.906 9.68 0.108 0.016
9 2452008.919 10.38 0.169 0.027
10 2452008.929 11.66 0.242 0.03
11 2452008.939 11.66 0.193 0.028
12 2453187.752 8.73 1.92 0.15
13 2453187.763 8.73 1.97 0.16
14 2453187.775 8.73 1.75 0.14
15 2453187.788 8.73 1.67 0.13
16 2453187.803 10.68 1.94 0.14
17 2453187.817 10.68 1.89 0.13
18 2453187.828 12.35 2.17 0.13
19 2453187.84 12.35 1.8 0.11
20 2453187.859 17.72 2.49 0.5
21 2453196.989 11.7 0.762 0.100
22 2453196.991 11.7 0.721 0.091
23 2453197.064 11.7 0.913 0.114
24 2453197.07 9.8 0.791 0.125
25 2453197.077 9.8 0.570 0.122
26 2454307.977 4.1 0.00032 0.00025
27 2454307.977 7.0 0.00469 0.00028
28 2454307.976 11.0 0.01422 0.00053
29 2454308.046 15.0 0.02137 0.00079
30 2454308.048 24.0 0.01947 0.00120

Table 4.3: Mid-infrared observations of (25143) Itokawa from Müller et al. (2005,
2014). The epoch of observations are relative to the emission from the surface of
the asteroid (i.e., light-time corrected).
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Figure 4.4: Flowchart of the procedure by Cambioni et al. (2019e) to derive the
surface roughness θ, the thermal inertia values of the rock ΓRock and regolith partic-
ulate Γregolith and the rock abundance RA on Itokawa’s surface from measurements
of the emitted infrared flux. From left to right: the dataset of thermophysical
simulations of Itokawa’s surface (Table 4.4) is used to train a neural network that
predicts the infrared fluxes correspondent to a specific set of surface properties (θ̄,
ΓRock, Γregolith, RA). For each observation of Itokawa’s surface (Table 4.3), the cor-
respondent neural network is then used in the Bayesian inversion of the observed
infrared flux of Itokawa’s surface to infer its properties. Itokawa’s shape model is
from Gaskell et al. (2008).

smaller than 700 Js−1/2K−1m−2. For the 4-D dataset, the thermal infrared radi-

ation is computed as superposition of the contribution from the regolith and the

rock (Equation 4.1). Each of the infrared fluxes is generated using the shape model

by Gaskell et al. (2008) at a resolution of 4096 facets. The surface roughness is

represented using craters and the fluxes have been computed using the Lagerros’

approximation (Lagerros, 1998), as no night-side observations are available. Each

run simulates the acquisition of the flux corresponding to the wavelength and epoch

of the observation in Table 4.3; the asteroid is observed from Earth. The run time

for a simulation is 15.2 seconds if the Lagerros (1998) approximation is employed.

The resulting dataset has entries:

{(θ̄, Γrock, Γregolith, RA);F (λ, t)} (4.6)
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2-D model (Itokawa)
Predictors Values
Hapke angle 4, 12, 14, 21, 27, 30, 34, 40, 46, 50, 56, 62 degrees

Thermal inertia, av. 25: 25 : 1500 Js−1/2K−1m−2

Responses Values
Infrared flux 30x1 fluxes [Jy]

4-D model (Itokawa)
Predictors Values
Hapke angle 4, 12, 14, 21, 27, 30, 34, 40,

46, 50, 56, 62 degrees
Thermal inertia,
reg.

25 : 25 : 700 Js−1/2K−1m−2

Thermal inertia,
rock

700 : 25 : 2500
Js−1/2K−1m−2

Rock abundance 0 : 5 : 100 %
Responses Values
Infrared flux 30x1 fluxes [Jy]

Table 4.4: Description of the datasets of forward simulations for the thermal model
of asteroid (25143) Itokawa. The prime meridian is defined according to the IAU
specifications (Gaskell et al., 2008). Each thermal simulation uses a spin state: λ =
268.77◦, β = -89.53◦, P = 12.1324 hours. The asteroid is thermalized in over thirty
rotational periods before recording the infrared flux.

where the flux F (λ, t) is provided by the Equation 4.1 for the observation at time t

and wavelength λ.

Each surrogate model is tailored to the specific observation geometry and spectral

range and derives from the training of shallow neural networks on the two datasets

described in Table 4.4. For each observation in Table 4.3, a neural network is trained,

validated and tested on the 2-D dataset, composed by 720 predictions of infrared

fluxes corresponding to different combinations of surface properties. Therefore, the

total computation cost to populate the 2-D dataset is about 4 days (720× 30× 15.2

seconds). The same procedure is followed for the 4-D dataset, which is composed

by 1200 simulations per observation (total run time of 5 days). Table 4.5 indicates

the metrics of performance of the networks, which run in less than a second. All

the time are computed on a single processor 2.8 GHz Intel Core i7.
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Surrogate models for (25143) Itokawa
N. MSE

(2D)
R
(2D)

MSE
(4D)

R
(4D)

1 1.0E-07 0.999 1.5E-05 0.998
2 3.0E-07 0.999 3.0E-05 0.998
3 6.0E-08 0.999 1.5E-05 0.998
4 5.0E-08 0.999 1.5E-05 0.998
5 3.8E-08 0.999 5.4E-06 0.991
6 5.0E-08 0.999 9.0E-06 0.991
7 1.4E-07 0.999 3.9E-05 0.991
8 5.0E-07 0.999 1.2E-05 0.991
9 1.3E-07 0.999 1.5E-05 0.991
10 1.3E-07 0.999 1.5E-05 0.991
11 2.6E-07 0.999 1.0E-05 0.999
12 7.8E-08 0.999 4.0E-04 0.999
13 4.0E-07 0.999 6.0E-04 0.999
14 6.0E-07 0.999 3.0E-04 0.999
15 3.0E-07 0.999 1.0E-04 0.999
16 2.9E-07 0.999 1.0E-04 0.999
17 3.0E-07 0.999 4.0E-04 0.999
18 2.0E-07 0.999 5.0E-04 0.999
19 9.7E-08 0.999 1.0E-04 0.999
20 2.0E-07 0.999 5.0E-05 0.999
21 4.0E-07 0.999 9.8E-06 0.999
22 8.0E-08 0.999 8.5E-06 0.999
23 3.8E-08 0.999 5.0E-05 0.999
24 1.2E-07 0.999 4.0E-05 0.999
25 4.0E-08 0.999 1.0E-05 0.999
26 3.9E-09 0.999 7.0E-08 0.999
27 8.2E-09 0.999 3.0E-08 0.999
28 3.0E-09 0.999 1.0E-08 0.991
29 1.4E-08 0.999 3.0E-07 0.910
30 1.3E-08 0.999 2.0E-07 0.900

Table 4.5: Metrics of performance of the surrogate models (neural networks) for
the thermal observations of (25143) Itokawa, trained on the 2-D dataset and on the
4-D dataset. For the 2-D case, all the networks have a single hidden layer with
30 neurons. For the 4-D case, all the networks have a single hidden layer with
10 neurons, except networks n. 17 and 20, that have 20 neurons. The reported
values are relative to the testing phase. The average MSE of the surrogate models
is within the noise level of the observations. The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm
(Demuth et al., 2014) is used for training. The dataset is used as: 70% training,
15% validation and 15% testing.
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4.4.2 Results

2-D dataset

The surrogate models trained on the 2-D dataset (inputs: surface roughness and

average thermal inertia) are used as forward models in the Markov Chain Monte

Carlo Bayesian inversion of the observed infrared fluxes in Table 4.3. The inversion

of the 2-D dataset allows constraining the Hapke angle of the surface and the average

thermal inertia, which is both contributed by the regolith and the rock components.

The normalized posterior distributions for the inversion of the 2-D problem are in

Figure 4.5, top panel. This yields an average thermal inertia between 700 and 800

Js−1/2K−1m−2, while the distribution of the Hapke angle is bi-modal.

The presence of two peaks for the roughness parameter is intriguing because of

what is known about the surface of Itokawa. Analyses of Hayabusa data suggested

the presence of both a smoothed terrain and a rough terrain, which have been

found to correlate with low- and high- land regions respectively (e.g., Yano et al.,

2006; Susorney et al., 2018, and references therein). While the average thermal

inertia is well constrained (Γav. = 721±45 Js−1/2K−1m−2), the normalized posterior

distribution for the Hapke angle is broad and does not provide any constraint on

the roughness. Interestingly, however, the estimate of the Hapke angle is 26 ± 18◦

(statistical mean and standard deviation). This is consistent both with the results

from Kitazato et al. (2008), who found a photometric roughness of 26 ± 1◦ in terms

of Hapke angle for the near-infrared range 0.76 – 2.25 µm, and with the average

value derived for main-belt asteroids (Muller and Lagerros, 1999). Müller et al.

(2005) found an average thermal inertia of the surface of Itokawa between 500 and

1000 Js−1/2K−1m−2, and therefore proposed a value of 750 Js−1/2K−1m−2. The

Hapke angle, by contrast, remained unconstrained, and the ”canonical” value for

Main Belt Asteroids was assumed (Muller and Lagerros, 1999), in terms of surface

slope root mean square ρ and a surface crater density f : ρ = 0.7, f = 60%. The
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Figure 4.5: Results of Bayesian inversion for asteroid (25143) Itokawa. Top panel:
normalized posterior distributions for the Hapke angle and the average thermal
inertia of the surface of Itokawa, from the Bayesian inversion of the 2-D model,
using the observations in Table 4.3. The inversion is operated using all the fluxes
and it is not informed about the Hapke angle, while the a-priori distribution for
the thermal inertia is N(750, 1002). Bottom panel: χ2

r phase space for (θ̄, Γav.)
parameter space. A selection of the available fluxes is used, Section 4.4.2. The
absolute minimum is located at around (4◦, 720 Js−1/2K−1m−2).
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definition of surface slope root mean square, ρ, is that of Lagerros (1998):

ρ =

√
f
ln(1− 2S)− 2S(S − 1)

4S(S − 1)
(4.7)

where S = 0.5 (1 − cos γc), with γc equal to the semi-aperture angle of the crater.

Values of ρ = 0.7, f = 60% correspond to a Hapke angle of about 26◦.

In order to better investigate the bimodality, a classical reduced χ2 analysis

is performed using the surrogate models in the forward mode, to explore the (θ̄,

Γav.) phase space. The capability of the networks to generalize the responses for

predictors different from the training set enables a fine mapping of the parameter

space. After a first iteration, five observations show residuals bigger than 2.5 the

standard deviation of the measurement (σ-s in column 3, Table 4.3). The observed

fluxes could be affected by unknown or/and unreported errors, as the data are an

ensemble of observations performed in different conditions and at different epoch.

Applying the Chauvenet criterion for data rejection, the five observations (n. 4, 6,

21, 22, 23 in Table 4.3) are removed from the dataset and the survey is repeated.

The phase space (θ̄, Γav.) of the selected data is in Figure 4.5, bottom panel. The χ2
r

function shows multiple minima, at different Hapke angles, but at a consistent value

of thermal inertia around 750 Js−1/2K−1m−2, in agreement with previous findings

(Müller et al., 2005). The solution (statistics of the absolute minimum at χ2
r =

1.5) is used to inform the Bayesian inversion. The resulting normalized posterior

distributions are in Figure 4.6; the estimated surface properties are θ̄ = 4 ± 1◦ and

Γav. = 721 ± 45 Js−1/2K−1m−2.

MCMC inversion of the 4-D dataset

The 4-D scheme models the surface in terms of 4 parameters: Hapke angle, thermal

inertia of the regolith, thermal inertia of the rock, rock abundance. The last three

surface properties contribute to the average thermal inertia of the surface according

to their weights (i.e., rock abundance). The surrogate models trained on the 4-D

dataset are used as forward models in the Markov Chain Monte Carlo inversion
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Figure 4.6: Results of Bayesian inversion for asteroid (25143) Itokawa. The two
panels are the normalized posterior distributions found from the Bayesian inversion
of the selected data, informed by the detailed χ2

r survey. The retrieved surface
properties are θ̄ = 4± 1◦ and Γav. = 721± 45 Js−1/2K−1m−2.

of the observed infrared fluxes in Table 4.3. The results from the inversion of the

2-D dataset inform the inversion of the 4-D model in two ways. A priori, the

Hapke angle is informed by the distribution found in Figure 4.5. A posteriori, if the

distributions of thermal inertia of the regolith (Γregolith), thermal inertia of the rock

(Γrock) and rock abundance are linearly combined to give the disk-integrated thermal

inertia, i.e., Equation 4.5, the post-processed distribution must be consistent with

the analogous result of the inversion of the 2-D dataset.

A fully unconstrained Bayesian inversion of all the fluxes is first performed using

only the a-priori information on the Hapke angle (derived from the inversion of the

2-D dataset). Unfortunately, the fully unconstrained approach fails in splitting the

regolith’s and rock’s contributions to the thermal inertia. Therefore one needs to
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find admissible ranges for the parameters to support the inversion process and some

information from the retrievals of the Hayabusa spacecraft, as discussed below.

A further constraint on the thermal inertia of the regolith can be derived by

exploring the relationship between regolith’s average particle size and thermal con-

ductivity and requiring that the regolith layer has homogeous properties. To inter-

pret the fine-particulate component thermal inertia derived from this work in terms

of particle size, the methodology of Gundlach and Blum (2013) is adopted. This

involves comparing theoretical values for regolith thermal conductivity at different

particle sizes to thermal conductivity values derived from the predicted thermal

inertia, leaving regolith porosity as a free parameter. In lieu of the particulate

thermal conductivity model developed and utilized by Gundlach and Blum (2013),

the improved model by Sakatani et al. (2017) is instead used along with updated

model tunable parameter values from the experimental work by Ryan (2018). The

model by Sakatani calculates the solid and radiative components of the thermal

conductivity of particulates as a function of relevant material and environmental

parameters (Table 4.6). Sakatani et al. (2017, 2018) provide values for particulates

up to approximately 1 mm in diameter. Recently, Ryan (2018) obtained values for

the parameters from conductivity experiments for particles up to 1 cm in diameter.

The values presented in that work can reasonably be related to particle diameter,

D, with a power function, where ζ = 0.149D−0.3052 and ξ = 0.899D0.2588. The pa-

rameters ζ and ξ are used to tune the radiative and solid conduction components of

the model, respectively, in order to fit the model to experimental measurements of

particulate thermal conductivity. Values for all other model parameters and their

sources are provided in Table 4.6. Nakamura et al. (2011) report that the grains

retrieved from Itokawa by Hayabusa are identical to those of thermally metamor-

phosed LL chondrites. Thus, average material properties for LL chondrites are used

where available.

In order to directly relate the thermal inertia to particle size, a range of possibil-

ity regolith macroporosity values must be considered. A very loose, random packing

of spheres has a maximum porosity of about 0.45 under terrestrial conditions where
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gravitational forces exceed electrostatic attractive forces between particles (Dullien,

2012). Some angular basaltic samples used by Sakatani et al. (2018), however, had

porosity values up to 0.66. Kiuchi and Nakamura (2014) develop a relationship

between particle size and porosity on small bodies with very small surface accelera-

tions where inter-particle forces might instead dominate. Using their model and the

nominal values for silicate particles provided in their paper, and a maximum sur-

face acceleration of 0.086 mm/s2 for Itokawa (Scheeres et al., 2006), the maximum

porosity for different particle sizes is estimated. The computed values for particles

with diameters of 0.5 mm, 1 mm, 5 mm, 1 cm, and 5 cm are 0.86, 0.83, 0.74, 0.7,

and 0.58 (using a cleanliness ratio of unity, which is recommended for particles in

space). Given the likely angular nature of the particles on Itokawa, porosities as

high as 0.66 are assumed to be possible for all particle size ranges. Dense random

packings of spheres have a minimum porosity of about 0.36. However, such a dense

packing is unlikely for angular particles and instead adapt a more modest minimum

porosity of 0.4.

The assumption that the regolith can be treated as homogeneous is no longer

valid once the particles size exceeds the length of the diurnal skin depth (Chapter

by Mellon et al. in Bell, 2008), defined as

δ =

√
k

ρcp

√
P

π
=

Γ

ρcp

√
P

π
(4.8)

where Γ is the thermal inertia of the surface material and P is the spin rotation

period of Itokawa. For each value of thermal conductivity predicted by the Sakatani

et al. (2017) model, a corresponding diurnal skin depth is calculated (Equation

4.8). If the particle size exceeds the skin depth, these values are rejected. Although

the procedure tends to lead to the rejection of larger particle sizes, this does not

preclude the possibility of the existence of large particles; it simply means that the

model cannot be used to confidently make interpretations within this particle size

range. Figure 4.8 shows the relationship between particle size, porosity and thermal

conductivity. The thermal conductivity curves are dotted if the particle size exceeds
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the calculated skin depth; where the curves are dotted, these are expected to deviate

upwards from the apparent power law trend to eventually reach a constant value

for thermal conductivity that corresponds to the conductivity of solid rock. The

maximum value predicted with confidence by the Sakatani model is to 0.093 W/mK

for a porosity φ = 0.6; this corresponds to a value of the thermal inertia of the

regolith of about 285 Js−1/2K−1m−2. This value is used as the upper limit for the

thermal inertia of the regolith in the Bayesian inversion. In doing so, the assumption

is that the two extremes in thermal cycling (i.e., low amplitude thermal cycling of

rock and high amplitude thermal cycling of the finest regolith) will dominate the

observed signature, and that the presence of an intermediate particle size regolith

within this “transition” zone would not significantly impact the end results of this

work’ interpretations. Although the hard boundary for regolith thermal conductivity

was utilized to avoid interpretations within the transition range, in the transition

region there potentially exist a range of particle sizes larger than the diurnal skin

depth, but still small enough that their thermal signature is below that of an infinite

bedrock. A smooth transition from rock into regolith should be expected, as the

result of comminution by thermal fatigue fragmentation (Delbo et al., 2014; El Mir

et al., 2016; Molaro and Byrne, 2011) and micrometeoroid bombardment (Basilevsky

et al., 2015; Hoerz et al., 1975; Hörz and Cintala, 1997). This topic therefore requires

additional research.

Finally, the Hayabusa mission observed an areal abundance of rock bigger of

around 5 meters (the limiting resolution) equal to 16% on the surface of Itokawa. The

rock abundance estimated using the two-component thermophysical model cannot

therefore be lower than this value, as the infrared flux may be contributed also by

rocks smaller than 5 m.

Results

Using the above constrains, a detailed χ2
r survey is performed on all the observations

except those rejected in the inversion the 2-D simulation. The a-priori information

available from literature allows focusing the search on admissible sub-regions of the
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Figure 4.7: Normalized posterior distribution of the parameters in the Bayesian
inversion of the 4-D problem for asteroid (25143) Itokawa. The inversion is informed
by the detailed χ2

r survey. The retrieved surface properties are: θ̄ = 4±1◦, Γregolith =
203± 36 Js−1/2K−1m−2, Γrock = 894± 122 Js−1/2K−1m−2, RA = 84 ± 9%.

χ2
r hyperspace while looking for the absolute minimum. The solution (statistics

of the absolute minimum at χ2
r = 1.6) is used to inform the Bayesian inversion of

the 4-D model. Figure 4.7 shows the posterior distributions for the parameters;

the best estimates have statistics: θ̄ = 4 ± 1◦, Γregolith = 203 ± 36 Js−1/2K−1m−2,

Γrock = 894± 122 Js−1/2K−1m−2, RA = 84 ± 9%.

4.4.3 Discussion

In this Section, the results of the inversion of the 4-D dataset are compared to those

of the 2-D dataset as well as to in-situ measurement of regolith size. The minimum

χ2
r for the 4-D model is 1.6. Within 1–σ (σχ2

r
= 0.3), this value is the same of the

2-D model and, in this respect, the two models are equivalent. In addition to the
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Figure 4.8: Thermal conductivity of regolith on asteroid (25143) Itokawa as a func-
tion of mean particle diameter, for three different values of porosity. The curves are
dotted for values of particle size exceeding the calculated skin depth. The horizontal
lines are values of conductivity for a nominal thermal inertia for the regolith equal
to 203 Js−1/2K−1m−2, at different values of porosity. Solutions (intersections be-
tween thermal conductivity curves and horizonatal lines) exist for φ = 0.6, φ = 0.5
and φ = 0.4. The retrieved grain size is in line with in-situ findings by Yano et al.
(2006); Kitazato et al. (2008).

2-D model, however, the 4-D model is able to split the contribution from the regolith

and the rock to the average thermal inertia, and therefore inform about the rock

abundance on the surface of the asteroid without any assumption on the thermal

inertia of the components (besides the discussed upper and lower limits).

The value of thermal inertia of the regolith inferred in Section 4.4.2 is converted

to thermal conductivity, using the mean density and specific heat of LL chrondrites,

for different porosity values (horizontal lines in Figure 4.8). Where corresponding

porosity lines intersect, a prediction for particle size is made, following the method

by Gundlach and Blum (2013). Solutions exist for porosity equal to 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6

(squared dots in Figure 4.8). After error propagation, the mean particle diameter

is found to be: 9+6
−4mm (φ = 0.4); 10+7

−4 mm (φ = 0.5); 11+7
−5 mm (φ = 0.6). These
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results are in agreement with in-situ findings by the Hayabusa mission (Yano et al.,

2006; Kitazato et al., 2008), which observed that the smooth terrains are composed

by gravel-size regolith or smaller, while the rest of the surface is rough and exhibits

coarser rocks (pebbles, cobbles and boulders).

The rock abundance on Itokawa is found to be equal to RA = 84 ± 9%. This

implies that regolith covers approximately 20% of Itokawa’s surface. This value is

in agreement with the areal coverage of smooth terrains on the surface of Itokawa

(20%, Saito et al., 2006). The data of Table 4.3, however, are disk-integrated. This

implies that the method presented by Cambioni et al. (2019e) applied to these data

cannot resolve how the regolith and rock material are distributed on the surface,

but only quantify their relative areal abundance.

Finally, the value of thermal inertia of the rock derived in Section 4.4.2 is con-

verted to thermal conductivity, again using the mean density and specific heat of

LL chondrites, for a microporosity of 0.082. After error propagation, a value of

0.4± 0.1 W m−1 K−1 is retrieved. This value is substantially lower than the ther-

mal conductivity of coherent LL chondritic rocks, which was measured in laboratory

to be about 1.5 W m−1 K−1 (Figure 2 in Opeil et al., 2012); a reasonable explana-

tion is that the rocks on Itokawa could be fractured.

4.5 Future applications

Although the approach by Cambioni et al. (2019e) was applied to the case study of

disk-integrated observations of the surface of asteroid (25143) Itokawa, the method

is optimized towards the interpretation of infrared fluxes by spacecraft mission op-

erating in proximity of airless bodies. In such scenario, the asteroid properties (e.g.,

albedo and size) and morphology are well characterized by in-situ measurements,

and the infrared response of each facet of the shape model can be characterized by

means of an associated surrogate model, leading to a global mapping of the surface

properties. On the other hand, the interpretation of disk-integrated data could be

affected by heterogeneity in rock abundance as well as presence of large boulders
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of the surface; the inversion of the surrogate models informs about the co-presence

of regolith and boulders on the surface, while it does not resolve their relative dis-

tribution over the surface. Additionally, when shape models have non-negligible

uncertainty in the size, the optimization of size or albedo as free parameters should

be included. How to overcome the application limit of this method to disk-resolved

data will be the subject of future work.

The proposed methodology has a broad range of possible applications to infrared

remote sensing problems. An example is the analysis of the data collected by the

OSIRIS-REx spacecraft (this case has been already modeled in Section 4.3) and

Hayabusa2 mission at (162173) Ryugu (Kuninaka and Hayabusa 2 Project, 2013).

Before mission arrival, telescopic infrared observations of Bennu and Ryugu yielded

disk-integrated thermal inertia values equal to 310 ± 70 Js−1/2K−1m−2 and be-

tween 150 and 300 Js−1/2K−1m−2, respectively (Emery et al., 2014; Müller et al.,

2017). Using thermal models for the conductivity of particulate regolith, these val-

ues of thermal inertia were interpreted as indicative of extensive centimeter-sized

or smaller regolith on the surface of the asteroids. When the OSIRIS-REx and

Hayabusa2 arrived at Bennu and Ryugu, however, the two asteroids were found to

have a very rough surface covered in boulders and rocks (Lauretta et al., 2019; Sugita

et al., 2019) and to lack the presence of extensive regolith ponds or smooth terrains

dominated by gravel-sized regolith which were instead observed on the surface of

near-Earth asteroids (25143) Itokawa and (433) Eros (Fujiwara et al., 2006; Veverka

et al., 2001). For Bennu, disk-integrated and rotationally resolved measurements

of Bennu’s thermal radiance were acquired using the OVIRS and OTES instru-

ments and revelead a global thermal inertia of 350± 20 Js−1/2K−1m−2 and a Root

Mean Squared surface slope of 43± 1◦ (Dellagiustina et al., 2019). For Ryugu, the

Mobile Asteroid Surface Scout (MASCOT) carried by the Hayabusa2 mission col-

lected brightness temperature measurements of a boulder on the surface and found a

value of thermal inertia of the boulder equal to 282+93
−35 Js

−1/2K−1m−2 (Grott et al.,

2019). From orbit, data collected by the Thermal-Infrared Imager TIR yielded a

value of thermal inertia equal to 300±100 J s−1/2K−1m−2 for the largest boulders of
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Ryugu and the surrounding material, although a few boulders with thermal inertia

in the range 600–1000 Js−1/2K−1m−2 were also observed in close-up thermal images

(Okada et al., 2020). Possible physical scenarios that can explain the apparent low

thermal inertia of Bennu and Ryugu may include high-porosity in boulders lead-

ing to low boulder thermal conductivity (Grott et al., 2019; Okada et al., 2020),

dust cover and the presence of particulate regolith between rocks, especially in some

apparently smooth terrains (Rozitis et al., 2019; Ryan et al., 2019), or presence

of fractures in the rocks, which can also reduce the measured thermal inertia, as

suggested for the rocks on Itokawa’s surface in this Chapter. In such context, the

method presented in Cambioni et al. (2019e) may be used to characterize the fine-

scale composition and the nature of the rocks, which are important for shedding

lights on the collisional history, as well as the surface evolution, of the two asteroids.

The concept of thermal surrogate model, however, is not limited to asteroid

studies, but it can be applied whenever a thermal model is available. Measurements

of comet’s surface temperature (e.g., by ROSETTA/VIRTIS at comet 67P/C-G,

Coradini et al., 1999) can also be inverted in their regolith and rock contributions,

providing insights in the processes of evolution of cometary surfaces. Improved rock

abundance maps on Mars and the Moon can be generated, thanks to the large

availability of thermal data from previous and current missions. In future, infrared

fluxes of Jupiter’s moon Europa and Ganymede will be provided by the NASA’s

Europa Clipper and the ESA’s JUICE missions; a surrogate thermal model of the

outer ice shell behaviour would allow the characterization of the surface properties,

informing future landing mission about sampleability at the diurnal skin depth level.
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CHAPTER 5

CHARACTERIZING THE SUBSURFACE PROPERTIES OF ICY SATELLITES

USING RADAR-THERMAL DATA FUSION

Characterizing the surface and subsurface of icy satellites from remote sensing mea-

surements is crucial for understanding the endogenic and exogenic processes occur-

ring in these worlds, thus constraining their habitability and informing the design

of future landed missions. These are among the primary goals of the forthcom-

ing NASA Clipper and ESA Juice missions to Jupiter’s moon Europa, which will

both map the subsurface and surface properties of the ice shell using ice penetrat-

ing radars and thermal imagers. In this Chapter, a novel data-fusion approach to

radar and surface temperature measurements is presented. The approach combines

machine-learned surrogate models of the coupled electromagnetic-thermo-physics of

ice and Bayesian inference to constrain the temperature and density profiles of the

ice from observed radar echo power and surface temperatures. The methodology is

validated by inverting remote sensing data of the ice sheet above subglacial Lake

Vostok in East Antarctica and comparing the best-fit average properties of the ice

to ice core and borehole measurements. When applied to models of Europa’s ice

shell, the approach successfully retrieves the temperature profile within the ice, the

basal heat flux at depth, and the surface porosity and average composition of the

ice.

5.1 Planetary surfaces: gateways to the interior

On Jupiter’s moon Europa, the predicted subsurface structures and geophysical ac-

tivity in the ice shell (Collins and Nimmo, 2009, and references therein) are expected

to produce characteristic dielectric horizons that can be detected using Ice Pene-

trating Radars (IPRs, Blankenship et al., 2009, and references therein). The key to
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probing the ice via radar sounding is the relatively small loss tangent of ice, that is,

the ratio between the imaginary and the real components of the dielectric permit-

tivity of water ice1. Relatively pure water ice is a good insulator, and propagating

electromagnetic waves can penetrate far into an ice column, as they do not lose en-

ergy in coupling with ions and electrically charged defects in the ice lattice structure

within the medium2. In contrast, liquid water containing impurities (brine) is an

effective conductor of electricity. The real permittivity ε is much higher for water

than for ice (εwater ∼ 80, versus εice ∼ 3.5 of ice, Campbell, 2002). This strong

difference in real permittivity leads to larger attenuation of the radar wave in the

water than in the ice, which translates into strong radar returns where the material

changes, thus enabling the exploration of water bodies within and at the bottom of

kilometers of ice (Blankenship et al., 2009). Using this principle, the IPR onboard

the forthcoming NASA Clipper and ESA Juice missions to Europa are expected to

provide evidence of the existence of the ocean and measure the depth of the ocean-

ice shell interface. The presence of an ocean underneath the icy shell is suggested by

models of heating from radiogenic sources and tidal interaction with Jupiter (Cassen

et al., 1979), and indirect observations, such as changes in the magnetic field (Carr

et al., 1998; Kivelson et al., 2000) and the evidence that Europa’s surface is geolog-

ically young and shows abundant signatures of modification by endogenic processes

likely due to the presence of an ocean (Bierhaus et al., 2009; Khurana et al., 1998).

Sounding radar data of the Europa ice shell are not available yet. In the mean-

while, terrestrial analogs offer the possibility to test novel technologies and data-

analysis approach in preparation for forthcoming missions. On Earth, the ice sheets

above subglacial and englacial water bodies show thermal and compositional hori-

zons and structures that are similar to those possible on Europa (Blankenship et al.,

1The real dielectric permittivity ε of a material is the degree of electrical polarization that

the material experiences under the influence of an external electric field. Material with lower

permittivity are more transparent to radar waves.
2The evidence that radar waves can penetrate ice (whose permittivity ε ∼ 3.5) was first noticed

by aircraft pilots whose radar altimeters were registering erroneously large altitude readings when

flying over large glaciers (Page and Ramseier, 1975).
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2009). Radar reflections off subglacial lake surfaces are easily distinguishable from

those of the ice-bedrock interface (Wright and Siegert, 2011) because the strength of

the radar response is constant over horizontal distances and there is usually a very

strong interface at the water lid, indicating a conducting substance. The surfaces

of subglacial lakes are typically very smooth and no scattering due to roughness is

expected, especially at the long wavelengths used by sounders (e.g., Winebrenner

et al., 2019). This is the case of Lake Vostok (e.g., Masolov et al., 2001), a sub-

glacial lake in East Antarctica about which lies beneath 3.7 to 4.2 km of ice and has

been extensively studied both with remote sensing and ice core measurements (e.g.,

Salamatin et al., 2009b), as discussed in more details in the following sections.

As the radar echo power from ice is affected both by its temperature and presence

of impurities, in terrestrial applications it is customary to resort to the use of ice

core measurements to disentangle these two effects (e.g., MacGregor et al., 2007;

Winebrenner et al., 2019). In this Chapter, an alternative approach is explored,

which is based on a theoretical understanding and practical implementation of a

radar-thermal data fusion for icy bodies. Similarly to the method described in

Chapter 4, the new approach combines machine learning and Bayesian inference

to joint-invert remote sensing measurements of the radar echo power and surface

temperature of the ice to constrain properties that would not be accessible by using a

single instrument only. This enables estimating the temperature profile and average

composition of the ice independently from one another, without the need to drill

into the ice, and provides information such as surface porosity and densification

of the ice that are crucial for designing future landed missions on other planetary

surfaces. In that respect, although developed to analyze data for terrestrial ice

sheets, the approach is relevant to maximize the scientific return of the forthcoming

NASA Clipper and ESA JUICE missions, that will both carry a radar sounder and

a thermal imager (Phillips and Pappalardo, 2014; Grasset et al., 2013).

This Chapter is organized as follows. The data fusion approach to estimate the

likelihood of the subsurface properties given the remote sensing data is described

in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3, the method is validated by inverting remote sensing
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Figure 5.1: Left: Flowchart of the coupled radar-thermal model. The thermophysics
and radar wave propagation within the ice are coupled by the dependence of thermal
properties and electromagnetic properties on temperature and density, thus affecting
the surface temperature and radar response of the ice as observed via remote sensing
(black boxes). Right: Cartoon of the 1-D model for the ice sheet/shell above
a body of water. As described in Section 5.2, a near-surface reflector with high
signal-to-noise ratio is used as a reference to calibrate the reflection from the basal
layer (Equation 5.13) and model the radar losses within the ice as a function of
composition and temperature.

measurements of the ice sheet above Lake Vostok to constrain the surface porosity,

densification factor, impurities of the ice, and heat flux at the lake lid. The inferred

values are bench-marked against the ice core and borehole measurements extracted

at Vostok Station. Consequently, the performance of the method is tested for the

case of Europa (Section 5.4) by retrieving the ice shell properties (surface porosity,

concentration of impurities, basal heat flux) of two simulated scenarios: a fully

conductive icy shell, and a conductive icy shell on top of a convective icy shell

(Collins and Nimmo, 2009). The potentialities and limitations of using machine

learning to design surrogate models of radar and thermal physics in the ice are

finally discussed in Section 5.5.
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5.2 Coupled radar-thermal model

In this Section, the coupled radar-thermal model is described (Figure 5.1, left panel).

This model is used for both the study of the ice sheet above Lake Vostok and that

of Europa’s icy shell, with a few adaptations described in Sections 5.3 and 5.4,

respectively.

5.2.1 Temperature profile of the ice

The ice is modelled as a body with 1-D planar symmetry and thickness H on top of

a body of water. The density ρ of the ice varies as a function with depth z as

ρ = ρice φ(z), (5.1)

where ρice is the density of pure ice (920 kg/m3) and φ(z) is the porosity profile3.

The temperature profile T (z) of the ice sheet or shell is the solution of the 1-D heat

transfer equation

∂

∂z

(
k(T )

∂T

∂z

)
+ q(z, T ) = 0, (5.2)

where k is thermal conductivity of ice and q is the internal heat source. The bound-

ary conditions for Equation 5.2 are the average temperature of the surface from

remote sensing measurements, and the condition that, at the bottom of the ice

shell/sheet (i.e., depth z = H), the thermal gradient is proportional to the basal

heat flux Q:

k(T )
∂T

∂z
(z = H) = −Q. (5.3)

Equation 5.2 is solved iteratively with a finite-element scheme over a grid with

fixed vertical step to take into account that the thermophysical parameters are

function of depth and temperature.

3Different models for the porosity profile are adopted for Vostok and Europa, as described in

Section 5.3 and 5.4, respectively.
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5.2.2 Radar wave propagation in the ice

The ice is modelled as a mixture of pure H2O with minor impurities, such as acid

ice ([H+]), salty ice ([Cl−]) and dust. Density and temperature variations in the ice

create dielectric horizons which are reflective for the radar waves propagating into

the ice. The conductivity of ice in the frequency range 0.1− 300 MHz is modelled as

function of temperature and the presence of soluble impurities such as in situ molar

concentrations of ions (acids [H+] and sea-salt chloride [Cl−]):

σ = σpure exp

[
Epure
kb

(
1

Tr
− 1

T

)]
+ µH+

[
H+
]
exp

[
EH+

kb

(
1

Tr
− 1

T

)]
+ µCl−

[
Cl−

]
exp

[
ECl−

kb

(
1

Tr
− 1

T

)]
,

(5.4)

where kb is the Boltzmann’s constant and Tr is a reference temperature equal to

251 K. The electrical conductivity of ice is assumed to vary with depth as

σpure = σ0 φ(z)(0.68 + 0.32φ(z))2, (5.5)

where σ0 = 9.2 S/m (MacGregor et al., 2009). The molar conductivities µH+ and

µCl− and activation energies EH+ and ECl− of acids and chlorides, respectively, are

assumed equal to values from literature (e.g., MacGregor et al., 2009; Blankenship

et al., 2009).

For the case of Vostok, the dielectric permittivity is computed by assuming a

mixture of pure ice and voids. The model for Europa’s icy shell also includes the

effect of dust which is contributed from bombardments by meteoritic material of

chondritic composition (Heggy et al., 2017). Following Heggy et al. (2012), the dust

mass fraction is modeled with a linear decay from a maximum value of 5 % at the

surface to zero at the boundary with the ocean, and the dielectric properties are

assumed to be analogous to that of cometary materials (Heggy et al., 2012). The

dielectric effect of voids and dust on the dielectric permittivity is modeled using the

Rayleigh multiphase mixing formula for spherical scatters of different permittivites
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εi embedded in a homogeneous background of permittivity εice:

εeff = εice + 3εice

∑N
n=1 fn

εi−εice
εi+εice

1−∑N
n=1 fn

εi−εice
εi+εice

, (5.6)

where f is the mass fraction of the n-th impurity in the mixture. The dielectric

permittivity of ice is also function of temperature

εice = ε∞ +
ε0 − ε∞
1 + ω2τ 2

τ = C e
E

kbT ,

(5.7)

where ω = 2πν is the angular frequency, τ is the relaxation time, and ε0 and ε∞

are the low and high frequency permittivity, respectively. The parameters C =

5.3×10−16s, E = 0.571 eV (Heggy et al., 2017) and, following Hobbs (2010),

ε∞ = 3.02 + 6.41× 10−4T

ε0 = ε∞ +
3.54× 104

T − 35K
.

(5.8)

Radar Equation

The geometrically corrected received returned power P i
rc from a specular reflector

i, that is, with effects of spherical spreading removed, is described using the radar

equation from MacGregor et al. (2015); Winebrenner et al. (2019):

P i
rc = SFsL

i
b(L

i
a)

2Ri, (5.9)

where S groups the radar gains and losses together, Fs quantifies the net near-surface

gains and losses, Lb is the possible loss due to birefringence from crystal-fabric

anisotropy in the ice, La is the one-way depth-integrated attenuation, R is the layer

reflectivity. At Lake Vostok, Winebrenner et al. (2019) showed that knowledge of

the specific value of S and Fs is not required as long as the echo power from the lake

lid is referenced point-wise to another measurement (a reference layer) that depends
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in an identical way on S and Fs (Figure 5.1, right panel):

PB
rc

PL
rc

=
LBb
LLb

(
LBa
LLa

)
RB
b

RL
b

, (5.10)

where B and L indicates the basal and reference layer, respectively. Although trans-

mission through the surface may be directionally anisotropic because of variations

due to spatially nonuniform and possibly anisotropic surface roughness, Equation

5.10 assumes that near-surface gains and losses together (the term Fs) do not vary

substantially across the lake (Winebrenner et al., 2019). The birefringence losses

between the two reflectors4 are also assumed to be equal because of the relatively

small strain rates in ice flow near Lake Vostok at sounding frequencies. Equation

5.10 is assumed to be valid as a first approximation also for Europa’s ice shell.

This is because getting a clear idea of the near-surface effects and separating out

the radar loss due to the presence of impurities from that due to birefringence and

near-surface effects is likely to be very challenging, as the signal is expected to be

dominated by the former (Blankenship et al., 2009).

The one-way attenuation rate La of Equation 5.10 is linearly proportional to ice

conductivity σ in µS/m (Eq. 5.4) and inversely proportional to the real value of the

dielectric permittivity εice:

La =
(10 log10e)

1000 ε0
√
εice c

σ (5.11)

where ε0 is the absolute permittivity of free space and c is the speed of the light in

the vacuum. The one-way depth-averaged attenuation rate between the ice surface

and a reflector at depth zi is

N̄ i
a(zi) =

1

zi

i∑
l=0

La(∆zl)∆z, (5.12)

where ∆z is the thickness of each layer in which La is evaluated. Following Mac-

Gregor et al. (2007) and switching to the decibel scale, which is denoted in square

4Birefringence losses occur when the refractive index of the ice depends on the polarization and

propagation direction of light (Matsuoka et al., 2003).
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brackets, Equation 5.10 becomes

∆[Prc] = [PB
rc ]− [PL

rc] = −2N̄B
a H + 2N̄L

a zL + ([RB
b ]− [RL

b ]), (5.13)

where N̄a is the depth-integrated one-way radar attenuation. The values H and

zL are the ice thickness to the water body lid and to the internal reference layer,

respectively, which are known from the analysis of the radar echo power.

The ice-water transition at the Vostok lake’s lid is abrupt on scales that are much

shorter than the radar wavelength in the ice in the MHz-range (Garćıa Fernández

et al., 2006; Winebrenner et al., 2019). Assuming that this applies also to Europa,

the radar reflection from the melting ice interface is approximated by a Fresnel

power reflection for an interface between ice and water (ε′r = 80 , Boithias, 1987):

[Rb] = 20 log10

∣∣∣∣
√
ε′r(H)−

√
ε′r(water)√

ε′r(H) +
√
ε′r(water)

∣∣∣∣. (5.14)

Assuming normal incidence, the reflectivity of the internal reference layer is

estimated from a simplified expression for the absolute value of the Fresnel reflection

coefficient for a simple conductive interface (Jol, 2008):

[RL] = 10 log10
∆σ(zL)

8πνε0ε′r(zL)
, (5.15)

where ∆σ(zL) is the difference in ice conductivity across the reference layer, ν is the

frequency of the radar wave, ε0 is the permittivity of vacuum and εice(zL) is the ice

dielectric constant at the location of the reflector.

5.3 Method Validation: Lake Vostok, East Antarctica

In this Section, the coupled radar-thermal model described above is used to invert

radar and surface temperature data of the ice sheet above Lake Vostok, East Antarc-

tica, using the Bayesian scheme described in Appendix D. The best-fit properties

of the ice (namely, densification factor γS, surface porosity cs, heat flux at the lake
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Figure 5.2: The ice near Vostok station (black diamond in the south-east of this
areal map of the Vostok area) was probed along the transect “CCx-X06a” in the
SOAR survey (dashed line). The data collected along this transect are used in this
study.

lid Q, concentration of impurities [H+] and [Cl−]) are compared to the properties

of the ice sheet as inferred from ice core and borehole measurements.
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Figure 5.3: At the location of Vostok Station, the difference between the radar
power echo from the lake lid and that from the reference near-surface layer (∆Prc,
Equation 5.13) is equal to −8.56 dB, as indicated by the open dot at the crossover
point of the dashed-lines (data from the SOAR survey, Studinger et al., 2003). This
differential power echo is inverted in Section 5.3.4 to constrain the properties of the
ice at Vostok station.

5.3.1 Remote sensing data

The radar dataset is composed of measurements for a 60-MHz airborne IPR survey

collected by the U.S. Support Office for Aerogeophysical Research (SOAR) at the

University of Texas Institute for Geophysics (Studinger et al., 2003). The reader

is referred to Blankenship et al. (2001) for a description of the radar system. The

dataset of IPR measurements is available at https:/zenodo.org/record/1467433#

.XqN02lNKiL8 as published by Winebrenner et al. (2019). The radar grid covers

a large area (approximately 150 km × 350 km over and around Lake Vostok, Fig-

ure 5.2). However, in the analysis of this Chapter, only the data relative to the

https:/zenodo.org/record/1467433#.XqN02lNKiL8
https:/zenodo.org/record/1467433#.XqN02lNKiL8
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transect “CCx-X06a” are used. This transect is the closest to Vostok station (black

diamond), in proximity of which ice cores were extracted and borehole temperature

measurements were collected.

Figure 5.3 shows the difference in power echo ∆Prc between the value reflected

from the lake lid and that from the contiguous reference layer chosen by Winebrenner

et al. (2019); these two quantities are indicated as PB
rc and PL

rc in Equation 5.13,

respectively. At the location closest to Vostok station (black diamond in Figure

5.2), the value of ∆Prc is equal to −8.56 dB and the depth of the ice sheet is equal

to H = 3782 km. The observation ∆Prc = −8.56 dB is going to be inverted using

the Bayesian approach described in Appendix D to infer the properties of the ice,

as described in Section 5.3.4.

The measurements of surface temperature of the ice from satellite (Comiso, 2000)

indicate a mean-annual surface temperature at Lake Vostok of 215 K to within 2 K.

This information is not directly inverted, but it is used as one of the boundary

conditions in the solution of the heat transfer model (Equation 5.2) to compute the

temperature profile of the ice as function of the porosity profile and basal heat flux,

which are instead free parameters of the model, whose value will be constrained by

inverting the observed ∆Prc.

5.3.2 Surrogate model of Vostok ice

When the radar-thermal model of Section 5.2 is applied to the case of Vostok ice

sheet, the ice has a depth equal to H = 3782 km and the porosity profile φ(z) is

modeled as

φ(z) =
ρ(z)

ρice
= 1− cse−γsz (5.16)
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and the thermophysical properties of the ice (thermal conductivity and heat capacity

of ice) are taken from literature (Ritz, 1989)

k(T ) = 9.828 e−5.7−3T [W/mK]

c(T ) = 146.3 + 7.253T [J/KgK]
(5.17)

The internal heat q in Equation 5.2 at Vostok is the vertical ice advection, which

it is modelled as:

q = −ρcw∂T
∂z

, (5.18)

where w = −(ḃ + ṁ)(1 − z/D) is the vertical velocity of the ice sheet modeled in

terms of the surface specific mass balance rate ḃ = 2.5 cm/year and basal accretion

rate ṁ = 0.4 cm/year (Winebrenner et al., 2019).

To reduce the computational cost of the Bayesian inversion and for interpretation

purposes, the radar-thermal model is not directly inverted, but instead the inversion

is done using a surrogate model trained on a large but sparse dataset of simulations

for different sets of ice properties. Analogously to the case studies in the previous

Chapters, the surrogate model is designed in the form of a neural network (Appendix

A.2). The training dataset have entries:

{(γs, cs, Q, [H+], [Cl−]); ∆Prc} (5.19)

where the predictors γs ∈ [10−4, 10−1] m−1, cs ∈ [0, 100] % Q ∈ [10−3, 10−1] W/m2,

and [H+] and [Cl−] ∈ [10−7, 10−4] Moles. Each dimension is sampled in 10 equally

spaced points. The response variable ∆Prc is the differential power echo between the

lake lid and the reference layer (Equation 5.13) as predicted by the parent model.

Building this database requires solving the heat transfer model (Equation 5.2) 1000

times for different combination of {γs, cs, Q}. This corresponds to a computational

time of about 50 minutes on a single processor 2.8 GHz for a spatial resolution of

1 m.
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The upper limit for the basal heat flux Q is chosen by taking into account that

the ice approaches the melting temperature at depths that are approximately equal

to the ice thickness measured by the IPR at Vostok, which is equal to 3782 km at

the location indicated by the black diamond in Figure 5.2. The melting temperature

of ice is approximated as

Tm = Ttp − γ(P − Ptp), (5.20)

where Ttp = 273.16 K and Ptp = 611.73 Pa are the triple point temperature and

pressure of water and γ is the Clausius-Clapeyron constant, equal to 0.0742 K/MPa

for pure water/ice and 0.098 K/MPa for a mixture of pure ice and air-saturated

water (Harrison, 1975). The pressure P is computed as

P =

∫ H

0

g(z)ρ(z)dz (5.21)

where g(z) is the local gravity. Solutions that lead to melting of the ice at depths

that are shallower than H = 3782 km are discarded. Solutions that lead to melting

of the ice at z > H are still physically acceptable and not discarded.

The training of the network is performed on 70 % of the overall data set. The

rest of the data are split between a validation set (15 %) and a testing set (15 %) via

random sampling without replacement. The network is trained using the Levenberg-

Marquardt algorithm described in Demuth et al. (2014). The architecture of the net-

work (a single fully-connected layer with 30 neurons) is chosen via hyperparameter

optimization, that is, looking for the optimal network architectures that minimizes

the Mean Squared Error (MSE, Equation A.10) on the validation set. The evolu-

tion of the MSE for training, validation, and testing at different epochs of training

is plotted in Figure 5.4. At every training epoch, the parameters of the network are

updated such that the MSE on the training data set progressively decreases. The

MSE converge in about 800 epochs. Once trained, the predictive performance of

the network are quantified in Figure 5.4 by the MSE (red curve, Equation A.10)

and correlation coefficient R (Equation A.11) on the testing data-set. The MSE at

convergence is equal to about 2.5×10−2dB with a correlation coefficient above 99 %

at testing.
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Figure 5.4: As the neural network is learning the model, the residual between the
network’s predictions and the target values (measured in terms of Mean Squared
Error, MSE, blue curve, Equation A.10) progressively decreases epoch after epoch
until convergence is reached. The performance is quantified in terms of MSE and
correlation coefficient R computed on the testing dataset (MSE = 2.5 × 10−2dB
and R >99 %, Equations A.10 and A.11, respectively). A similarly low MSE on the
validation set (green curve, which coincides with the other curves) guarantees that
the network is not over-fitting the training data.

5.3.3 Ground truth data

The density and composition of the ice above Lake Vostok (surface porosity cs,

densification factor γs, concentration of acid ice [H+] and salty ice [Cl−]) and its

temperature profile are known because multiple ice cores were extracted at Vos-

tok station and borehole temperature measurements were performed (Table 5.1).

From the temperature profile, Ritz (1989); Salamatin et al. (2009b) computed the

geothermal heat flux Q, which is equal to approximately 0.054 W/m2. This value

was confirmed from independent estimates of the heat flux underneath the Antarc-
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Value Reference
γs 0.021± 10% m−1 (Lipenkov et al., 1989; Salamatin et al., 2009a)
cs 0.69 ± 10% (Salamatin et al., 2009b)

[H+] 1± 0.5 µM (MacGregor et al., 2009)
[Cl−] 2± 0.5 µM (MacGregor et al., 2009)
T (z) red curve, Fig. 5.6 left (MacGregor et al., 2009)

Q 54± 5% mW/m2 (Siegert et al., 2011; Maule et al., 2005)

Table 5.1: The surface porosity cs and densification factor γs of the ice above Lake
Vostok, its average concentration of acid ice [H+] and salty ice [Cl−], and the tem-
perature profile of the ice T (z) (together with the basal heat flux Q at the lake lid)
are known from ice core measurements and borehole temperature performed at Vos-
tok station. The analysis in this Chapter attempts to retrieve these same properties
from remote sensing data of radar power echo and surface temperature of the ice.
In this sense, the properties listed in this table are the ground truth data to which
the results from the inversion of remote sensing data are compared.

tic ice sheet from satellite magnetic field measurements (Maule et al., 2005). The

properties of the Vostok ice listed in Table 5.1 constitute the ground truth for the

analysis, to which the best-fit values of the Bayesian inversion of remote sensing

data will be compared in the next Section 5.3.4.

5.3.4 Bayesian inversion of remote sensing measurements

In this Section, the Bayesian inversion of the remote sensing data of Section 5.3.1

is described and the results are compared to the ground truth data from ice core

measurements (Table 5.1).

Inversion strategy

To avoid convergence to spurious solutions, the Markov Chain is built following an

iterative approach:

1. Initialize the Markov Chain with a Gaussian prior distribution with standard

deviation equal to ∞ and centered in x0, given by

x0 = min(|∆Prc −∆PNN
rc |), (5.22)
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where ∆PNN
rc is the prediction of the neural network and ∆Prc is the observed

power echo;

2. Perform the Bayesian inversion of the data by building a Markov Chain of

10000 estimates (i.e., by running the surrogate model 10000 times);

3. Re-inizialize the inversion around the peak values of the normalized posterior

distributions with standard deviation equal to the estimated uncertainties and

re-run the Bayesian inversion.

To identify x0, a fine-grid search in the 5-dimensional model parameter space of

the cost function |∆Prc − ∆PNN
rc | is performed to look for the absolute minimum.

Each dimension is sampled in 30 equally spaced points using the surrogate model.

This approach is similar to that followed by Cambioni et al. (2019e) in mapping

the goodness-of-fit of different solutions in terms of surface properties for asteroid

(25143) Itokawa with the goal of aiding the Bayesian inversion of observed infrared

fluxes (Chapter 4).

The convergence of the above iterative scheme is achieved when the value of the

cost function for the best-fit properties does not change more than 1% of the value at

the previous iteration. For the specific case of Lake Vostok, convergence is reached

after 7 iterations, which means that one needs to run the surrogate model 70000

times. By using the full forward model, this procedure would require ∼ 2.5 cpu

days on a i7 processor, compared with the 30 seconds necessary using the surrogate

model.

Results

The results of the Bayesian inversion of the remote sensing data of Vostok ice are

the black curves in the panels of Figure 5.5. For each of the free parameters of the

surrogate model of Section 5.3.2, the black curves plot the normalized likelihood

that a certain set of values is representative of the ice properties given the data

(that is, the normalized posterior distribution π(x|∆Prc)). The peak values of the
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Figure 5.5: The Bayesian inversion of the radar echo measurements from the SOAR
survey and surface temperature data successfully constrains the average properties
of the ice above Lake Vostok at the ice core site. From the top-left panel, in
clockwise order: densification factor γs, snow porosity cs, basal heat flux at the
lake lid Q and concentration of impurities (salty and acid ice, [Cl−] and [H+]).
The peak values of the normalized probability distributions of the ice properties
(black curves) are all within 1 standard deviation from those of the ground truth
measurements of Table 5.1 (red curves).

likelihood distributions are the most probable values of the ice properties given

the remote sensing data. In Figure 5.5, the likelihood curves are compared to the

ground truth data, which are plotted as Gaussian distributions (red curves) with

mean and standard deviation as described in Table 5.1. The value of the best-

fit properties of the ice are found to be within 1 standard deviation of the mean

value of the ground truth properties. This indicates that the approach based on

remote sensing data accurately constrains the properties of the ice. Furthermore,
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Figure 5.6: The knowledge of the best-fit properties of the ice from the Bayesian
inversion of remote sensing data (peak values of the black curves in Figure 5.5)
allows also constraining the temperature profile (black curve in left panel) and
radar attenuation rate profile (black curve in right panel) of the ice, which were
previously accessible only by performing borehole measurements and laboratory
analysis of ice cores. The best-fit profiles from inversion of remote-sensing data are
in agreement with the measured profiles (red curves, from Ritz, 1989; Salamatin
et al., 2009b) within 1 K and 3 dB/km (in units of Mean Squared Error, for the
temperature and attenuation rate profiles, respectively.)

the temperature profile of the ice (Figure 5.6, left panel) and the one-way radar

attenuation rate (Figure 5.6, right panel) corresponding to the best-fit properties

are also in agreement with the correspondent profiles measured in ice boreholes (Ritz,

1989; Salamatin et al., 2009b) and in laboratory by MacGregor et al. (2007); the

MSE (Equation A.10) between the predicted profiles and the measured profiles are

equal to 1 K and 3 dB/km, respectively. This means the the approach with surrogate

models is able to disentangle the two effects of temperature and composition of the

ice on the radar echo, something that can typically be achieved only by drilling into

the ice.
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5.4 Application to Europa

In this Section, the data fusion approach is applied in the context of the two scenarios

for Jupiter’s moon Europa’s icy shell: a 10 km-thick Europa’s ice shell which is

fully thermally conductive, and an ice shell with a 2 km conductive lid on top of

a convective ice shell. In the followings, reference radar data corresponding to

these two models will be inverted, and the expected performance of the data-fusion

approach in the context of Europa exploration will be assessed.

5.4.1 Radar-thermal model of Europan ice

Figure 5.7: The two case models of Europa’s ice shell studied in this Chapter (a
fully conductive shell and a convective ice shell) are assumed to have distinctive
porosity profiles of the ice (e.g., Nimmo et al., 2003), which are plotted here as solid
and dashed lines, respectively.

Regardless of how heat is transported within the bulk ice shell, the upper sev-
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eral kilometers of Europa are thermally conductive (Barr and Showman, 2009). The

radar-thermal model described in Section 5.2 is therefore used to calculate the tem-

perature profile within the conductive part of the ice. The thermal conductivity is

modelled as function of temperature and density as

k =

(
k1

T
+ k2

)
2− 2φ(z)

2 + φ(z)
, (5.23)

with k1 = 488 W/m and k2 = 0.47 W/mK (Hobbs, 2010). Two different porosity

profiles φ(z) are adopted for the two models of the ice shell (fully conductive and

partially convective), as described in Figure 5.7. The internal heat source comes

from tidal heating as modelled by (Nimmo et al., 2007):

q =
2µε̇2

ωrot

ωrotτM
1 + (ωrotτM)2

, τM =
η

G
=
η0

G
eA

T0
T
−1, (5.24)

where ε̇ = 2.1× 10−10 s−1 is the mean deformation rate of the ice shell (assumed),

G = 3.5 GPa is the shear modulus of ice, ωrot is the rotation period of Europa and

τM is the Maxwell time, that is, the ratio between the viscosity of ice and its shear

modulus, with η0 = 1013 PaS, A = 27 (empirical value) and T0 = 250 K (Barr and

Showman, 2009). The mean temperature of Europa’s surface at low latitudes, Ts =

100 K (Spencer et al., 1999), is used as one of the boundary conditions for the heat

transfer model. The other boundary condition is the heat flux at the ocean lid (for

the conductive model) and at the bottom of the conductive lid (for the convective

model).

In analogy with the application to Vostok ice sheet, the radar-thermal model

is used to design surrogate models that can be more efficiently used in Bayesian

inference of the properties of the Europa’s ice shell than the parent model itself. Two

datasets are generated: one for the conductive ice shell and one for the convective

ice shell. The datasets have entries of the type:

{(cs, [H+], [Cl−], Q); ∆Prc} (5.25)
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Figure 5.8: The same as Figure 5.4, but describing the training dynamics of the
neural networks that learned the radar-thermal physics in Europa’s ice in case a
fully conductive shell (left panel) and for a partially convective shell (right panel).
The performances of the surrogate models are quantified in terms of Mean Squared
Error MSE and correlation coefficient on the testing dataset (Equations A.10 and
A.11). The performances are: {MSE = 6 dB; R > 99%} and {MSE = 1.5 dB;
R > 99%} for the conductive and convective cases, respectively.

where cs ∈ [0, 50] %, [H+] and [Cl−] ∈ [10−8, 10−4] Moles, and Q ∈
[10−3, 10−1] W/m2. The value of ∆Prc corresponding to a certain set of values

(cs, [H+], [Cl−], Q) is provided by Equation 5.13. Each dimension is sampled in

20 equally spaced points. Building each database requires solving the heat transfer

model 400 times for different combination of {cs, Q}. This corresponds to an overall

computational time of about 45 minutes on a single processor 2.8 GHz for a spatial

resolution of 100 m. Analogous to Section 5.3.2, the solutions for which the melt-

ing temperature of ice is reached at depths shallower than 10 km (fully conductive

model) and 2 km (partially convective model) are discarded.

The datasets are used to train two neural networks y = NNCOND(x) and y =

NNCONV (x) for the conductive and convective cases respectively. As in Section

5.3.2 for the Vostok case, the training of the networks is performed on 70% of
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Target models for Europa’s ice shell
Fully conductive Partially convective

cs 10 % 20 %
[H+] 2 µM 2 µM
[Cl−] 4 µM 4 µM
Q 4.5 mW/m2 20 mW/m2

Table 5.2: Target ice properties of two models of Europa’s icy shell. From top
to bottom: surface porosity cs; concentration of acid ice [H+], concentration of
salty ice [Cl−], basal heat flux Q at the water or warm ice lid. The goal of the
Bayesian inversion is to retrieve the above values by inverting the modelled radar
power difference between the bottom of the conductive ice shell and a reference
layer (∆Prc). The performance is evaluated in terms of the residual (i.e., difference
in absolute value) between best-fit subsurface properties from the inversion and the
target values listed in this table.

the overall data set using using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm described in

Demuth et al. (2014). The rest of the data is used for validation and testing.

Following hyperparameter optimization on the validation set, the optimal network

architectures have a single fully-connected layer of 50 neurons each. The training

history of the networks is shown in Figure 5.8. At testing, the networks perform

a Mean Squared Error (Equation A.10) equal to 6 dB and 1.5 dB, respectively.

The correlation coefficients between the predictions by the networks and the target

values (i.e., the results of the “parent” model simulations) are above 99% for both

networks.

5.4.2 Models of Europa’s ice shell

The ice properties of the two simulated scenarios for Europa’s ice shell — whose

corresponding reference radar data ∆Prc are going to be inverted using the surrogate

models— are described in Table 5.2. Using the parent model, the values of ∆Prc

(Equation 5.13) corresponding to the model ice properties of Table 5.2 (termed

“target ice properties” thereafter) are computed as the difference between the radar

power echo between a reference layer at a depth of 1000 m and the bottom of the

conductive portion of the ice (for the fully conductive model, this depth corresponds
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to the ice-ocean transition and, for the convective model, to the transition between

conductive ice and warm ice). The choice of the reference layer in this case study

is arbitrary because these are models of Europa’s ice shell. In the application of

the method to real Europa’s radar data, the reference layer should be chosen as a

near-surface layer with a high signal-to-noise ratio.

5.4.3 Bayesian inversion of reference radar data

In this Section, the values of ∆Prc corresponding to the target ice properties of Table

5.2 are inverted using the surrogate models in the Bayesian approach. The residual

between the best-fit ice properties and the target ice properties of Table 5.2 will

provide an indication of the performance one should expect when the approach is

be applied to real data collected at Europa5.

As for the case of Vostok, the Bayesian inversion of the values of ∆Prc corre-

sponding to the target ice properties is initialized using the absolute minimum of

the cost function described in Equation 5.22 and the iterative approach described in

Section 5.3.4 is adopted to rule out local minima in the parameter space of possible

solutions and aid convergence. Both inversion procedures converge in 5 iterations,

for a total of 50000 runs of the surrogate model.

The results of the Bayesian inversion for Europa are shown in Figure 5.9 in terms

of the normalized posterior distributions of the ice properties π(x|∆Prc) (solid black

curves). The success of the inversion in the case of Europa’s ice shell is quantified

by computing the relative error between peak values of the normalized posterior

distributions and the values of the target ice properties (Table 5.2), which are plotted

as dashed vertical lines in Figure 5.9. The relative difference is computed as

error[%] =
target− peak

target
× 100. (5.26)

The results of Figure 5.9 show that the inversion is able to distinguish between

the two scenarios for Europa’s ice shell (i.e., conductive and convective) as the two

5Importantly, the study of Europa in this Chapter should be considered a best-case scenario,

as the effect of measurement errors is not included in the model.
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Figure 5.9: The surrogate radar-thermal models are successfully inverted in the
context of Europa’s exploration, as the target properties of Table 5.2 are correctly
retrieved both in the case of a fully conductive ice shell (black curves) and a partially
convective ice shell (red curves). From the top-left panel, in clockwise order:
surface porosity cs, concentration of acid ice [H+], basal heat Q and concentration
of salty ice [Cl−]. The success of the inversion is indicated by the small relative
error between the normalized posterior distributions’ peak values and the target
values of ice (vertical dashed lines). The errors are all smaller or equal than 15%,
except for the concentration of acid ice [H+], for which the relative error is very
large (130%) for the convective scenario. This observation and its implications are
further discussed in Section 5.5.
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normalized posterior distributions for the near-surface porosity and basal heat flow

are well separated (top-left and bottom-right panels of Figure 5.9, respectively).

Furthermore, the temperature profiles in the conductive ice corresponding to the

best-fit ice properties are in agreement with the target temperature profiles of the

ice (i.e., those corresponding to the target ice properties of Table 5.2) within a few

K. For both the conductive and convective ice shells, the relative error between

best-fit properties of the ice and target values is below or equal to 15%, except

for the concentration of [H+] (acid ice), whose correspondent relative error is large

(+130%) in case of a convective ice shell (Table 5.3). The implications of this misfit

are further discussed in Section 5.5.1.

5.5 Discussion

The finding that the best-fit values of the ice properties agree with the ground truth

values at Lake Vostok (Table 5.1) and with the target ice properties for Europa

(Table 5.2) demonstrates that the data fusion approach is able to successfully retrieve

the ice properties from a joint-inversion of the radar and surface temperature data.

This last part of the Chapter discusses the quality and uniqueness of the results, and

the importance of using machine-learned surrogate models with respect to directly

inverting the radar-thermal model.

5.5.1 Sobol’ sensitivity analysis

In the Bayesian inversion results for Europa, some of the ice properties are retrieved

more accurately than other properties, as shown in Table 5.3. In particular, the

concentrations of impurities (i.e., the acid ice [H+] and salty ice [Cl−]) are retrieved

more accurately in the case of a fully conductive model for the Europa’s ice shell than

in the case of a convective model. To investigate the reasons of these discrepancies,

a Sobol’ sensitivity analysis (Sobol, 1993) of the surrogate models for Europa was

performed. This analysis measures the sensitivity of the predicted value of ∆Prc to

each of the ice property, as well as to any of their interactions. The larger the value of
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Vostok Lake Europa (conduc.) Europa (convec.)
Target Fit Error Target Fit Error Target Fit Error

γs 0.021 0.021 < 1σ - - - - - -
cs 69 67 < 1σ 10 9 10% 20.0 19.0 5%
Q 54 53 < 1σ 4.5 4.1 9% 20 18 10%

[H+] 1.0 1.3 < 1σ 2.0 1.7 15% 2.0 4.6 -130%
[Cl−] 2.0 1.7 < 1σ 4.0 4.2 -5% 4.0 3.4 15%

Table 5.3: Summary of the results and performance of the data-fusion approach
presented in this Chapter. For the Vostok study, the fitting error is quantified in
terms of distance between the normalized posterior distributions’ peak values and
target values in units of standard deviation of the ice core and borehole measure-
ments, i.e., ground truth of Table 5.1. For the simulated scenarios of Europa, the
fitting error is quantified in terms of relative errors between peak values and target
ice properties (Equation 5.26). Although the best-fit values of the ice properties
generally agree with the ground truth values in the case of Lake Vostok and with
the target ice properties in the case of Europa, some misfits are present. These are
discussed in Section 5.5.

a sensitivity index, the more relevant the associated model parameter is in defining

the output of a surrogate model. For interpretation reasons (Iooss and Lemâıtre,

2015), the so-called “total indices” or “total effects” are computed as described

in Homma and Saltelli (1996). For a number M of model parameters, there are

2M - 1 indices; every index is computed by Monte Carlo sampling of the probability

distribution of the output given the input values with a sampling frequency of 104.

As for the Bayesian inversion, this study is made more tractable by using a surrogate

model in lieu of the parent model, as the former has a shorter runtime than the latter.

For the surrogate models of Europa’s ice shell, Figure 5.10 plots the Sobol indices

for the conductive and convective ice shell models. The conductive ice shell model

is found to be more sensitive to the values of [H+] and [Cl−] than the convective

model. This potentially explains why the result of the inversion for the convective ice

shell model is less accurate than the conductive model in inferring these properties

of the ice shell: the higher sensitivity to parameters for the conductive model allows

distinguishing the likelihoods of different sets of solutions more promptly than in

the case of the convective model, which is a weaker function of the concentration of
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Figure 5.10: The sensitivity analysis of the Europa’s ice radar-thermal surrogate
models shows that the value of the basal heat flux and surface porosity dominate
the prediction of the networks. Albeit small, the sensitivity indexes of the the
conductive ice shell network correspondent to the concentration of acid ice ([H+])
and salty ice ([Cl−]) are higher than that of the convective case. This explains why
the data fusion approach retrieve these ice properties more accurately in the case of
conductive ice shell than in the case of a partially convective ice shell, Table 5.3.

impurities in the ice.

5.5.2 Is the solution of the Bayesian inversion unique?

In this Section, the well-posedness of the inverse problem is discussed, that is, the

condition for which the solution of the inverse problem exists, is unique, and depends

continuously on the data (Hadamard, 1902). The last condition implies stability,

i.e., to possibility to find an estimate of the ice properties which is robust to marginal

perturbations in the data due to measurement noise.

The goal of the inverse problem is to find the absolute minimum of the residual
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Figure 5.11: Maps of the parameter space of model residuals for the case of a fully
conductive Europa’s ice shell and a partially convective Europa’s ice shell (left and
right panels, respectively). Since the parameter space is 4-Dimensional, for visu-
alization purposes, the values of the concentrations of acid and salty ice of Table
5.2 are assumed, and the residuals are plotted as function of surface porosity (x-
axis) and heat flux at the bottom of the conductive ice (y-axis). In this problem
with restricted dimensionality, the inverse problem is well-posed because the abso-
lute minimum of the model residuals (i.e., |observation-model|) can be identified in
each scenario. However, the parameter spaces show many local minima, which, if
not properly ruled out, may compromise the convergence to the true solution, as
discussed in the text.

between the prediction corresponding to a certain set of model parameters and

the data. In applications with high numbers of parameters, it can be challenging

to assess the well-posedness of the problem because the underlying mathematical

model can be too complicated and/or high-dimensional to analyse. This is the case

in machine learning algorithms, for example (Latz, 2020). For the sake of discussion,

Figure 5.11 shows the parameter space of model residuals in the case of Europa’s

ice shell (i.e., |observation-model|) for different combinations of basal heat flux and

surface porosity; the values of the concentration of acid and salty ice are assumed

to be equal to the values of Table 5.2. In this simplified 2-D scenario, the problem
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is found to be well posed, because the absolute minimum can be clearly identified

in each of the two scenarios (fully conductive and partially convective ice shells, left

and right panels, respectively) and the solution converges to a value close to the

target value. However, this does not guarantee that an absolute minimum can be

found in the 4-D parameter space, that is, when also the concentration of acid and

salty ice are treated as free variables. In other words, the well posedness of the

inverse problem is uncertain when the dimensionality of the problem increases.

Models with number of dimensions higher than the available sample size are

now commonly used in various problems (e.g., Johndrow et al., 2015). The first

challenge is to choose a suitable model and prior (Latz, 2020). The model should be

comprehensive of all possible solutions, and the prior should be defined as broad as

possible. A good strategy is to follow an iterative approach as the one described in

Section 5.3.4 (Neal, 1993)6. This approach helps achieve a solution which is unique

and stable to spurious fluctuation in the data. However, this approach also requires

sampling the unknown posterior distribution multiple times, that is, running the

forward model thousands of time. As shown in this Chapter and in Chapter 4,

the problem becomes more tractable if one uses a surrogate model in lieu of the

more computationally expensive parent model. Even in the case the initial guess of

Equation 5.22 is close to the real solution, however, the structure of the parameter

space may still bring the Bayesian inversion to converge to a local minima. A way

to prevent this is to use a Monte Carlo integration approach with Markov chains

(Haario et al., 2006), as explored in this Chapter and in Chapter 4.

Finally, when the solution is not unique (i.e., different solutions have similar

likelihood), complementary data are required to normalize the problem. For the

exploration of icy satellites, a possibility (to be investigated in future work) is to

include seismic data in the calculation. Radar sounding and seismic measurements

are highly complementary probes of the upper kilometers of ice. Future landers on

icy satellites will be equipped with seismometers which can collect the seismic sig-

nature of the interaction between the rocky ocean floor and the water (Cammarano

6https://www.cs.toronto.edu/ radford/ftp/bayes-tut.pdf

https://www.cs.toronto.edu/~radford/ftp/bayes-tut.pdf
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et al., 2006) where biological reactions can conceivably occur. Compressional sound

waves travel with different velocity in ice and water and measurements of two-way

travel time provides measurements of distance given the knowledge of the velocity

of sound in the propagating medium. The fusion of the three datasets from thermal,

ground-penetrating radar and seismic measurements may enable a full mapping of

Europa’s interior structure and geological activity. This will also provide indica-

tions of where seismographic measurements should be collected on the surface by

landers in order to resolve ambiguities in the subsurface structure and constrain the

presence and distribution of ongoing and past geological activity.

5.5.3 When should we use a surrogate model in inverse problems?

In this Chapter and in Chapter 4, surrogate models were used to improve the compu-

tational tractability of inverse remote sensing problems. In the case of joint-inversion

of radar and surface temperature data, the surrogate models were used to perform

the Bayesian inversion of observed/simulated data in an iterative fashion (Sections

5.3.4 and 5.4.2), to calculate the Sobols’ sensitivity indices (Section 5.5.1) and to

discuss the uniqueness and stability of the solution (Section 5.5.2). Table 5.4 pro-

vide an estimate of the time necessary to solve the inverse problem using the parent

model and using the surrogate model for the case of a fully conductive Europa’s ice

shell. The use of surrogate models greatly improves the computational tractability

of the problem while mimicking the parent model at great accuracy, that is, the

problem is solved at a low computational cost and, at the same, a negligible error

is introduced in the process.

In the case study presented in this Chapter, building a surrogate model is there-

fore advantageous because the neural networks are successfully trained on a rela-

tively low number of simulations and the runtime of building such training dataset

and inverting the surrogate model (∼ 45 cpu minutes) is small if compared to the

estimated runtime necessary to directly invert the parent model (∼ 2.5 cpu days,

or 3600 minutes). In the future, the fact that a surrogate model is computationally

lighter than its parent model may enable the implementation of the former onboard
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spacecraft to interpret observations in real-time and plan follow-up operations (this

is something that is discussed in more details in the Conclusion Chapter 6).

Future work will include exploring other models of radar wave propagation de-

pending on the science objectives. On Earth, the detection of density anomalies in

the ice may indicate the depth of the snow-firn transition without need of drilling

the ice (Salamatin et al., 2009a). On Europa, density and thermal anomalies may be

signatures of convective thermal plumes within the shallow subsurface (Heggy et al.,

2017) and/or indicate the presence of brines or englacial water in the icy shell, whose

detection may shed light on the role of chaos terrains and double ridges as gateways

to the ocean (Nimmo and Manga, 2009). These science objectives may require a

numerical modelling of the propagation of the radar waves in the subsurface ice,

such as using Finite-Difference Time-Domain methods to solve Maxwell’s equations

(FDTD, e.g., see Heggy et al., 2017, for an application of FDTD to Europa’s ex-

ploration). Solving the radar propagation numerically is computationally expensive

because the timestep of the simulations is limited by the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy

or CFL condition, which is a condition for the stability of numerical methods that

model wave phenomena (Taflove and Hagness, 2005):

∆t ≤
√
µε√

1
∆x2

+ 1
∆y2

+ 1
∆z2

(5.27)

where µ is the magnetic permeability of the medium and the maximum spatial cell

size — i.e., max(∆x,∆y,∆z) — must be smaller than approximately one-tenth of

the minimum simulated wavelength (λmin/10).

Prior to attempt solving the inverse problem using directly the parent radar

model with FDTD, one should therefore ponder carefully how the CLF condition of

Equation 5.27 is going to affect the tractability of the inverse problem and whether

building a surrogate model may be beneficial or not. As it has been described in

this thesis, building a surrogate model requires generating a large but sparse dataset

of simulations using a “parent model”. Assuming a constant running time for each

parent model simulations, the cost of building the dataset increases linearly with the
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Figure 5.12: Building a surrogate model is a trade-off between minimizing the error
of the training procedure and the computational cost of generating the training
dataset. The goal of this trade-off is to find the optimal number of parent model
simulations, that is, the lowest number of simulations for which the error of the
surrogate model after training becomes smaller than the measurement noise. If
this number of simulations is smaller than the number of simulations required by
the Bayesian inference scheme, then building and inverting a surrogate model is
advantageous over inverting directly the parent model.

number of simulations that one needs to run. For high dimensional models, a very

rough sampling of the parameter space may also require substantive computational

resources. On the other hand, for neural networks with number of weights and

biases (described in Appendix A) much smaller than the size of the training set,

the value of the Mean Squared Error at testing decrease as the size of the training

dataset increases (Advani and Saxe, 2017; Nakkiran, 2019) until it converges to

an “irreducible error” caused by unknown effects on the output variable. If the

irreducible error is larger than the error in the measurements, then the use of a

surrogate model in lieu of the more computational expensive parent model is not

advised.
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It follows that the decision of building a surrogate model comes from the trade-

off between the error added by the training procedure and the computational cost of

generating the training dataset (Figure 5.12). Qualitatively, one should expect that

the cost function of designing a surrogate model has a minimum which indicates the

optimal number of simulations to run (dashed vertical line in Figure 5.12) in order

to properly train the surrogate model without incurring in very high computational

costs. Unfortunately, the value of simulations corresponding to the minimum of the

cost function is not known a priori and must be found by empirical investigation.

One way to estimate the minimum is to “reason by analogy”: to search in the

literature peer-reviewed studies that used similar algorithms and treated similar

physics to the problem and provide measurements of learning curves, that is, how

the performances of their machine learning algorithms increased as a function of

the size of the training set. If the estimated number of simulations corresponding

to the minimum of the cost function in Figure 5.12 is higher than the number

of simulations necessary to complete the data inversion procedure (dashed-dotted

vertical line), then there is not computational advantage in designing a surrogate

model over directly inverting the parent model.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

From planetary formation and differentiation via giant impacts to remote sensing

of asteroids and icy bodies, this thesis has investigated the potentialities and limi-

tations of machine learning applied to planetary sciences.

6.1 Machine learning and planet formation

Collisions between planets (giant impacts) dominate the last stage of

planet formation. Although computer simulations show that these events

rarely result in the complete accretion of the projectile by the target,

perfect merging is traditionally assumed to solve giant impacts in N -body

simulations of terrestrial planet formation. The analyses in Chapters 2 and

3, showed that, when inefficient accretion is realistically modelled using

neural networks, a high planetary diversity in terms of core mass fraction

and accretion history should be expected among planets less massive than

0.1 M⊕ (0.1 M⊕ = 1 Earth’s masses). In contrast, the inefficient-accretion

model and the assumption of perfect merging were found to provide similar

predictions for planets more massive than approximately 0.1 M⊕. This is

consistent with previous studies that successfully reproduced Earth’s Bulk

Silicate abundances using the results from N -body with perfect merging

(Rubie et al., 2015, 2016).

In Chapter 2, machine learning was applied to explore a large dataset of hydro-

dynamic simulations of giant impacts (Cambioni et al., 2019a; Emsenhuber et al.,

2020). The relationship between beginning state (e.g., target mass, projectile mass,

impact velocity and impact angle) and end state (impact outcome) was mapped
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using two approaches. First, a Support Vector Machine (SVM, Hearst et al., 1998)

was trained to predict the type of the collision among 4 classes: merger, “graze-and-

merge”, “hit-and-run”, and disruption (these classes were updated to “accretion”,

“erosion”, and “hit-and-run” in Emsenhuber et al., 2020). Second, an ensemble

of neural networks was trained to predict the set of impact outcomes necessary to

study the orbital evolution of the collision remnants and their differentiation his-

tory in N -body planet formation studies: the masses of the two largest remnant,

their post-collision orbits, and their post-collision internal structure (i.e. core mass

fraction). These machine-learned functions are termed “surrogate models” of giant

impacts because they provide a synthesis of the collision outcome without the need

to run a full hydrodynamical simulation, thus generalizing the functional relation-

ship between impact properties and outcomes from a large although sparse dataset

of hydrodynamic simulations of giant impacts to the whole parameter space within

the ranges of the dataset. The surrogate models do not suffer from assumed physical

models, and run in a fraction of a second, compared to days of simulation effort,

thus enabling a fine — and fast — mapping of the parameter space to a known level

of accuracy. The use of surrogate models avoids performing additional simulations

over the entirety of the parameter space, which would be computationally ineffi-

cient given the large number of parameters and the requirement for high-resolution

simulations to produce reliable outcomes.

Being fast predictors, the surrogate models were used to model collisions and

inefficient accretion on-the-fly of terrestrial planet formation simulations. This was

done in Emsenhuber et al. (2020), who implemented the surrogate models in the

collresolve code library described in Appendix B (Emsenhuber and Cambioni,

2019). The library itself is written in C and has an interface for the C, C++, Fortran

and the Python Programming Language. Examples of implementation in N -body

codes are provided along with the library.

In Chapter 3 the surrogate models of giant impacts were combined with

well-established planetary differentation models (Rubie et al., 2015, 2016) to go

beyond the perfect merging assumption and include effects such as hit-and-run
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collisions, in which the projectile’s core does not plunge into the target mantle but

escapes accretion, on core formation. The core-mantle differentiation model was

used to analyze the results of N -body simulations obtained by Emsenhuber et al.

(2020), where terrestrial planet formation was modeled with both perfect merging

and inefficient accretion. Specifically, the results in terms of planet differentiation

from the neural-network model (“inefficient accretion”) were compared to those

obtained by treating all collisions unconditionally as mergers with no production

of debris (“perfect merging”). The inefficient-accretion model suggests that a high

planetary diversity in terms of core mass fraction and accretion history should be

expected among the planets less massive than 0.1 M⊕. In contrast, both models

provide similar predictions for planets more massive than approximately 0.1 M⊕.

This is consistent with previous studies that successfully reproduced Earth’s

Bulk Silicate abundances using the results from N -body with perfect merging

(Rubie et al., 2015, 2016). The results suggest that for less massive bodies, an

inefficient-accretion model is necessary to accurately track compositional evolution

in terrestrial planet formation.

The demonstration that a more realistic treatment of inefficient accretion pre-

dicts a higher diversity in composition and accretion history for smaller planets

represents a significant advancement in planet formation theory, which aims to un-

derstand how the very diverse bodies which compose the inner solar system planetary

population (e.g., planet Mercury, Asphaug, 2017), the Main Belt (e.g., asteroid 16

Psyche) and the Kuiper Belt formed.

For Mercury, early studies proposed its catastrophic disruption by a projectile

(Benz et al., 2007) to explain the unusually high core mass fraction. However, the

2011-2012 NASA MESSENGER mission showed that the planet has an anomalously

high volatile content compared to the Moon (Peplowski et al., 2011). On this ba-

sis, Asphaug and Reufer (2014) argued that two lower-intensity collisions in a row

would be a better solution. These data, including Mercury’s reduced oxidation state

compared to the other planets (Nittler et al., 2017) and hints for the presence of
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Mercury’s meteorites in our collections (e.g., Ebel and Stewart, 2017), can be fused

into the problem of Mercury’s collision history. As noted, a surrogate model is a

function, which means that for given astronomical observations, spacecraft remote

sensing and laboratory measurements a Bayesian inversion can be performed to

obtain the most likely impact hypothesis.

Data for asteroid 16 Psyche are still sparse (Elkins-Tanton et al., 2020), but

this will change when the eponymous NASA mission arrives to the asteroid in 2026,

carrying a color imager, a magnetometer to characterize the metallic core, and a

gamma-ray and neutron spectrometer to measure composition. Presently there is

much confusion as to whether Psyche is, in fact, a planetary core, as bulk density

estimates range from around 2000 kg/m3 (Siltala and Granvik, 2019) to more than

4000 kg/m3 (Ferrais et al., 2020). When bulk density and composition are known,

and the extent of the core, these stronger constraints can be applied to obtain an

collision history. Psyche may have lost its mantle in multiple collisions, as Mercury

probably did (Asphaug, 2017). Surrogate models that are trained on this compli-

cated collisional regime will be essential to interpret all the available datasets.
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6.2 Machine learning and remote sensing

The need to build more comprehensive planetary science theories requires

observations from remote sensing and in-situ platforms. In Chapters 4 and

5, neural networks were trained on large but sparse data sets of model sim-

ulations to learn the relationship between the output and input of physical

processes (namely, thermal emission from the surface of airless bodies and

radar wave and thermal propagation in icy bodies). The trained “surro-

gate models” can be efficiently used to infer the properties of the system

from observations and they are designed to facilitate combined observa-

tions across instruments and platforms (data fusion). The findings in

Chapters 4 and 5 show that the use of surrogate models extracts infor-

mation from planetary science data that eluded previous analysis, such

as the regolith and rock abundance on asteroids from infrared measure-

ments and the temperature profile of icy shells from radar measurements,

and has the potential to enhance autonomous decision-making on-board

robotic spacecraft and landers.

In Chapter 4, a new thermophysical surrogate model for airless bodies was pre-

sented in the form of a neural-network representation of the thermophysical scheme.

Infrared fluxes emitted from asteroids carry information about the properties of the

surface. The customary approach to the inverse problem is to run thermophysical

simulations, in which the asteroid thermal properties are mapped into an infrared

flux, to back up surface properties from observed infrared fluxes. The modelled

fluxes are compared to the observed data following the minimization of an error

function. Using this approach, past studies (e.g., Harris and Lagerros, 2002; Müller

et al., 2005; Emery et al., 2006, 2014; Delbo’ and Tanga, 2009; Delbo et al., 2015;

Rozitis and Green, 2014) have been successful in retrieving size, albedo and/or av-

erage thermal inertia of asteroids, but others important properties, such as surface

roughness and rock abundance, remained elusive and unconstrained. Many diffi-
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culties, however, arise when multiple surface properties are included in the game.

The number of simulations needed to densely populate the parameter space grows

exponentially with the dimension N of the input array. The error function to be

minimized may show local minima or saddle points also for relatively low values

of N. In order to split the contribution of regolith and rock to thermal inertia, an

alternative approach was explored in Chapter 4. This consisted of (i) building a

large although sparse look-up table of thermophysical simulations; and (ii) using

such dataset to train a surrogate thermophysical model able to predict the infrared

fluxes emitted by a mixture of regolith and rocks with a certain surface properties

(surface roughness, thermal inertia of rock and regolith, and relative abundance of

rock and regolith) given the observations conditions and the shape model of the

asteroid. The surrogate models assimilated the model and predicted answers at a

known level of accuracy (with respect to the testing examples) and in an extremely

low computational time. These properties enable the use of the surrogate models in

a Bayesian approach to inversion, using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo technique, in

lieu of the more computationally expensive parent model. When applied to ground-

based infrared observations of asteroid (25143) Itokawa, the approach found that

the surface is covered for about 84 ± 9% in rocks (Cambioni et al., 2019e), consis-

tently with the finding by the JAXA Hayabusa mission, which visited Itokawa and

observed that the rough, rock-dominated terrains on Itokawa total to the 80% of its

surface (Saito et al., 2006). When translated into grain size, the thermal inertia of

regolith indicates an average diameter for the regolith particulate in line with the

in-situ findings (Yano et al., 2006; Kitazato et al., 2008) for reasonable values of

macroporosity and composition identical to that of LL chondrites (Nakamura et al.,

2011). Finally, the fact that the thermal inertia of the rock on Itokawa yields a value

of thermal conductivity much lower than that of LL chondrites suggests that rocks

on Itokawa may be fractured.

In Chapter 5, machine learning was combined with Bayesian statistics to achieve

data fusion (e.g., Chang and Bai, 2018) between remote sensing measurements of

radar wave propagation within ice bodies and temperature on the surface. The
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methodology was first validated by inverting remote sensing data of the ice sheet

above subglacial Lake Vostok in East Antarctica, which is considered a pure-ice

end-member terrestrial analog of Jupiter’s Europa icy shell (Blankenship et al.,

2009). The best-fit ice properties from remote sensing (namely, surface porosity,

densification factor, concentration of impurities such as acid ice and salty ice, and

heat flux at the lake lid) were found to agree with ice core and borehole measure-

ments. This means that the data fusion approach is able to discern the effect of

temperature and impurities on the radar signal without using information from ice

core measurements, thus improving upon previous studies (e.g., MacGregor et al.,

2007; Winebrenner et al., 2019). This is relevant to the forthcoming exploration

of Europa by the NASA Clipper and ESA JUICE missions. In that respect, the

data fusion approach was tested in its capability to retrieve the properties of two

modelled scenarios of the ice shell: a fully conductive ice shell and an ice shell

with a conductive lid on top of a convective region of warm ice. The data-fusion

approach was found to be able to correctly infer the properties of the ice shell

(namely, surface porosity, concentration of acid and salty ice, and basal heat flux at

the ocean or warm ice lid) of both modelled scenarios. However, the detectability

of the concentration of impurities in Europa’s ice shell from the data fusion

between radar and thermal data was found to depend on geophysical properties

of the ice shell itself. Namely, under the assumption that the impurities in the

ice are salty ice and acid ice (e.g., Blankenship et al., 2009), their concentrations

in the ice are found to weakly affect the value of radar echo power in case of a

convective ice shell model (Figure 5.10), suggesting that a lower accuracy for the

data-fusion approach should be expected in case the icy shell is partially convecting.

In the future, machine learning and surrogate modeling will play a major role in

enabling high-level spacecraft autonomy, which is a critical feature for forthcoming

science-driven and unconstrained missions on large and small planetary bodies of

the solar systems. To expand the knowledge of such bodies, one will need the design,

development and deployment of a new class of autonomous agents (i.e. large and
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small spacecraft, landers, rovers, balloons, UAVs) that enable intelligent planetary

reconnaissance (Fink et al., 2005, 2007; Furfaro et al., 2008b). Such systems shall

include Artificial Intelligence-driven software that enables fully automated identi-

fication and characterization of sites that yield the highest potential for scientific

discovery. This will allows integrating ancillary information with spatial and tem-

poral sensor data acquired during the course of planetary exploration, thus enabling

reasoning and autonomous deployment and site selection (Furfaro et al., 2012).

Over the past few years, there has been a surge in researching how deep learning

methods can be applied to the problem of autonomous, closed-loop guidance, naviga-

tion and control for spacecraft landing on planetary bodies. For example, supervised

deep learning has been explored as possible mechanisms for closed-loop guidance for

landing problems (Sánchez-Sánchez and Izzo, 2018; Furfaro et al., 2018a,b). Deep

reinforcement learning, where the spacecraft agent interacts with the dynamical en-

vironment and learn a specific tasks by maximizing a reward, has been applied for

guidance and control of planetary landing (Gaudet et al., 2020b,a; Scorsoglio et al.,

2020) and asteroid close-proximity operations (Gaudet et al., 2020c,d). Recent ef-

fort in surrogate modelling of the gravitational field of irregular small bodies may

enable real-time, on-board generation of optimal spacecraft trajectories near aster-

oids and comets (Furfaro et al., 2020; Cheng et al., 2020). These methodologies are

expected to be critical to implement the level of autonomy necessary to sustain the

next wave of space exploration in the solar system and to maximize the potential for

new discoveries in the search for life (e.g., Furfaro et al., 2008a) and characterization

of planetary features (e.g., Furfaro et al., 2010).
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APPENDIX A

MACHINE LEARNING FORMALISM

A.1 Support Vector Machines

Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are machine learning algorithms that can dis-

criminate between different classes given input data. They are considered primary

examples of the so-called “kernel methods”. SVMs were introduced by Boser, Guyon

and Vapnik (Boser et al., 1992), and became very popular because of their large suc-

cess at the handwritten digit recognition task.

Consider a set of given training vectors xi ∈ Rn, i = 1, ...., l that belong to two

classes, as well as a class indicator vector y ∈ Rl such that yi ∈ [−1, 1]. The basic

SVM algorithm solves the following primal optimization problem:

minw,b,η
1

2
wTw + C

l∑
i=1

ηi (A.1)

subject to the following constraints:

yi(w
Tφ(xi) + b) ≥ 1− ηi, ηi ≥ 0 (A.2)

Here, φ(xi) maps the training vectors xi into a higher-dimensional space. C ≥ 0

is the Tikhonov regularization parameter. Generally, the vector variable w lives in

a high dimensional space. Thus, one equivalently solves the following dual problem:

minα
1

2
αTQα− eTα (A.3)

subject to:

yTα = 0, 0 ≤ αi ≤ 0, i = 1, ..., l (A.4)
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Here, e = [1, ...., 1]T is a vector comprising all ones, Q is an l × l positive semi-

definite matrix where Qi,j = yiyjK(xi,xj). The kernel function K(·, ·) is defined as

K(xi,xi) = φ(xi)
Tφ(xi). After the optimization problem is solved via the primal-

dual relationship, the optimal vector w satisfies the following relationship:

w =
l∑

i=1

yiαiφ(xi) (A.5)

Importantly, the decision (discriminative) function for the binary classification

problem is mathematically described as:

sgn(wTφ(x) + b) = sgn(
l∑

i=1

yiαiK(xi,x) + b) (A.6)

This formulation holds when the problem has nonlinear decision surfaces, as the

input vector x is substituted by a properly selected mapping function φ that projects

the training data into a suitable feature space (Shashua, 2009). The choice of the

function φ is done using k−fold cross-validation, which subdivides the training set in

k subsets and train the classifier (i.e., solve the primal-dual optimization problem)

using only (k − 1) subsets. The validation accuracy (i.e., percentage of correct

classification) is computed — after training — on the k−th subset. The procedure

is repeated several times; the average validation accuracy is used to compare different

schemes with different hyperparameters (i.e., the value of k and the function φ). The

model with the highest validation accuracy is adopted.

A.2 Neural networks

Neural Networks are algorithms able to learn (i.e., improve the performance of a

specific tasks) from data, by modeling the functional relationship between inputs

and outputs, which is exemplified by labeled data. Neural networks consist of many

mathematical units called neurons, which communicate in a parallel fashion through

weights that represent the strength of the corresponding synapses. Neurons are the

basic processing units for the network and are characterized by an activation function
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h(·). Additive nodes with activation functions have the following structure:

G(ai, bi,x) = h(aTi x+ bi) (A.7)

where ai ∈ Rm and bi ∈ R. A common activation function for shallow neural

networks is the tanh-sigmoid function

h(s) =
2

1 + exp(−2s)
− 1 (A.8)

For deeper architectures, such as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN,

Krizhevsky et al., 2012), other activation functions (e.g., ReLu, Rectified Linear

Unit) are more commonly used.

Neurons are organized by layers. For the applications described in this thesis,

shallow neural networks comprising one input layer, one or few hidden layers, and an

output layer are adopted. The hidden layer is assumed to have a specified number of

neurons S. For a given set of inputs, the prediction process begins with a summation

of each input with the correspondent weights (synapses) and then further processing

by an activation function. In regression problems, the overall neural network output

function is typically represented as follows:

fS(x) =
S∑
i=1

βihi(x) =
S∑
i=1

βiG(ai, bi,x) (A.9)

where x ∈ Rd and βi ∈ Rm. The weights ai an biases bi are determined during the

training process which implies minimization of a loss function on 70% of the whole

dataset. For regression problems, the typical loss function is the Mean Square Error

(MSE), i.e.:

MSE(ai, bi) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(fS(xi)− yi)2 (A.10)

where {x, y}i is the associated training set of size N . The accuracy is evaluated

on the testing set, which consists of a 15% of the dataset not used for training and

validation, in terms of the MSE and the correlation coefficient

R =
cov(NN, data)

σNNσdata
(A.11)
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where NN and data indicate the predictions by the s and the correspondent outcome

from the training dataset with standard deviation σNN and σdata, respectively. The

architecture of the network and the training specifics are commonly referred to as

hyperparameters and are chosen by minimizing the MSE on the rest of the dataset

(i.e. the 15% which is not used neither for training nor for testing). This procedure

is commonly referred to as hyperparameter optimization.
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APPENDIX B

THE COLLRESOLVE LIBRARY

The contents of this appendix were published in Emsenhuber et al. (2020) and

Emsenhuber and Cambioni (2019).

In this Appendix, the library collresolve for N -body codes is described. The

library can be imported into a N -body code and used to solve collisions between

planets. The library itself is written in C and has an interface for the C, C++, Fortran

and the Python Programming Language. Examples of implementation in N -body

codes are provided along with the library at https://github.com/aemsenhuber/

collresolve.

B.1 Procedure to resolve a collision

When the N -body code flags two planetary embryos as collided, the following inputs

must be provided to the collresolve library: the mass M , radius R, position x and

velocity v of the two colliding bodies, the target and projectile, with indices “T” and

“P” respectively, where MT ≥ MP. The library operates an internal conversion of

the inputs into the four values required by the machine learning algorithms presented

in Chapter 2: the mass of the target, the projectile-to-target mass ratio, the impact

angle, and the velocity. These are provided to the machine learning algorithms

according to the logical flowchart outlined in Figure B.1. The output of the library

includes the mass of the remnants (largest and second largest, according to the type

of collision) and their relative orbits, in a format that allows further evolving the

remnants in the N -body code, plus the mass of unaccreted or stripped debris.

The current version of collresolve treats the debris as a single component and

track only its mass. It is also assumed that the bodies are not spinning prior to

the collision and not spinning afterwards, although this violates the conservation of

https://github.com/aemsenhuber/collresolve
https://github.com/aemsenhuber/collresolve
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Figure B.1: Procedure being used by the collresolve code library to determine
the remnant bodies when a collision has been detected.

angular momentum in the collision. Follow-up collisions between the runner and

target of a hit-and-run collision will not have any preferential geometry with respect

to the first collision and thus may mitigate the detrimental effects of neglecting

pre-impact spin (Emsenhuber and Asphaug, 2019a).

Collision parameters

As the initial step, collresolve computes the collision parameters that are the

inputs of the surrogate models presented in Chapter 2. The target mass MT and

mass ratio γ = MP/MT are readily available. To obtain the other two parameters,

the impact angle θ and impact velocity vcoll, the specific orbital energy is computed

first as

εorb =
∆v2

2
− µ

∆x
, (B.1)

where εorb > 0 for the general case of colliding independent bodies, and specific

relative angular momentum

h = ∆x×∆v, (B.2)
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with µ = G(MT +MP) the standard gravitational parameter of the incoming bodies,

and ∆x = xP − xT and ∆v = vP − vT their relative position and velocity. The

angular momentum vector determines the collision plane. Then, the impact velocity

is

v2
coll = 2

(
εorb +

µ

Rcoll

)
(B.3)

and the impact parameter

sin θ = b =
h

Rcollvcoll

. (B.4)

This formulation ensures that the values are consistent with the SPH simulation

described in Section 2.2, as N -body codes do not usually provide the values exactly

at initial contact. A sanity check that b ≤ 1 is also included, otherwise the event

cannot be treated as a collision. This second check is needed for some N -body

codes. In Mercury for instance, the minimum separation is determined using a

cubic polynomial fitting of the relative positions and velocities at the beginning and

the end of a step. This approach can cause bodies to be flagged as having collided

while the collresolve method returns b > 1. This situation may still be a mantle-

stripping tidal event (e.g., Asphaug et al., 2006), but this is beyond the predictive

capabilities of the surrogate model.

The second step is the classification of the type of collision. As described in

Chapter 2, the machine-learning classifier by Emsenhuber et al. (2020) declares the

collision as accretionary, erosive or hit-and-run collisions. According to the type,

the collision will be further handled as an accretion problem with a single remnant

(in the case of merger, disruption or graze-and-merge, left branch of the chart in

Figure B.1) or a grazing collision with two remnants that can be directly tracked

(in the case of a hit-and-run collision, right branch of the chart in Figure B.1).
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B.1.1 Single remnant

In the case of a collision resulting in a single major remnant, that body is given the

mass ML and emplaced at the center of mass of the collision, which is given by

xCOM =
1

1 + γ
(xT + γxP) , (B.5)

vCOM =
1

1 + γ
(vT + γvP) . (B.6)

The remaining lost mass is provided as debris in MD and its use is left to the

caller. The mass of the second remnant MS is not determined.

B.1.2 Grazing collision

For an hit-and-run collision, the orbital part of the surrogate model provides the

values (ε′, b′,∆$). The three parameters ε′, b′ and ∆$ relate to three osculating

Keplerian elements: the semi-major axis a, the eccentric e and the argument of the

pericenter $. The inclination i and the longitude of the ascending node Ω are not

needed due to the assumption of motion happening in a well-defined plane, while

the initial anomaly will be computed by the collision resolution algorithm from the

relative separation (see section B.1.2). The choice of the orbital energy rather than

relative velocity is to easily allow for a later extension of the same model to graze-

and-merge collisions in which the second largest remnant has a bounded orbit. This

parameter is defined as

ε′ =
∆v′2/2− µ′/∆x′

v′2esc/2
=
v′2coll

v′2esc

− 1 =
v′2∞
v′2esc

(B.7)

with ∆v′ and ∆x′ the relative velocity and position of the objects at the moment

of analysis. The other primed quantities (′) are the same as the non-primed ones,

expect that they are computed for the remnants ML and MS and their corresponding

radii. The last equality in the equation is only valid in the case of an unbound orbit.

The corresponding semi-major axis a′ can easily be retrieved from this value with

ε′ = −1

2

R′coll

a′
. (B.8)
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Also, the choice of using the impact parameter of the resulting orbit rather than

for instance the impact angle is to allow for values greater than unity. The value is

calculated with

b′ =
h′

R′collv
′
coll

(B.9)

with h′ the magnitude of the specific relative angular momentum h′ = ∆x′ ×∆v′.

Finally, the shift of the argument of the pericenter is calculated by the angle between

the eccentricity vectors in the collision plane with

∆$ = $′ −$. (B.10)

The usual convention that $ is measured in the same direction as the relative motion

is adopted. Hence, a positive value ∆$ indicates that argument of the pericenter is

shifted forward during the collision, as viewed by the projectile.

As a consistency check, the obtained value of ε′ is checked to be positive. If this

is not the case, the collision is treated in the same manner as non-grazing events.

The orbital elements determine the relative motion of the remnants along the center

of mass of the incoming bodies. In addition to those, the initial relative separation

of the bodies is parameterized by d = ∆x′/R′coll, which depends on the possibilities

of the N -body scheme and its method to determine collisions. To obtain the relative

orbit of the two remnants, the first step is to retrieve the eccentricity vector

e =
∆v × h

µ
− ∆x

∆x
. (B.11)

With this value determined, the direction of the new eccentricity vector ê′ = e′/e′ is

obtained by making a rotation of ê = e/e about ĥ = h/h by an angle of ∆$. Thus,

the orientation of the new orbit is given by ê′ for the direction of the major axis and

q̂′ = ĥ × ê′ for the minor axis. Then, to compute the other necessary quantities,

the relationship for the specific orbital energy is used:

ε′orb = − µ′

2a′
=

µ′

R′coll

ε′ (B.12)

where Equation (B.8) is used for the second equality and

p′ =
h′2

µ′
= a′(1− e′2) (B.13)
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with p′ being the semi-latus rectum (see, e.g., Equations (2.16) and (2.17) of Murray

and Dermott, 2000). Using the first equality of Equation (B.13), substituting h′

using Equation (B.9), and using v′2coll = 2(µ′/R′coll)(1 + ε′) from the combination of

Equation (B.3) and the second equality of Equation (B.12), one obtains

p′

R′coll

= 2b′2(1 + ε′). (B.14)

With the second equality of Equation (B.13), one obtains e′2 = 1 + 2ε′orbp
′/µ′, hence

e′2 = 1 + 4b′2ε′(1 + ε′). (B.15)

Finally, the parameter d, that is, the relative distance factor for the resulting bodies

at which the N -body integrator identifies two bodies as close encounter1, is linked

to the true anomaly at initial contact with

cos f =
1

e′

(
p

dR′coll

− 1

)
, (B.16)

and sin f =
√

1− cos2 f as the bodies are moving away from each other. The

relative position and velocity are thus

∆x′ = ∆x′ (ê′ cos f + q̂′ sin f) (B.17)

∆v′ =

√
µ′

p′
(ê′(− sin f) + q̂′(e′ + cos f)) , (B.18)

which leads to the absolute position and velocity of the resulting bodies

xL = xCOM −
γ′

1 + γ′
∆x′ (B.19)

xS = xCOM +
1

1 + γ′
∆x′ (B.20)

vL = vCOM −
γ′

1 + γ′
∆v′ (B.21)

vS = vCOM +
1

1 + γ′
∆v′. (B.22)

1This value is a setting of the specific N -body integrator, as futher explained in Appendix C.
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APPENDIX C

N-BODY STUDIES WITH INEFFICIENT ACCRETION

The contents of this appendix were published in Emsenhuber et al. (2020).

The study described in Chapter 3 interprets the N -body results by Emsenhuber

et al. (2020), who performed 16 N -body simulations similar to the ones presented in

Chambers (2001) (that is, where collisions are treated unconditionally as mergers),

and 16 others that have the same initial conditions, but using the collresolve

described in Appendix B. The setup of these N -body simulations and their results

are described in the followings.

C.0.1 Simulation setup

Emsenhuber et al. (2020) repeated the simulations by Chambers (2001). This study

has the advantage of being relatively easy to perform, and has been extended and

studied further by Chambers (2013) who adopted an idealized hit and run criterion

and used scaling laws by Leinhardt and Stewart (2012). Importantly, the criterion

for hit-and-run collisions in Chambers (2013) is different than that used in Emsen-

huber et al. (2020). In Chambers (2013), the boundary of the hit-and-run regime

is defined by a simple criterion on the impact angle, except for the high-velocity

collisions. In the present work, the transition depends on impact angle and the

velocity, and there is a region where hit-and-run collisions can occur at relatively

head-on angles at intermediate velocity (see Figure 2.8 and the related discussion

in Cambioni et al., 2019a). As a result Chambers (2013) over-estimates hit-and-run

collisions at low velocities and under-estimates hit-and-run collisions at intermediate

velocities.

To perform the N-body study, the collresolve library (Appendix B) is imple-

mented in the mercury6 N -body code (Chambers, 1999). The codes uses a “radius
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enhancement factor” of 1.2, where a close encounter is detected if the distance be-

tween the two bodies is less than 1.2Rcoll. To ensure that bodies departing a collision

are not immediately identified as a close encounter, the relative distance factor for

the resulting bodies is set to d = 1.25. A few adaptations following Chambers (2013)

are also introduced: the time step is set to 6 days and the critical distance, closer

than which a body is considered to have collided with the central star is set to 0.2

due to the accuracy loss of bodies passing close to the Sun (Chambers, 2001, 2013).

In the simulations with collresolve, the minimum mass of the remnants is set to

10−3 M⊕; bodies that are below this mass are deemed to be lost.

C.0.2 Results

In the followings, the main findings by Emsenhuber et al. (2020) are described. The

goal of these N-body simulations is not to reproduce the specific attributes of the

Solar System, but to understand the overall effect of a more realistic collision model

for the giant impact phase as compared to the similar work performed in Chambers

(2001) and Chambers (2013).

Mass of the planets and debris production

Figure C.1 shows a comparison of the total mass present in the disk of embryos. The

simulations where collisions are treated as inelastic mergers are shown in black while

the ones using the technique presented in the earlier sections are shown in red. Even

with inelastic mergers, mass is still lost. The most common path is by ejections due

to secular resonances with Saturn (Haghighipour and Winter, 2016). However, the

simulations using the new collision procedure lose mass more rapidly (particularly

within the first 100 Myr) and in greater quantity than the control simulations. The

final mass of the planets is in some cases less than 0.5 M⊕, meaning that up to 80%

of the mass in the initial embryos has been lost. This indicates that unless debris

reaccretion is taken into account, mass loss by collisions between embryos is more

important than by the ejection of embryos or their incorporation into the Sun or
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Figure C.1: Total mass in the embryos as function of time for all the simulations
with initial conditions from Chambers (2001). Simulations are grouped by four;
each group has a different initial planetesimals or embryo masses, while inside each
group only the orbital elements besides the semi-major axis vary. The red lines
are for the simulations with the collresolve collision model while the black lines
show the control simulations where collision are unconditionally treated as inelastic
mergers.
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Simulations
Type 01-04 11-14 21-24 31-34
Merger 472 446 427 361
Accretion 231 233 170 155
Erosion 156 124 146 132
Hit-and-run 479 504 253 213

Table C.1: Breakdown of collision types obtained during the N -body simulations.
The values in the “Merger” line are the collisions in the simulations where collisions
are unconditionally as merges. The other three lines are for the collisions obtained in
the simulations with the collresolve collision model. The classification of the latter
is made using the method outlined in Section 2.3.1.

gas giants.

The initial size distribution is found to have a non-negligible effect on the out-

comes. The simulations that have a single mass distribution for the embryos (shown

on the two top panels of Figure C.1) end up with lower system masses than the ones

starting with a bimodal mass distribution. In the former scenario, the mass that

remains in the embryos is roughly 0.5 M⊕ while in the latter the final mass ranges

from 0.75 and 1.25 M⊕. This can be explained by the types of collisions that occur

for each type of simulations.

Collisions between similar-sized bodies tend to produce more debris, whereas

collisions between bodies that are more dissimilar will more likely be in the accre-

tion regime, retaining a higher proportion of the projectile (Gabriel et al., 2020).

Cratering events are the end-member case of this scenario, with all of the projectile

being incorporated into the target. In Emsenhuber et al. (2020), as it was similarly

assumed in Chambers (2013), the reaccretion of debris is neglected.

Types of collisions

A comparison of the number of collisions and their types is provided in Table C.1.

The first line contains the total number of collisions that are obtained in the simula-

tions where all collisions are treated as mergers while the other are for the simulations

with the collresolve collision model.
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It can be seen that, when collresolve is used, the number of collisions is

greatly increased. In the cases where all the initial bodies are of comparable mass

(simulations 01 to 14), the number is almost doubled. In those simulations, the

predominant regime is hit-and-run collisions. The fraction of hit-and-run collisions

is 55%, which is slightly higher than the 49% obtained by Kokubo and Genda

(2010) for a similar situation (only embryos). The simulations with a bimodal mass

distribution (number 21 to 34) show both a reduced number of collisions and a

reduced fraction of hit-and-run collisions. For these simulations, the 44% of the

collisions are hit-and-run collisions consistent with the 42% found by Chambers

(2013) for embryo-embryo collisions.

The increased number of hit-and-run collisions in the simulations with similar-

mass bodies can be explained by the geometry. With equal size bodies, about

3/4 of the collisions are grazing using the criterion of Asphaug (2010), while when

rP ' rT/2 (a sufficient approximation for γ = 0.1), the fraction of grazing collisions

reduces to about the half. The increased number of collisions also has implications

for the production of debris. As nearly every collision produces some debris, the

more numerous the collisions, the lower the mass that remains in the embryos.

Radial mixing

To assess the location in the disk of the material that forms the final bodies, a simple

procedure similar to that of Chambers (2001) and Chambers (2013) is adopted. The

initial bodies are divided into four compositional zones: interior to 0.7 (red), from

0.7–1.1 (orange), from 1.1–1.5 (green), and beyond 1.5 (blue). To determine the

composition change during a collision, in the case of erosion, the mantle is eroded

first, and the core is eroded only if no mantle is left, as in Marcus et al. (2010b).

When accretion occurs, the mass difference is taken from the second body (the

projectile) starting with its mantle. Hit-and-run collisions are treated in the same

way, with erosion from the other body serving as the material source in case a body

has a positive accretion efficiency.

Figure C.2 shows the final states of the accreted planetary systems, along with
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Figure C.2: End state of the 32 N -body simulations that are part of Emsenhuber
et al. (2020). Each system is shown on one line, with the resulting planets placed
at their semi-major axis and whose radius is proportional to their physical radius
assuming a constant density. The resulting bodies are colored by fraction of mantle
material coming from four different regions (whose boundaries are show on the top).
In each panel, the top four systems were computed using the collresolve collision
model whereas the bottom four were computed assuming collisions are mergers.
Smaller planets are placed in front of larger ones so there are no hidden objects.
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the described material origin of each planet (red-orange-green-blue), comparing out-

comes for perfect accretion (the bottom four systems in each of the four panels) with

the more realistic treatment of giant impacts (the top four systems in each panel).

The final systems in each panel are the result of the mass evolution given by the

black and red curves in each panel in Figure C.1.

The final systems where the starting bodies have a similar mass (the top two

panels) are different from those with starting bodies following a bimodal mass dis-

tribution (bottom two panels). When the starting bodies are similar sized, early

collisions include a preponderance of hit-and-run collisions whose smaller remnants

survive until the end of the integration. When starting bodies are bimodal, the

systems more closely resemble the ones obtained assuming perfect merger in each

collision. This is due to the fact that hit-and-run collision is more common when

bodies are similar-sized due to the greater fraction of material not intersecting in a

given collision (Leinhardt and Stewart, 2012; Movshovitz et al., 2016; Gabriel et al.,

2020).

The neglect of debris reaccretion in the inefficient-accretion simulations means

that these initial results should be taken cautiously. About 1–2 M⊕ of material is

not conserved in the inefficient-accretion simulations, when in reality a large fraction

of this may be reaccreted over time onto the growing embryos (Jackson and Wyatt,

2012). This means that the planets obtained in the simulations with collresolve

are most likely too small.

Systems with smaller masses have generally longer formation times (Kokubo

et al., 2006). Hence, the systems where there are still numerous bodies are ex-

pected to have not reached their final state at the time the N -body integrations

end (400 Myr). Figure C.1 also suggests that the frequency of collisions decreases

at later times, as indicated by the flattening of the red curves. As the collision

rate slows down towards the later times (see Figure C.1), it could take hundreds of

millions of years or longer for most of the smaller bodies to be accreted or removed.
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Figure C.3: End state of the 16 N -body simulations in Emsenhuber et al. (2020)
featuring the collresolve collision model, now shown as one system per line (sim-
ulations 01 to 34 from top to bottom). As before, the size of each planet is shown
proportional to its physical size assuming a constant density. The first 8 begin with
comparable-sized embryos, while the last 8 begin with a bimodal mass distribution
of embryos. Here each final planet is colored by the number of hit and run colli-
sions it has experienced, where the h-number is mass-averaged during each accretion
event as described in the text.
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Material reprocessing by hit-and-run collision

In perfect merger simulations, there is a comparative lack of less massive bodies.

Although some of the smaller remnant planets in the inefficient-accretion simulations

are unaccreted original embryos, most of them are the “runners” from hit-and-run

collisions (see Figure C.3), so some further discussion is necessary.

In Figure C.3 the cumulative occurrence of hit-and-run collisions during each

planet’s formation is quantified for all the simulations featuring the collresolve

collision model. Each line represents the final outcome of one simulation. The results

are divided in four groups, each containing simulations that were initialized using a

different method to determine the initial masses of the embryos, as per Figure C.2,

where first 8 sets of runs begin with initial embryos of the same or similar mass,

while the last 8 sets of runs start with a bimodal mass distribution. In each case

the initial embryos all start with “h-numbers” of zero. When a hit-and-run collision

occurs, the surviving projectile (runner) has its h increased by 1. When there is a

merger, the resulting h is the mass average of h in each progenitor.

In the inefficient-accretion simulations, h is found to range between 0 and 4; the

color scale is linear from 0 to 1 and logarithmic above. The smaller bodies tend

to have larger h-numbers than bigger bodies, indicating the dynamical survival

of runners. There are a couple of simulations where a few smaller bodies remain

until the end of the N -body integration (400 Myr) after having survived up to 5

consecutive hit-and-run collisions. It is possible that several from these bodies will

be accreted further on, as they remain close to other more massive bodies.

Composition

Figure C.2 shows that the smaller mass planets in the inefficient-accretion simula-

tions originate primarily from a single region represented by a single color. Although

the collision prescription in collresolve for material transfer is relatively basic for

hit-and-run collisions, as runners are assumed to be made of projectile material, it

is largely consistent with the SPH simulations of hit-and-run collisions that produce
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only a limited amount of equilibration between the colliding bodies. The limited

amount of mixing during hit-and-run collisions also gives the possibility of trans-

porting projectile runners for large distances without equilibration, as was already

pointed out in Emsenhuber and Asphaug (2019a), where it was found that the final

destination of a runner does not depend on its pre-impact trajectory, and investi-

gated systematically in Chapter 3 of this thesis.

For most of the simulations, the resulting planets are composed of only a small

fraction of material coming from the inner region (shown in red in Figure C.2).

Unlike Chambers (2013), material coming from the inner part of the original system

has a low survival rate.

To understand this difference, when collisions are treated unconditionally as

mergers, the only possibility for mass loss is through ejection from the solar system

or collision with the Sun. Selective ejection of outer bodies (blue) is anticipated

because they have a lower escape velocity from the solar system and can be strongly

perturbed gravitationally by gas giants. On this basis, a lower mass loss is ex-

pected from the inner solar system. But when debris production is included using

collresolve, there is a bias towards mass loss from the inner region due to the

greater absolute impact velocities. Impact velocity is generally greater for closer-in

collisions in proportion to their higher Keplerian velocity vkep =
√
GM?/a.

The reader is therefore advised that some of the conclusions in Emsenhuber et al.

(2020) may be an artifact of the simple treatment adopted for the debris, which are

treated as being lost, when in fact the debris that is closest to the Sun would be swept

up the fastest by the remaining planets since the dynamical time scale is shorter.

Careful treatment of the debris in the N -body scheme is an important matter for

future work. In addition to influencing the cumulative mass, the production of debris

would lead to increased dynamical friction which would reduce the eccentricities and

inclinations of the embryos (Raymond et al., 2006; O’Brien et al., 2006b; Kobayashi

et al., 2019), and hence their relative velocities, increasing the accretion efficiency

but reducing the interactions across feeding zones.
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APPENDIX D

BASICS OF BAYESIAN INFERENCE

The general goal of inverse problems is to use a forward model to retrieve properties

that characterize a physical system. In the Bayesian approach, the parameters to be

retrieved are treated as random variables, so that the goal is to map the likelihood

that a certain set of parameter can explain the observations. In that respect, the

Bayesian approach to inverse problem generally yields a probability distribution

(a-posteriori or posterior distribution) for each of the retrieved variables. Such

distribution is obtained by virtue of the Bayes’ theorem which combines a-priori

distribution and likelihood given the observed data to obtain an estimation of the

parameters distribution (Stuart, 2010; Aster et al., 2011). Indeed, once observations

are collected, one can compute the conditional probability distribution L(m|x), i.e.

given a certain set of parameters to be retrieved x, the set of observations m are

observed. The Bayes’ theorem is employed to combine such likelihood conditional

probability distribution, L(m|x), with the prior distribution πpr(x) to compute

the conditional posterior distribution for the model parameters π(x|m). Solving

inverse problems within the Bayesian framework relies on computing the conditional

posterior probability distribution, i.e.:

π(x|m) =
πpr(x)L(m|x)

π(m)
(D.1)

where π(m) is the probability distribution of the observed data:

π(m) =

∫
x

π(x,m) dx =

∫
x

πpr(x)L(m|x) dx (D.2)

Generally, the inverse problem is regularized by using the prior distribution πpr(x)

which encodes prior knowledge or belief about the parameters. As stated in Stuart

(2010), since all variables are assumed to be random, they reflects the uncertainty
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of the true values and, importantly, the degree of uncertainty is encoded in the

probability distribution of the parameters to be retrieved. Typical estimates using

π(x|m) are the 1) Maximum A-Posteriori (MAP) distribution and 2) Mean of the

posterior distribution. If the posterior distribution is normal, the MAP and posterior

mean will coincide (Stuart, 2010; Aster et al., 2011).

Generally, analytical evaluations of the integral of Equation D.2 are impossible.

When N is large, traditional numerical quadrature schemes are not practical and one

has to resort to Monte Carlo (MC) integration methods. MC algorithms are applied

by sampling N points on π(x|m), xk, k = 1, 2, ..., N . In Chapter 4 and 5, a Monte

Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) approach is employed for sampling. There are many

algorithms for MCMC; one of the most widely used is the Metropolis–Hastings (MH)

algorithm that performs a Markov chain with a specified limiting distribution. Other

used algorithms for MCMC are the Adaptive Metropolis-Hastings (AM), Delayed

rejection (DR), or their combination called DRAM (Haario et al., 2006). The latter

is used in this thesis, unless otherwise stated.
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MISCELLANEOUS

E.1 Data availability

• The data used to generate Figure 1.1 and 1.2 are available on the Elsevier’s

Scopus website.

• The data sets for the classification tasks and the regressor of accretion effi-

ciencies and post-collision orbits described in Chapter 2 are published in their

entirety in a machine-readable format in Cambioni et al. (2019a) and Emsen-

huber et al. (2020).

• The datasets and codes developed for Chapter 4 supporting the results by

Cambioni et al. (2019e) are available upon reasonable request.

E.2 Reproduction of published material

• The content of the publications Cambioni et al. (2019a) and Emsenhuber

et al. (2020), to which the author of this thesis contributed as first-author

and second-author, respectively, are “ c©AAS. Reproduced with permission”
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